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COMMENT
PARTITION IN ANGOLA?
The

Angolan tragedy has

now

PARTILHA EM ANGOLA

assumed such frightening proportions that ft

appears almost a re-play of that violent upsurge that enveloped the country as
it became formally independent in November, 1975. The Bicesse Peace

Agreement, designed to put an end to the 16 year Civil War in preparation for the
General Elections held in September last year, has proved hollow and illusive.
The General Elections became farcical, at best a fresh

excuse

for Savimbi to

pursue political power by other means now that he had lost the Election. We are
backto square one, with only the worst possible consequences and implications

for Angola

in particular and the sub-region in general.
that Savimbi’s UNITA had long prepared for this outcome.
Our investigations reveal that Savimbi visited Pretoria on 17/18 September,
just
It

now

emerges

two weeks before the election. Of course he met with De Klerk and Pik Botha, and

with Defence Minister

Eugene Louw, Deputy Minister Wynand Breytenbach and
Liebenberg. Significantly, his South
African hosts did not share his optimism that UNITA would win the Election. This
discovery might have rendered it necessary for him to request private audience
with General Jannie Geklenhuys, the former Head of the SADF and the man so
central in the destabilisation and TTi/rdForce operations inside and outside South
South Africa Defence Force Chief Kat

Africa.
But it is said that after this

meeting, Savimbi’s election speeches back in
Angola became increasingly belligerent, ruling out the possibility of defeat at the
polls, and insisting that an MPLA victory would be fraudulent and therefore
unacceptable. So even before the Election, UNITA began preparing foropen war
against the government, seeking to dominate towns and driving out the local
MPLA administration. Behind all this was quickly emerging a pattern of a South
African sponsored supply line to UNITA forces, presumably mainly through the
agency of Colonel Jan Breytenbach's 32 battalion which is conveniently based
at Pomfret in the northern Cape.
Also, there appears evidence that South Africa had leased four or six Antonov
planes from Russia, with which to ferry supplies to Jamba, Mavinga and other
UNITA centres. So, contrary to South African denials at the time, the complaints
by Zimbabwe and Namibia in this regard were quite justified.
But all this

was

not unrelated to Savimbi’s old dream of a “Black

Angolan

Republic'', scheduled to be put into operation once he had lost the elections. So
even though he appears to have lost for the time
being the diplomatic/political
battles, Savimbi appears to be winning the war. He has won the battle for
Huambo, providing him with more than a symbolic basis for the pursuit of his
'Republic of South Angola”, south of the Benguela railway line, with Huambo as
its capital and to comprise such areas/provinces as would also lend economic
viability to the new “Republic”.
As long as Savimbi is able to hold out long enough, it will also be a matter of
time before key elements in the international community begin to recognise the
new'Republic”. For, it will depend largely whetherthoseconcerned can continue
to get the oil and diamonds from both the Luanda based and Huambo based
authorities. That is the tragedy of Angola: foreign elements have in general
capitalised on the internal conflict in that country, concerned less about the issue
of peace and democracy than about the emomous material resources on offer.
We might wish to draw some hard lessons for the future out of this Angolan
saga. But for the time being, what can be done to arrest the process of
disintegration in Angola?0
2
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A

tragédia angolana assumiu nos ultimos tempos proporgöes alarmantes que
repetigäo daquela onda de violéncia que atingiu o pais ä medida
que se aproximava da independéncia em Novembro de 1975.0 acordo de de
paz de Bicesse, que tinha como objectivo pér fim a 16 anos de guerra civil e abrir
caminho para as eleigoes gerais de Setembro passado, acabou por ser fragil e
ilusorio. As eleigös gerab tomaram-se farciais, na melhor das hipoteses urn
pretexto para Savimbi procurar alcangar o poder por outros meios agora que
perdeu nas umas. Voltamos para o ponto zero, apenas com as piores
consequéncias e implicagoes para Angola, em particular, e para a regiäo, em
parecem ser a

geral.
Tomou-se daro agora que Savimbi estava preparado para esta situgao. As

investigagöes revelaram-nos que Savimbi visitou Pretéria de 17 a 18 de
passado, duas semanas antes das eleigoes. Encontrou-se com De
Klerk, Pk Botha, e com o Ministro da Defesa Eugene Louw, com o Vice- Ministro
da Defesa Wynand Breytenbach, e com o Chefe do Estado-Mabr Kat Liebenberg.
nossas

Setembro

Os

seus anfitrioes suFafricanos
UNITA iria ganhar as eleigoes.

partilharam do

optimismo de que a
a solicitar
audiéncias privadas com o General Jannies Gekfenhuys, o antigo chefe das
forgas armadas sul-africanas, urn homem profundamente envolvido nas
operagoes de desestabiizagao regional e da chamada terceira forga dentro da
nao

seu

Esta constatagao levou Savimbi

Africa do Sul.

Apos esta visita os discursos eleitorais de Savimbi tomaram-se cada vez
beligerantes, pondo de parte a possibilidade de ser derrotado nas umas,
e insistindo que uma vitéria do MPLA so seria
possivel se houvesse fraude, e
portanto inaceftavel. Portanto mesmo antes das eleigoes a UNITA estava a
preparar-se para uma guerra aberta contra o govemo do MPLA, procurando
ocupar cidades e expulsando as autoridades locals do governo. Por detras de
tudo isto havia urn canal de abastedmento ås forgas da UNITA apoiado pela
Africa do Sul, presumiveknente utilizando os servigos do batalhäo 32, do
Coronel Jan Breytenbach, que convenientemente tern a sua sede em Pomfret,
mais

no

norte do Cabo.

Parece haver também evidånda de que a Africa do Sul algugara seis avioes
russos

do

tipo Antonov,

com os

quais transportava material

para a

Jamba,

Mavinga e outras bases da UNITA. Apesar dos desmentidos de Pretoria, as
acusagoes do Zimbabwe e da Namibia, de que os seus espagos aéreos estavam
a ser violados pela Africa do Sul tinham
justificagio.
Mas todo este processo näo estå isolado do velho sonho de Savimbi de
estabelecer uma “Angola negra”, piano cuja implementagäo estava programada
para logo que Savimbi perdesse as eleigoes. Portanto, mesmo que parega ter
perdido agora as batalhas politicas e diplomåticas, Savimbi parece estar a
ganhar mftitarmente. Venceu no Huambo, uma base simboftca para continuar
com os seus designees de criar a “Republica da
Angola do SuF, a sul da linha
férreade benguela, com Huambo sendo acapital, e incorporando provincias que
dariam certa autonomia economica å nova “Republica”.
Enquanto Savimbi conseguir manter o seu projecto por urn periodo
sufidentemente kmgo, serå tarn bém uma questao de tempo antes que elementosChaves da comunkfade intemadonal reconhegam a nova “republica”. E tudo
dependerå se esses paises pretenderao continuar a receber petroleo de Luanda
ou diamantes do Huambo. Essa é a tragédia de Angola: elementos extemos tém
estado atirar os dividendos do confI'rto interne naquele pais, menos preocupados
com a questao da paz e democracia do que com os enormes recursos
que o pais
oferece. Poderemos tirar algumas ligöes para o future baseadas na saga
angolana. Mas por enquanto, o que é que poderå ser feito para travar o processo
de desintegragäo em Angola?0
Sapem March, 1993
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It is

pathetic that in the case of Somalia
appoint a task

the OAU did not see it fit to

force to coordinate relief efforts and

formulate political and military initiatives
to

and MPLA is such that it

precludes any
negotiations in good faith between the
two sides. Strong external pressures need
to be exerted but by who?
The United States shares UNITA’s

neutralise the warlords.

Virtually everywhere Africans suffer
a denial of basic human rights,
undemocratic and incompetent rule, and
badly managed economies.
African
governments lack the moral authority to
castigate each other for these abuses.
With the politics of liberation a
phenomenon of yesteryear, there has to
be serious soul-searching to determine

loathing of the MPLA. The USA therefore
does not have the will to push the UN to
intervene meaningfully to end the conflict.
Uncle Sam has not forgiven the MPLA
for having invited the Cubans and Soviets
to fight in Angola.
Hence America’s
unwillingness to recognise the MPLA

whether the OAU should continue to exist.

community.

Authur Zimba

Meanwhile the country is being
systematically destroyed and may never

from

NdoU
Zambia

government following elections which
were endorsed as valid

recover to

by the international

realise its full pKDtential.

Rueben Kahuni
Harare
Zimbabwe

PTA/SADC MERGER
PREMATURE
As Southern Africa’s

magazine, I urge you to vociferously ad-

ARTISTS NOT MERE
ENTERTAINERS
I

enjoyed

your coverage

MOI SHOULD STOP
only truly regional

vocate a

speedy integration of economies

The

in SADC.

of Thomas

Mapfumo, Abdullah Ibrahim and Sunduza
in your December/January issue. It is my
hope that you will continue assessing the
arts and through the interviews, expose as
you did, that artists are not simply mere
entertainers, but serious commentators
on socicil and political issues affecting our
everyday lives.

We must walk before we run. I endorse

that talk of
of SADC and PTA is not only

the views of those who argue

the merger

premature but unrealistic.

Harare
Zimbabwe

membership which will
immeasurably strengthen the organisa-

South Africa’s
tion.

Faraway PTA countries like Ethiopia,
Djibouti must integrate their
economies in their regions first before
looking outward.
Only when Africa as a whole had consummated the process

NEED FOR THE OAU’S

of regional inte-

gration of economies can we look beyond
for cooperation at a continental level.
Mohammed Hussein

EXISTENCE?

Mwanza

The question must be asked whether Africa
still needs the OAU.

SADC must

build on gciins made so far and prepare for

Somalia and

Marcus Masimba

Tanzania

The continent is

ravaged by war and famine in Somalia,
Angola, Liberia, Mozambique, Sudan, Zaire
and Togo.
One is struck by the impotence of the
OAU to take initiatives to resolve these

THE US UNWILLING TO

PUSH THE UN
to be no end in

sight to the

conflicts. This role has, to

There

AmeriCcins and UN.

carnage in Angola.
The degree of animosity between UNITA

all intents and
purposes, been abandoned to the

INTERFERING WITH THE
PRESS

seems

Kenyan elections have shown how

difficult the road to democratisation is.
Those who
state and

thought Kenya is a democratic

that President Moi was genuinely

re-elected may now be disabused of their
illusion. The truth of the matter is that

President Moi

was

forced to hold the

by his western bosses who felt
their interests would be better served if
Moi legitimised his power through the

elections

ballot box. Once the controversial elections
were over

and Moi re-assured of power,

he did not wait to show his true colours

by
infringing on one of the most sacred
principles of democratic conduct - the
freedom of the press.
In any

genuine democratic society

confiscating copies of a magazine and
banning it from the streets on the grounds
that it has exceeded the limits of the
freedom of the press is totally
unacceptable. The press keeps an eye on

government’s activities. Thus by pointing
what the government is doing the
press is just fulfilling its obligations. And
‘Society’ is not an exception.

out

Habbib Suleiman.
Mombassa

Kenya

MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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COVI-R STORY

ANGOLA: FIERCE FIGHTING FOR CONTROL OF
HUAMBO
Fernando

o

F WHAT was

a

Goncalves

few months ago one of

the most prestigious hotels in downtown
Luanda, the ‘Turismo’.only somebuletpitted walls remain standing. And, as if to
decorate the

golden-painted six-storey building,
flags of the ruling MPLA party and of the Republic
of Angola hang high on the fa9ade facing the bay
of Luanda.
In June 1991 the ‘Truismo’ had

come

to

symbolise UNTTA’s “military victory” when it
was
hastly occupied by the former rebel
movement’s soldiers, following the signing of
the Bicesse peace agreements in May the same
year between president José Eduardo dos Santos
and his main rival, Jonas Savimbi.

Today, the ‘Turismo’ has become the most
expression of Savimbi’s military defeat
and of the expulsion of his movement from
Luanda, following the violent confrontations
that flared up in the Angolan capital in the early
days of November, resulting in more than 2,500
vivid

deaths.
In the prosperous

suburb of Miramar, on the
facing the Atlantic, a house belonging to
the state-owned diamond company, ENDIAM A,
which after the peace agreement had been loaned
to Savimbi has been reduced to ruins,
along with
other UNITA offices, the so-called “pilot
committees”, which had rapidly mushroomed
throughout the city.
hillside

The full, and the most correct version of the
carnage that rocked Luanda between October 31
and November 2, will probably remain untold
for many years to come, but what may now be
named as the “battle of luanda”,which marked
the rebirth of the civil war in

Angola, hihghts the
political violence which has
reigned in this oil-and-diamond-rich central
climate of bitter

African nation, ever since the UNITA leader

rejected the results of the general elections held
in September last year, in which the “black
cockrel” movement emerged the loser, having
only managed to secure 70 of the more than 200
seats in the new MPLA-dominated
parliament.
But in refusing to concede defeat and driving
the country into renewed civil war, Savimbi has
contributed for his losing of whatever political
credibility was left of him, which once allowed
the West, and in particular the United states, to
openly associate itself with the rebel leader,
offering him considerable financial and logistical
backing, in support of what was then perceived
to be Savimbi’s crusade
against the “threat of
4

Angola has once again become a theatre of war:

a

communism” in

country”, said Brigadier José Manuel, a
spokesperson for the Angolan army’s General

Angola.
again become a theatre of
war, with UNTTA forces reportedly occupying
over 65 percent of the
country’s territory,
including major cities and remote villages in the
Angola has

once

countryside.
“We have returned to
war,

but

one

a

state of war, not a

which nevertheless is being

total

fought

quite violently in the various provinces of the

heavily-armed policeman

Staff.
UNITA has

managed to seize large areas of
provinces of Cuanza norte. Urge, Bié and
Moxico, and military experts inLuandamaintain
that Savimbi’s forces are attempting to advance
from Urge and Cuanza Norte towards the northern
province of Malange, and then isolate its main
the

Sapem March. 1993

supply route from Luanda.
The next step, according to the sources, would
be to advance from Malange, Bié and Moxico to
seize the diamond-rich provinces of Lunda Norte
and Lunda Sul.

clandestine routes from Zaire.

By seizing the diamond fields UNITA also
expects to deprive the govemmentof the precious
currency

it would earn by exporting the

mineral, having already dealt it a spectacular
blow when in

January, allegedly with assistance

from mercenaries recruited in Zaire and South

Africa, the rebels captured the on-shore oil wells
at

Soyo, in the northwestern province of Zaire,
losing

where the government is daily said to be
1.5 million US Dollars in oil revenues.

Luanda views UNFFA’s military successes on

ground in the north as a clear indication that
high-ranking officers in the Zairean army and
South African mercenaries

are

involved in the

fighting alongside UNITA troops, although it is
believed Savimbi still maintains

a

sizeble elite

force equipped with sufficient weaponry to carry
the

war

for much

As fierce

Zaireans and two white South-Africans, but what
could have become

a spectacular propaganda
by Luanda, was frustrated by failure to
display the captured before foreign journalists

who from Luanda monitor the situation in the

country. Senior government officers justified
this

saying they

unable to evacuate them
from Huambo, which has been under heavy air
bombardment by the air force.
Senior army officers said UNITA has managed
to keep such a large force because during the
demobilisqtion process, as part of the peace
agreement, UNITA did not really demobilise its
forces, sending instead civilians living in
territories under its control to the UN-supervised
assembly points. Very often those guerillas who
went to the assembly points were instructed by
their commanders to regroup in other locations.
are

UNITA’s arsenal

the

on

highlands city of Huambo, government
they had captured three

forces announced

coup

Having seized control of the country’s second
largest export earner UNITA would then lx: in a
position to become self-suficientin arms supplies,
which could be bought in the open market and
transhiped into Angola through established

foreign

central

longer.
fighting continued in the besieged

was

never

dismantled

completely and part of it reportedly found its
way into UNITA camps in Zaire, from where
some of the weapons are now being reintroduced
into Angola. IFie relatively small UN military
observer mission in Angola, which was
responsible for supervising the operation did not
even bother to question Savimbi’s activities,
even though they were always ready to point out
irregularities committed by the government side.

demobilised and the new armed forces, the FAA,

faced desertion from those soldiers and officers
who had

and

integrated into the FAA, while by early
February government was preparing a new
legislation which will force all youth from the
ageof20tobe conscripted while also calling for
general mobilisation.
The renewed civil war in Angola has caused
more destruction than the previous 16 years of a
constant, cruel and systematic armed conflict
which claimed

liotcI

Turismo,

poucos meses eta ; o
uin

das prestigiados

estabclecimentos hoteleiros na baixa
dacidade dc Luanda, restam apeiias paredcs
com ni areas

de balas dos mais divcrsificados

calibres; E: estampadas eni

dols dos seis
prcdio dourado com vista para a
baia de Luanda, estao estampadas as
bandeiras dc vennelho^e*negros do M FLA e
aiidarcs do

Huambo has become the focal

da

Republica dc Angola.

than any other conflict in Angola’s recent history,
since it has become

Sc

em

Jiinho de 1991

sliubolo osteusivo

o

“Turlsmo”,

era o

da “vitoria militar” da

UNlTAidepols dc 16 anos dc guerra contra o
govemo do Ml’LA, o cdlflcio dc cor doirada
virou faoje o siiionimu mais cond undente da
derrota dos homens dejlonasSavlmblc da sua

completa cxpulsäo dai capital^ idepDis: dos
vioieiitos confrontos que atingiram a capital
angolana nos;: primeiros dias: de novembro
passado.
;: No
prospero bairro do Mira-mary situado
iimna das collnas defronte do Atiantjeo, a
Sapem March, 1993

“comltcs-pUotos" - espaihados

pelos bairros perifericos da ddade.
A histwia com picta dcssa carnlflciua talvcz

fiqiie ainda durante muitos anus

p<ir contar^;;

aquikt que se podcra hoje designar de

“batalha de: Luanda’’,

siutetiza

o

cltma de

aguda violencia poUiica que $e Instatou
naqueie pals daAfrica central ricoeni petroleo
diamantes, desde

que a

UNITA rejeitou

os;

resultados das eleit^oes: gerais

realizadas cm;
Setembro ultimo, e das quais o partidQ do;
gaio ; negro saiu derrotado, conseguindo
assegurar apenas
no novo

7t> dos mats dc 200 lugarcs:

parlamentu domfnado pelo MPLA^;

que esta no poder desde que Angola se tornou

independente de Portugal
1975.

of cities.

Savimbi intended to establish his base after losing
the

September elections, has been under siege
and a half months, with daily

for the past two

Masao rccusar aceitara derrota e empiiirar:

com o

Ifder rcbelde, dando-lbc

elc vadassomas cm d in helro para arealiza^äo:

daEmpresa Angolanade Diamantes::
(ENDIAM A) que havia sidotempurariamente:
ccdjda a Savim hi f^cou red uzida a cscorabros^:
tal como (icaram a sede da UNlTA^na baixa;
: deLuanda, c outrasinstalaqTicsdo movJmcnto

e

a war

Huambo, Angola’s second largest city, where

abcrtaiuentc

vivenda

mas

point of the

which promises to take more human lives

war,

pals para unia nova guerra civil, Savimbi
pcrdcu o miniino de prest^io puilt ico que. lliC:
restava e qtia pennitiu que o oddentc, Cm
especial os Estados Unidos, lidassein

GONgALVES

-oschamados

a

many to refugee camps in neighbouring countries.

da

QUE ate lia

300,000 lives and caused

massive internal desiccation of civilians, driving

0

PELO GONTROLO DO HUAMBO

O

from the UNITA side.

come

Demobilised soldiers were hastily re-reemited

:

ANGOLA: INTENSOS COMBATES
FERNANDO

This would explain the government forces’
disadvantageon the ground when in mid-October
UNITA launched its military offensive, easily
capturing provincial capitals, municipalities and
villages. Only the swift response on the part of
the police forces saved government from defeat,
since most government soldiers had already been

cm

Novembro de;

sua

em

cruzada contra

o^perigo eomunlsta*’

Angola.
iium

tcatm

de guerra, coni as

formas da UNITA a
ocupareiH mais de 65: por cento do ierritorio:
nacional, entre cldades, municipius e aldcias.
”Estamosdc novonuma situa^Sode guerra,

total, mas que $e faz com
provindas do pa&’*, disse
brigadeiro Jfosé Manuel, purta-voz do

uma

gUerra nSo

certa violéticia nas
0

Estado-Maior

das

Formas

Armadas

Angolanas,
A UNITA ocupa actiiaiinentc grandcs
por^desdas provmcias de Cuanza Norte, Ufgc,
Blé, e Moxico,« perltos m illtares cm Luanda,
sustentam que o as for^s dc Savimbi Iräo
agora

tentaravanqaremdirecqäoapFDvmcia:

:dc:Malange,isoIando a cstrada principal qiic:
a liga ä capital do pans.
O passo a seguir, segit ndo as mesmas fontes,
sera; o dca

Blé

partlr das provmcias de Malungei::

Moxico, avangar para ocupar as
iprovincias dianiantiferas: da Lunda: Norte e
e

Lunda Sul.
5

seriously wounded.
organisations have appealed for both
parties to observe a truce, so that eiiunergency
humanitarian aid can be channelled to the city,
are

The

and to evacuate those in need of medical attention.

But

given the strategic importance that both
highly unlikely that
any such appeal shall ever be heeded.
They both suspect that the other would take
advantage of a truce in order to gain ground, but
it is Savimbi, who has more at stake. Personally,
losing Huambo would mean Savimbi’s political
demise, having once managed to convince his
men that there was a way of clinging to power
even if defeated at the polls.
Losing Huambo, UNITA’s stronghold situated
in the heart of his Ovimbundu ethnic group, and
having been driven out of the capital, in
November, Savimbi would be left only with two
options; to return to Jamba — which had never
been returned to government authority — and
from there launch another protracted guerilla
war, or remain in exile in Zaire or Ivory Coast,
sides attach to Huambo, it is

The

scene

in Luanda

after the November confrontation between Angolan government and

UNITA rebel forces
aerial bombardments, while the F ALA, UNITA’s
armed

wing, having been driven out of the city,
continues to belabour it with heavy artillery
from positions on the outer periphery.
It is estimated that more than 10,000 people
have been killed since Huambo turned into

a

ghost town, without water and electricity, and
deprived of such essential services as health and
Teiidu sob

:

seit;:

controlo

a:

scgunda: mais

Importante fodte de di visas da pafs, depots do
petrolco, a UNITA cstara era condl^HiS de SC;
autonoinizar

era tcrraos

infiltradas

dc abastedmento da

pais: através: de

food distribution. Most of its half

a

million

inhabitants have fled to
elsewhere in the

relatively safer areas
province or in other parts of

Angola.
International relief organisations report that
people lightly wounded are dying for lack of
basic medical treatment
become

reccbiam

or

because the

area

has

inaccessible to evacuate those who

so

instni^ocs dos

government troops reduced his “white house”
mansion in Huambo to dust.
In the event of the latter, a more moderate

group

of UNITA officials mainly under

government custody in Luanda, would announce

parasereagruparemnoutros locals,
::::Oequipamento mill tar de que dispunhao

scgunda mais importantc do pats.
Huambo, para onde Savimbi se refugiou
depots de perder as elei^ocs era Sctcmhro,

moviraento de::Savtmbl nSo foi

tern estado a

seus

comandantes

where he is believed to have fled to since

apresentado

a

::

ser

borabardcada todos

us

diaS

intcnsamcntc

zraias:: dos:
diainantcs, a UNITA pretendetambém prlvar
ogoveriio das preciösas divisas^ dcpois de ter

aosobservadoresmilitarcsdasNaqöcsUnidas,
que tinhani como inissao suporvtsar o
desarmam^to das duas formas era confiitoy e
hi fortes suspeltas dc que uma parte desse
arsenal tenha sido transferido para a Zaire^

dado

uin cspectacular goipe coni a toraada,
Janeiro, dospoi^os petrotiferos “un-shordJ'
no $oyo^ na
provinda nortenha do Zaire,
onde sc estima qiic: o governo esteja: a perder
diariamcntc 1,5 lulihoes de doiares.

de onde esta

que

cm

Angola.
Isto expUca a desvantagem no terreno
demonstrada: pe]as::forqas govemamentals
quando a UNITA Inclou, era mcados de

Os sucessos da UNITA no norte do pais s5o:
vistos do iado do govcrno como a indica^äo

Outubro,a ofensiva militar. Ogovernoso nao
caiu devido a pronfa resposta da po)tciaj a

estado

raais clara do envolviiuento de

qual fora: refor^da: com; alguns; cfectivos;

observada

desmobilizados das FAPLA.

canaliza^o de auxilio bumanitario de
emergencia, e evacuar os fcridos.
Mas a iraportSncia cstratégiea dada pori
anibosos lados a Huambo^tornara impossiybi:
que o apeloscja rcspcitado,quaiito mais as.sim
nao seja porque pouco :oU nada existe niais

arraasy:

eorredores
Coin:

:

a

no

nu:

Zaire,

possivcl oeiipa^äo: das

::

for^s de elite;
do excrcito izaircnsc, muito embora se diga
que a UNITA dispoe de uraa for^ de elite
cqiiipada com:: ariuamcnto: isufidcntcracote
soTisticado para sustentar a guerra.
Fontcs railitarcs bera Seguras afirniarara^:
era

Luanday que enquantodecorria o processo;

de

desraobiliKa^äo,: era ;;cHrapr{raento:: dos:
UNITA la

aeordos de pa* dc Blcesse, a

aprcsentando:e1eracntDS :da::popuia^a::ciyn:

vjviam

terrltdrios sob

;:No auge

a ser

de

novo

do connifOy

introduzido para

que em ctbco meses

conseguiu destruir muito mais do que em 16:
anos de guerra constantc, impiedosa e
sistematicay a cidade planaitica do Huaraboy
no centro de Angola, tornou-se no ponto maiS;
alto: desta guerra que aposta em sacriOcac:
mais vidas buntanas do que qualquer outro
conflito nahLstoria contempevanea deAngola;
Infensos combates tent-se

registado desde

coutrolo
cam.a:niilifares, enquantopuBhadc: lado uraa:
for^ dc reserve, Outros militäres da UNITA

prindplasdc janeiroentre as Formas:Armadas;
Angoianas {FAA) e as FATA, bra^o annado

efcctivamente::desniobilizadosy:

da UNlTAy qoeiutampelo controioda ddade,:

que

quev^eram
6

nos

seu

pela forca acrca, enquantoque
as PAI.A, uma vez expulsas do Centro da
cidade,: continiiam a flagelada a partir de

posl^Ses
:

media^oes.

nas suas

fMaisdcdczrailpcssoasjalmorreramdesdc

Htiambo

se

transforraou

nuraa

cidade

fanta.sraa;sem agiia,nem luz,edcsproVidade

servi^os esscncials, inclulndo os de saude.
:: Organ iza^oesinternaciunais de assistencia
buraaiiitaria indicam que

medica,

para
::

a

e

morrer

pur

ian^arara
uma

urn

ferldos llgeiros t£m

falta dc assistencia

apclo

para que

scja

tregua a fira de: facilitar a

salvar,

Cada uma das partes acredi ta que qualq uet:

tregua podcra scr aprovcitada: pcia oiitra

Para: Saviinbi,
pcssoalmcntc, a pcrda da cidade signiflcara a :
sua morte poiitlca, depols de convcncer os
seus homens dc que: havia uraa forma: dc:
para conqulstar terreno.
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the formation of

a renewed UNTTA, opposed to
MPLA, but opposed to the war strategy

affairs and it

adopted by Savimbi.
On February 2, a group of six UNITA top
military brass, led by General Peregrino Wambu
Chindondo, stood in front of television cameras

members of the infamous “bufallo battalion” of

to announce that

the South African army.

they were returning to the FAA

(Which they had abandoned in October amid
allegations that the MPLA had rigged the
elections). Later in the month, a group of 12
parliamentarians who were elected on the UNITA
ticket, defied the movement’s leadership and
took up their seats in the new parliament.
Savimbi also sees his tightened grip of Huambo
as a means to strengthening his negotiating
position and force the MPLA into a new peace
agreement on power sharing.
In turning Huambo into his headquarters and
at the same time launch a widespread campaign
to control large parts of the country, Savimbi is
aiming at, step by step, realising his old dream of
a “Black
Angolan Republic”, situated south of
the Benguela railway line, with Huambo as its
capital.
B ut the plans to set up a separate republic have
been recently revised in the light of economic

was

In its final stage,

the plan envisaged the
appropriate time” of the
“Republic of South Angola”. It says that “in
view of the need for an equitable territorial
partition and in order to ensure an inunediate
formation “at

an

basis for the economic survival of the two

new

comprise six of Angola’s 18
provinces: Lunda Norte, Lunda Sul, Bié,
Huambo, Moxico and Cuando Cubango.
Senior FAA officers decry the passivity with
which the international community has stood by
and watched UNITA’s plans unfold, and charge
that the West had turned a blind eye when it had
become clear that UNITA was not disarming its

negociar^detxanda o govetfrosem benhuina:

de sobrevivencia: imed iata das partes^a zona:

alternativa para um

corrido dacapital,aSavimbi restaraoapenas:

ao ntesmo

duns alternativas: :vo]tar a Jam ba e dai lanqar

QCupa^So do terrltdrto nacional, {Savimbi
pretendia, a pouco e pooco, concrctizar um
velho sonbo, que é a instaura9äo de uma
repdblica da “Angola Negra’% a sul do
caminho dc ferro dc Benguda^ tendo: coino
Huambo a sua capital.
Mas 0 projecto “Angola Ncgra” fol nos
ultlmos tempos rcvlsto para contcmplar
questoes dc ordcm cconomlca. A versao mals
recente do: piano fo{: concebIda: pelo siii*:

Marfim,onde
se

se

espeetda

que o

na

Costa do:

iidcr rebeide

encoiitre actualmente.

Nesta dltima evcntualidadc, uma ala mais
modcrada da

UNITA^ constituida

por civisie:

militarcs,podera declarar a formaeao de uma
nova UNiTA, oposta ao MPLA, mas
determinada

a

alcan^ar : <» :seus::object|vos:

pela via politica.

Peregrino Wambu : Chindondo, anundaram:
a sua disponibiiidade de voltarem a tntegrar
as FAA,: as qiiais; haviam abandonado::eDi:
Outubro, depots das aciisa^oes de fraude
icvantaclas por :Savimbi. De igual: nuxloj :12

deputados eteitos pela lista da UNITA
desafiarani ordens da

things

are

::

lideranqa doniovimeiito

:eoenparam OS SOUS iugares no pariamento.
::
Ha tambéin iiiidicagoes de que :Savimb!

eventual novo acordo dc >

dos diainantes da: Luiida devera: ser inclufda:

desta vez mals favoråvet å

pait que seja
UNITA.

Aoiiistalar asuasedeiiöHuamboelan^ar:

O

tempo uma va$ta campauha de

OBciab

superlores das FAA lamcutam a
com que a comunidade
intcrnaclonal tern cstado a asstetlr i excew^So
passividade

:dos pianos da

paranaade-smobilizartoialniente
as suastor^as.
Acreditam

Glcary, que el descrito como o;

envolvidos

famigerado ttbatalhäo hufalol?^;
piano preconizava

cancelamento da

procminentes
Um

a

funda^oi^‘cm tempo oportuno’li da “Angola

segunda volta das elei^ues

:

no governo.

diplomata de

um dos Ires

patses

observadores dissc^com certaseguranqa numa:

preteude mantcr Q controlo do Huambo para

do Sul”, e adjantat “de Acmrdo com uma

entrevtsta em

depots numa posi^äo defor^a obrigaro MPLA

rcpartkfäo :territoFiaI justa :e para: uma base:

era
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alguns paises

angolano estejam

govcriia^ao dopais, incliiindo U: atribui^So ao
movimento de Savimbi de tugares

do exérdto sul-africano.
o

que

processo

presidendais, epersuadir ogovernoa at ribub
*a UNITA um papci mais preponderante na

participa^ao de $u]>africano$, zairenses e

final,

mesmo

no

agora a defendernovas op^oe^ que indulriam
a

plana deveria ser impiementado em
bem: elaburadas :e:: teria a

fasc

rela^So Äs manobras

da UNITA

vwias clapas :

sua:

U]NITA^ e aciisam o:ocidente de:

ter fechado os olhos cm

cond'iclonada å derrota cieitorai deSavimbi.:

Na

seria dcmarcado de nortc a

Kubango.

principaIace.ssorduSavimbi:paraosassuntos
tin ha a sua implcmciita^äo

vlcmentos do

novo cstado

siil^einciuiria as pro vindas da Lunda:Narte;:
Lunda Sul, Blé, Huambo, Moxteo c Knando

est ratcglcos,:: e

O

Angola do Sul, dado nao haver petrdico
regtau como existe no noroeste*’.

na

nesta

africano Scan

Em principios dc Feverciro, um grupo de
sels generals da UNITA,chefiadospelogcneral;

—

growing suspicion among diplomatic
given the state in which
now, it will be almost impossible to

There is

a

exflio no Zaire:ou

war

fair.

forces.

do poder mesmo que
scja pela via das onias.
::::i*crdcndo a Huambo^ urn forte baliiarte da
UNlTAi situado no cora^So do seu grupo
ctnico dos ovimbundos^ c depots: de ter: sido

o

16-year

American diplomats insist ambiguously that a
regonition will not be forthcoming unless the
Bicesse peace accord has been fully implemented,
which implies the holding of a second round of
the presidential elections.
Angolan government officials see the US
position as “hypocritical”, and argue that despite
being signatory to the Bicesse agreement, which

näo

contiiiuar

which during
supplied UNITA with money
and weapons still resists recognition of the
Angolan government, even though the elections
were declared by the UN and international
observers
including the US itself — free and

state would he charted from north-

agarrar os; teniacukis

:DU

The United States government,

south, and would

plan was conceived by the South African Sean
Cleary, Savimbi’s special adviser on strategic

prolongada guerra de guerrilha

Portugal, the United States and Russia — are
persuading the government to form a government
of national unity, offering UNITA high level
ministries, along with the integration of UNITA
elements into the police force.
A senior Western diplomat in Luanda said a
formula could be found through which
presidential elections could be held at a much
later stage, while at the moment seeking a solution
to rescue Angola from a highly destructive

the

new

the three

—

conflict.

The

presidential

scenes

countries which mediated the peace agreement

incorporated into South Angola, since there is no
oil in this region as there is in the North West”.

circles in Luanda that

unta nova e

hold the second round of the

elections, and that behind the

states, the diamond fields of Lunda should be

considerations. The most recent version of the

:

scheduled to be put

into
operation once Savimbi had lost the elections.
It would be implemented in various wellplanned stages and would include the
participation of South Africans, Zaireans and

the

Luanda, que a segunda volta
inslstiii em que era

para esqueem*, mas

7

demanded the

complete dismantling of the
military forces of both sides six months prior to
elections, Washington agreed to Angolans going
to the polls even when confronted with the clear
evidence that UNITA had not fully demobilised
its men, and that these continued to swarm

Angola’s cities armed to teeth.
Washington has repeatedly said that its support
for UNITA had ceased with the signing of the
Bicesse agreement, and that any subsequent
assistance from Washington had been directed
in support of the electoral process by providing
funds to charter the aircrafts which

were

used to

transport electoral personnel and equipment.
However, government officials in Angola
contend that despite repeated

protestations from

Luanda, the “VORGAN”, UNITA’s propaganda
radio station continues to transmit

(illegally)
frequencies provided for by the
“Voice of America’’, and that a sophisticated
satellite communications system used by Savimbi
to coordinate military activities in Angola has
also been provided by the US government.
“The CIA has always been involved in the
Angolan war and it is not surprising that they
continue to support UNITA, in the hope that
Savimhi will eventually succeed in gaining
power”, said a senior FAA officer.
Angolans also assert that despite its muchvaunted defense for human rights, in Angola the
US appears to be more concerned with oil than in
broadcasts

on

necessärio encontrar

mecanismos

Qgovemo dosEstados Unidas;quedurantc
Id

de guerra em
de 250 mllhSes ddlares
os

anos

Angola gastou mais
em apoio: militär ;å;

a

vivid

expression of Savimbi’s defeat and expulsion from Luanda

infrastructure and the loss of tens of thousands of

human lives caused

h^y

a war

provoked by

a

group of individuals who consider themeselves
cheated by the results of an election which turned
out unfavourable to

to

realizaqäo do

processo

eieitoral,

osangolanos fosscm äs urnas, mesmoquando
confrontadas com

a

evidéncia nltida de qne a;

:UNlTA::näo tinha desmobil izado

hornens,

: os

.seus

derrota de

dentes.

sens

matores cUentcs da

Africa subrsahariana. £ para assegurar que a:
sua

mensagem

continua

a

näo

passe

despercebida,

näa reconhecer

o

guverno

de

Angola, apesar de tersempre: declarado que
:0:re«onhecimento

:de:;qua)qu€>r: guverno em
Angola dependia da realiza^äo de eleiqöes
iivres ejustas.

Diplomalas amerJcanos tém estado a
defender;:nao: CQm menos antbiguldade, que
Washington s6 reconhecera ogoverno depois
de: cumpridas

todas as clausulas: dos: acordos

de Bicesse, ou seJa;:a

reattza^ao da segunda

e

Washington aiirma que
UNITA tcrmJttou

com a

o seu

um

alto oficiat da$ FAA.

petrdleo, do que ent tomar mcdidas que
ajudem a por termo å dcstrulqäo massiva de
Infraestruturase a perda dedezenasdc milhar

o

desdc entao os
esforqos do governo amerlcano foram
dirlgidos no sentido de apoiar a processo de
prepara^odas elei^oes, financiando o aluguer
das aeronave$::que: permitiram a desiocaqäo;
dascqnipasdefUncionärios eieitorais.

de vidas humanas causadas por urna guerra

provocada por Um grupo de indlvtduos que se
J ulgam defraudadospor um resultado eieitoral
qtie nSo Ihes foi favoråvel e recusam-se a

:M as fu nclonarios govemamenta is: em:

aceita-lo.

Angola aflrmam que apesar dos repetidos
protestos de :::Luandav a emissora de:

ioQuando: em Janeiro, fotqas da UNITA,
apoiadas por unidades: cspeclais do exérdto

propaganda da UNITA

:%airense:e merceaärios europeiisocuparam a

a

“VORGAN”,

subscritores dos acordos de

estipiilavam: :o: desmantclamcnto das forqas
militära: dos dois bcligerantes, seis mescs

nos

Uuldos partccm estar nials preocopados com

apoio ä

Savimbi: utiiiza: para

Bicesse, que

e

Aparcntemcnte.apesar da propalada dcfcsa
do$ direitoa liumanos, em Angola os Estados

continua

presidenciais.

envolvida no canflito

surpreendc que eies
a apoiar a UNITA,:
:eventualmente na esperan^ dc que Savimbi
consiga ainda tomar conta do podeif’, dixia

assinatura dos

Em Luanda, esta posiqäo é visia como de
hipocrisla, considerando que sendo

8

nSa
estejanr: :ai:nda

acordos de Bicesse, e que

:

:t‘A CIA cstevcsempre

angola no

qnc estes contlnuavam a

(iiegalmente): a transmitiri^nas:
frenquendascedidaspeia ‘Woz da Américat^
e:
que o softstieado sistema de satélite que

volta das eieiqöes

:

os

Estados Unidos aceltaram, näo obstante, que

UNTTA näo estaj certamentcj satlsfeito com a
dos

target.0

accept.

antes: da
:

and which seemed to be UNITA’s next

them, and which they refuse

pulular
pelas cidades de Angola anuados até aos

um

When UNITA forces took control of Soyo in
January, the State Department in Washington
immediately issued a strong statement warning
Savimbi to get his hands off the oil-rich enclave
of Cabinda, where American companies operate,

taking measures which could put an ehd to the
massive destruction of that country’s

de

acoffloda^o que näocxduissema: partilfaa do
poder.
:::

The Hotel Tourismo;

militäres

eoordenar

as; ac:;ues

Angola foi igualmente
dKponibtb'zado por Washington.
em

vila

petrolifera dtt Soyo^io dcpartamento de

estado em Washington näo tardiHi emitir nraa
:

forte dccIarac^O:
a

näo deitar

advertindo Jonas Savimbi

as suas

mäos sobre

o com

petrolfferu :de; :Cabinda;:onde
companhias americana.s>^

plexo

operam
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ANGOLA'S ETHNIC CLEANSING
Fernando

I

Goncalves

N LUANDA’S

were

known

work of common criminals.

22,

as

the

common parlance it became
“Bloody Friday”. It was January

in the midst of the intense heat and

humidity that

are

characteristic of that coastal

city.
In the main business districts, in the streets and

spontaneous, and that they had been the

of the

They pointed out that the assaults occured
simultaneously in different areas, and were
directed against Angolan citizens and i it against
Zairean interests in Angola, such as the embassy

in the

of Zaire and the offices of “Air Zaire”, which are

citizens of the

situated in down-town Luanda.

“muceques” (shantytowns), Angolan
Bakongo ethnic group, from the
northwestern provinces of Zaire and Ut'ge, were
falling victim to assaults, rape and looting. The
carnage went on for three days.
Officially, four deaths were recorded as a
result of the conflicts, but independent sources

Tliey further alleged that most of the assailants
were

released

far been

soon

after, and that

no-one

has

so

The attacks

all

The attacks

on

the official

the

Bakongos

were

allegedly

carried on January 21 by
media, according to which Jonas

precipitated by

news

assassinate

president José Eduardo dos Santos.
The Bakongos questioned the explanation
offered by government officials, that the attacks

ANGOLA:

over

an open letter addressed to president José
Eduardo dos Santos, a groupofBakongos accused

vivid

Savimbi, the leader of the UNITA rebel

murdered.

were a

city.

In

movement, had hired Zairean mercenaries to

were

the

brought to trial.

display of hatred and
disrespect for human dignity, rather than being
motivated by political or ideological gi ievancies.
Eyewitness accounts say that a sixty-year-old
woman was raped to death and stripped of 11
million Kwanzas (22,000 US Dollars), product
of savings she had made by selling goods at the
informal open market places which are scattered

estimate that at least 40 innocent civilians

criminals taking advantage of the wealth
Dakongos, most of whom are known to be
aggressive traders and street vendors.
Public accusations were levelled against
members of the police forces for either failing to
prevent the attacks or for discreetly participating
in them, while the Bakongos view the attacks as
part of a conspiracy by elements of the Kimbundu
ethnic group from Luanda, to uproot them from
common

Luanda.

The events of

“Bloody Friday” have been
interpreted in various ways, including the
government insistence that it was the work of

the

police of having reacted tardily, a move seen
having been deliberately calculated to allow
the looting to continue. They also accused the
official media of trying to conceal the problem.
“The local press remained silent in the face of
events”, said the letter, adding that even the
evening news programme on state television,
which gives daily reports on the main events in
Luanda, “did not find it necessary to broadcast a
single image of an event which touched every
part of the city”.
as

"PURIFICA^AO ÉTNICA" NOS MUCEQUES DE
LUANDA
FERNANDO GONgALVES

E
no

IVf

:

LUAND A

conhecida

::

ficou::

como

sangrenta^. Foi

a

no

“Sexta-felra

dia 22 de Janeiro;:

meio do Intcnso calor

caracterfsticos: daquela

vuIgarmente

e

humldade

eldade eosteira do

Atlantico.

Nas

princlpab praqas comeretais, nas ruas

^‘miiceqnes’', cidadäos angolanos da
Bakongo, orlundos das provinclas do:
Zaire e do Uq^e, no nurte: de Angola; eram
vftiinas de assaltos, violaqbcs e saquedos sens

e

nos

etnia

bens.

Oftcialmente, registaram-se qua tro mortos
nos

confrontos, mas fon tes näooficiaisestimam

que tenbam morrtdo cerca
Os ataques contra os

de 40 pessoas.
bakongos foram
precipitados por uma noticia publieada:: no
dia anterlm- pelalnforma^SiooficIalangotanai
segundo a qiiat o lider da UNITA, Jonas
Savimbt, havia contratado mercenaries
zairenses para assassinar o presidente: José
Eduardo dos Santos.
Sapem March, 1993

:

:

Elementos da etnia

hakangos, a mainria dos quais :e.stäo ligados: :

faakongo questionaram::

comércio dc rua quo dotulna as pratas de
goveriiamentais de que os ataques que: se Luanda.
Boréi», Indlviduosdatrlbohakongoactisain
prDlongaram::por tres dias::tenham sido:
elementtis ligadas as fortas pDlicials de tcrem::
cspohtfineos e da autoria de margl its.
Apontam queosataques foram iämuttaneos, promovido e participado nos saques que
e
dlrigldos contra cidadSns angolanos: e nao acoinpanharain D$ ataques^::e; aualLsatn oS
acojitecimentos coino parte dc iinta
contra interesses zairenses: em Angola; tais:

a$

expUcagSes dadas por functonérlos

como a

embalxada

Zairel% localizados

e os

na

cscrllorios da “Air

baixa da cidade;

ao

:

conspiraqao dos klmbuntlos para osexpulsar
dc Luanda.

: :^

Nunia “cartaaberia’’ dirigida ao prcsideiite
Aicgam também querauitosdoscriininosos:
José Eduardo Dos Santos, uin grupo de
foram libertados pmicos dias: depois, :e: que:
naturals das pntvmcias do Zaire :e do.Uige:
ninguém foi levado a tribunal.
acusou as autoridades puiiciais de terem
Relatos populäres: dizem que uma miilher
reagido tardiamente para impedir os
dc 60 anas foi violada atc a morte edespojada:
desmandosy e os urgaos estataLs de
dc: 11 milhöes de Kwan/as (22.000 dötares),
'C<imunicaqS«>: social de tcFcm tentado ocuitar
produto dos seus negocios de praqa.
a questäo.
:

localsilcnciou a evideiicia dos

sangrenta” encontraram das mals variadas

iacontecimentos^^diz.iaacarta^acFescentaudO::
que mesmoo programa vespertinoda televLsäo:
que tivessem sldo obra de marginais que
quiseram aproveitar-se: da: riquesa: dos estatal^ que reporta diariamenteos principais::

Jnterpretaqöes, desde

o governo a

defender

:

!
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The Bakongos’ perception of being persecuted
exacerbated

was

by the government’s slow

reaction to the attacks. The Council of Ministers’

first

public pronouncement on the subject only

came

out two weeks after the

attacks, and fell

short of

taking a firm position against members
police force suspected of involvement in

of the

the disturbances.

“Considering the grave situation in which the
country now finds itself, caused by UNITA’s

flagrant armed violation of the peace agreement,
and its refusal to accept the election results, unity
among all citizens of this country has become
absolutely necessary for the defense of the legally
elected government

and our threatened national

unity’’, said the government statement.
But another group of Bakongos, taking up a
more radical
position, called for “a clear and
unambigous position on the part of the
government, religious authorities and political
parties, with no subterfuge or deceit”.
In a five-page letter circulated among their
fellow Bakongos, they called for the cessation of
the three northernmost provinces of Cabinda,
Uige and Zaire, two of which are responsible for
the production of the 500,000 barrels of oil a day,
which account for 90 percent of Angola’s foreign
exchange earnings.
The “Bloody Friday” events could not have
occurred at a worse time for the government of
president José Eduardo dos Santos: precisely

Victims

of Luanda’s ethnic violence

when certain circles in the northern enclave of

Cabinda—who are also Bakongos—are calling
for

independence from angola.
physically separated from the rest
of Angola by a narrow strip of Zairean territory,
and became a Portuguese protectorate after the
then king of the Bakongos sought protection
against other African kingdoms in what is today
Cabinda is

acontecimentus de Luanda,‘‘nSo se

numa

projectar

inequivoca sem subterefdgios aem aldrabices

dignou a
qualquer : imagem : de : um
acontccimento que atingiu a capitai em toda
a sua

dimcosäo”,

porparte diaS auloridades estatais, religiösas

partldos politicos”.
A exortat^o foi mats longe, adlantando uma:
proposta de cessagio das tres provihcias do
nortcj duas das quals prodnzera os 500.000
e

O

agudo sentimento de perseguiqao dos
bakongos foi exacerbado pela: ienta reacglo
do governoem relavSoaosataques.O prtmeiro

Republic of Congo.
fighting rages on in Angola and
respect for human rights is increasingly ignored,
ethnic and racial prejudices are coming to the
As fierce

open, and at times in a violent manner.
Luanda is mainly home to the Kimbudu ethnic

group,

expuhiäo da UNITA da capita), foratn Visto$
cerfos nteios
conio uma especie de;
“purlfica^äo étnica'* d<>$ klmbundos cpntra;
»

em

os

ovimbundos.

Os ovimbundos habitain maioritariatnente:

::

a
rcglao centra) do pan. Conslltucm ractade
de toda a popu)a^o angolatta,sendo também

grupo étnico a que perteneem

do consciho de mluistros sobre o

barris de petrdieo por dia responsa vels por 90

o

por cento das receitas de Angola em divisas.:
A vioiencia contra os bakongos näo poderta

dos

foi marcado

e

peta ausencia de uma posiqäo
presumiveis agentes da policia

firme contra
envolvidos

nos

ter

presidente José Eduardo dos Santos.*
Precisamente quando no enclave setentrkmal
de Cabinda certos circu^ da populate tocai

^Na grave:

sltua^ao que o pais vlve,
provocada pela flagrante viola^äo por parte
da UNITA dos acordos de: paz, peia recusa
armada dos resultados:::eieitorais, tais
;

acontecimentos Icsant

indispeusavei coesao

a

entre todos os cidadaos

faixa do Zaire.

nacionais, necessaria

comunicado.

dos incidentes que traumatizaram a
maioria da populate bakongo do pais, t>em

determinar

para

os

Mas

um

outro grupo

Bssumindo uma postura

10

de bakongos,

mats radical, exlgin,

bs

vezes

de forma vioienta.

:

o

partido

o

apareiho de estado.

conotados com

no poder, :o MPLA, e iigados aos
assbn Dados, brancose mesti^ quedomiuam

verdadetros

tuassacrados

baltongosj: foram

Luanda, aJegadamente por
elementos )igados ao MPLA, cuntribuindp:
em iarga medIda para: o dcsaparccimcntD:
politico da FNLA e do sen Iider, Holden
em

Roberto

UNITA transferiu

e

membros da etnia kimbundo,

responsiveis.

maioritariamente por

aberta

Luanda é maiorjtariamente habitada pelos:

causas

vé^ras da indcpemiénda,

apoiantes da Frente Nacional de
Llberta^o de Ango)a (FNLA), composta

secundsirlo, ots preconcelios etnico-raciais
Angola via ganhando umaexpressäo mals

em

::Mats tarde, o parlamettto mandatou uma
comissao parlamentar para investigar as

£tn 1975, nas
centenas de

ele proprio um bakongo* que So;
ressurgir ha cetta polittca angolana
depots dos acordos de paz de 1991.
Depots de perder as elel^öes de Sdembro, a

: A medida
que a guerra intensifica-se e os
dircitos humanos passam para um piano

defesa dalegaiidade constituida e da
unidade an]ea9ada da patria comum'% dizia o

para a

como

da etnia

bakongi> r tern vindo a reivindicar a
independSneia do territdrio, flsicamenic
separado do resto de Angola por uma estreita
•

9b poh cento

Biembros da UNITA, incluindo o sco

iider, Jonas Savimbi.

acontecidb ha pior altura para o govemo

do

disturbios.

largely associated with the ruling MPLA

party and allied to the white minority elite and

assuhtoso fold! vulgadonodia 5 de Fevereiro,

com unicado

:

exorta^äo, *hima tomada de posi^o

the

É

por

is.so

Novmnbroem

que os

viria

a

: :

a sua

sedc para a

cidade

pianålUca ceutraldo Huambo, onde e acusada
de ter: Icvado a cabo uma sisteniatica '‘ca^a’’ a
apoiantesdoMPLA,especia)nientcindividuo$
de raga

branca

e

mesti^.

Fugindo da repressSo colonial portuguesa,
vlolentos

Luanda,

com bates

de

que cuiminaram com

uma

-::grande

refuglaram-$e

:

maioria :dos

bakongos

vizinho Zaire

c oufros na

no
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people of mixed

race, known as the
who dominate state bureaucracy.

mulattoes,

Thus, the violent fighting which broke out in
Luanda last november,
UNITA’s

culminating with

being exp)elled from the capital, were

perceived in some quarters of the Angolan society
as

being part of an “ethnic cleansing” campaign

of

into racial and ethnic hatred.

systematically hunting down MPLA
supporters, particularly whites and mulattoes .
Fleeing Portuguese colonial repression a large
majority of Bakongos fled to neighbouring Zaire
and Congo. On their return, they brought back

over

the mercantile

the battles that

spirit and cultural values aquired
women dress up traditionally

while in exile. The

The

police is accused of being partially
responsible for the recent upsurge of urban
violence and criminality in Angola. According
to some

accounts, in order to confront UNITA in

raged through Luanda in

November, weapons were indiscriminately
distributed to civilians, with some finding their

by the Kimbundus against the Ovimbundus.
The Ovimbundus are mainly from the central
region of the country. They make up half of the
total population of Angola, and account for 90
percent of UNITA’s membership, including the
group’s leader, .lonas Savimbi.
In 1975, on the eve of independence, hundreds

in

of supporters

of the FNLA (National Front for
Angola), comprised mainly of
people of Bakongo origin, were massacred in
Luanda, allegedly by MPLA supporters.
The massacre was FNLA’s greatest political

Bakongo countrymen, calling them “Zaireans”

prisoners were freed from jail in
help fight UNITA, which was then said
to be poised to take control of the capital.
Eyewitnesses told stories of individuals dressed
up in police uniform helping themeselves with

the Liberation of

or

“returnees”, and attribute to them all the

furniture from the Turismo hotel in Luanda,

setback, with its leader, Holden Roberto

that followed the advent of peace

himself

—

Bakongo — desappearing from the
Angolan political scene, to which he only made
his return to run for the presidency in 1991,
following the peace agreement between UNITA
and the

After

a

government.

losing the September elections, UNITA

transferred its

headquarters to the central
highlands city of Iluambo, where it was accused

“pano”,

while the

cloth wrapped around the body

a

the “bubu”, the maoist

style
by president
Mobutu as the traditional costume replacing the
western jacket and tie style that had been brought
in by the colonial masters.
Luandans look down upon their fellow
men wear

safari suit introduced in Zaire

malaise that have befallen

Angolan society,

in May 1991.
The Bakongos can also be detected by their
distinctive inability to express themeselves in
correct Portuguese language which they mix-up
with Zaire’s main language, Lingala.
There is an alarming resurgence of political
violence in Angola. Gone are the 18 months of
peace that the country lived through, and
ideological differences appear to have spilled
cotnbates dft Novewbro Jta

UNITA

mtilheres ves1eni-se de

Algumas dessas armas poderSo ter idoparmnas maos de marginals qiie as utDizam agora

eitruiada

voita do corpo e os

homcns nsam:
0 “l)ubu’*;uma:cspecie de baiaiiaeamaoista:
intn>duzida::par Mobutu: no iZaire como: :t>
vuste: tradicional; assiitt: camo;:podem isurgir:
de

a

camisa,e de chinelos.
chainaniTnos
tuandcnses

casaco sem

Os

pcjorativamente de “zairenscs** ou
“retornados'V e conotam-nos geralraente
com todososnialesqueenferniamasociedade

while fierce fighting wenton to dislodge UNITA
then turned out to be between those who wanted

A

tecldo

accounts,

soldiers who had

capital^

um

same

order to

flooded the mineral’s world maket in the months

No regressOf trouxeram consigo o espirito:
mcrcantil ecultiiras assirniiadasno exilio. As:

“pano**,

them to achieve illicit ends.

including the smuggling of diamonds, which

Kcpublica do Congo.
::

into the hands of criminals who now use
According to the

way

policia

distributu

armas
indi.scrinimadamenteaosresideDtesdacidade.

em

a

assaltos

a

referem que a

presos

civis. Os mesmos ruram-es

poticia tcra tarabcm libertado

de dclito

eombatcr

a

comiim para a

ajudar

a

UNITA.

E htstdrias das

vnlta do hotel turismo, cm Luanda, enire a

c a

prevent the looting and those who wanted to

make

use

of the

spoils of war.

While UNITA continues to plague the country
and threaten its

stability, the government will
on the support of the local
populationin in order to organise self-

continue to call
civilian

defence committees in residencial areas, but it
should be noted that the policy of arming civilians
at times backfire .0

can

incluindq^
polkia^, cncarrcgavain-«c
desaquelarosbemdofrotcL .

Enquanto coptinoar a palrar no espa^
a amea$a da UNITA, O govewio
ectntinuara a ter que recmrcr ao apoia da

angoiauo

popula^äo dvi! para a dfelesa da l»t«grldade
terrJtariafdeHmanB^oqnetncorrcnopcrigo
descrsaquastradapor Mitt grupoda pseudodemocraias que Se recUSatti a aceitar o

bastidores, referent que

enquanto fortes oombates deseurolavatu-se å

poHcia

to

occupied the hotel. Fighting

y^p4pd|<.topoptilar,MasapoUdcadeamiara
popula^o civil podera, por vezes, ter efeito
*‘boonierang*',0

UNITA, alguns participantcs,

angolanai ineluludo Q trafico dos diamantes
que

inundaram omercado mundial daqueio:

mineral nos nteses queantecederamo retnicto
da guerra civil em Angola. Estiraa-se que
:cerca de 500 milhocs dedtiiaresem diamantcs:

SPONSOR A READER
in

1991/92, niaisde duas vczcs e meiao valor::

transformado

Mas

em

odhis raciais

alguns circulos

e

etnicos.

acusam a

pollcia de

parte deresponsabilidadena reccnteondade
violéncia

e

dellnquéucia urbanas. Clrculam

:rumores ::em

Luanda de que para
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UNITA RECAPTURES HUAMBO
After three months of heavy

fighting which claimed an estimated 20,000
lives, the central city of Huambo fell to the rebel UNITA move.nent in
early March.
After retaking Huambo, UNITA proposed the resumption of talks
aimed at ending the renewed civil war in Angola, and demanded the
removal of the UN’s special envoy, Margaret Anstee. The talks had
initially been scheduled to be held in Addis Ababa in February but
UNTTA’s representatives failed to show up on the grounds that they were
unable to leave Huambo which had been under heavy air bombardment
by government forces.
UNITA has proposed Geneva as the venue for future talks. Having
regained control of Huambo Jonas Savimbi’s movement certainly feels
that it can negotiate from a position of strength to extract more concessions
from the Luanda government.
Huambo fell at a time when

a military relief
convoy was heading
city from the coast. The war in Angola seems to have no end
in sight, as the capturing of Huambo coincided with news that United
Nations military observers were withdrawing from the oil-rich enclave
of Cabinda, after unknown gunmen attacked their station with grenades
and machine guns, wounding one of them.
Observers of the Angolan crisis see UNITA’s latest proposal as part of
the movement’s delaying tactics, aimed at consolidating its positions on
the ground before announcing the formation of a breakaway republic
encompassing the eastern half of Angola with Huambo as the capital.
The worsening political situation in Angola has left more than two
million people in desparate need of emergency food aid, and the
government has appealed for 260,000 tonnes of food aid for this year.
While UNITA celebrated the victory of Huambo, Angola’s Chief of
Staff, General JoSo de Matos, warned Angolans that they should be
prepared for a protracted war. For the past two months Angolan authorities
have been negociating with foreign governments to suspend the anns
embargo imposed on Angola in the 1991 peace agreement.
General Antönio Franca Ndalo, former chief of staff and an advisor to

towards the

president said the plotters

were

backed by Iran and Iraq, whose
plans for

strikes, riots and general lawlessness to make Zambia ungovernable.
UNIP leader Kebby Musokotwane acknowledged the existence of the
plan, but denied that his party’s leadership was atempting to overthrow
President Chiluba, and regretted that a state of emergency had specifically
been declared to deal with his party.

ITALIAN TROOPS ARRIVE IN
MOZAMBIQUE’S
After months of

waiting, the first contingent of 180 Italian soldiers
Mozambique to take part in the United Nations Operation for
Mozambique (UNOMOZ), to oversee the implementation of the peace
arrived in

agreemen.

Italy, which brokered the peace agreement, is sending 1,300 troops
be fully deployed by the end of the month.Two .ships
carrying equipment for the Italian soldiers docked at the port of Bcira in
central Mozambique.
The dispatch of the troops was delayed because of a dispute over the
who are expected to

role of Italian officers in the UN command structure and

a

lack of

financing. Italy is sending the largest part of the UN force.
Meanwhile Portugal has announced it will send 230military personnel
to join the Mozambican
operation. The announcement was made by the
Portuguese Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation José
Briosa Gala during a recent visit to Maputo during which he met with
senior Mozambique government officials including President Joaquim
Chissano.
The

Portuguese contigent will be responsible for coordinating all
requiremeiiLs

UNOMOZ communications

SOUTH AFRICA
More than 23

ZAMBIA DECLARES STATE OF
EMERGENCY
Zambian authorities detained

themeselves from the

Israel, where he secured

politicians under

contracts for arms

at least

21

supplies.

opposition

of emergency declared by
President Frederik Chiluba, who claimed key
a state

opposition UNIP party leaders

were

planning to

overthrow his government.

The state of emergency arms the government with draconian powers

-I

including the right to detain people indefinetely without formal charges
or trial, raising
questions from opposition leaders about the government’s
commitment to human rights.
“This emergency is the begining of the end of this government “, said
former president Kenneth Kaunda, two of whose sons are among those

^^

detained. Wezi Kaunda is chairman of UNIP’s Defense and Security
Committee.

His brother,

&

The

embassies in Lusaka have denied any involvement.
The alleged coup codenamed “zero option plan”, outlined

political parties in South Africa have agreed to hold
multiparty talks beginning at the end of the month in yet another attempt
to usher in a new constitutional dispensation.
The multiparty conference which decided on the talks was held in the
South African financial capital, Johannesburg, and was the first ever to
be attended by rightwing parties, who in the past, have distanced

President Dos Santos is said to have recently returned from Cuba and

►

Britain in 1964.

Tilyenji,

was

arrested alongside with Rabson Chongo,

UNIP’s finance secretary, foreign secretary Rupiah Banda, and
information secretary and former Times of Zambia managing editor,
Swendo Mulengela.
Other UNIP leaders detained in connection with the alleged coup plot
include Lusaka

province chairman Peter lishika. Intelligence chief and

Lusaka district chairman William Banda.

Chiluba came to power in 1991 after defeating Kaunda in the first
general multiparty elections since Zambia gained independence from
12

now

defunct Conference for

a

Democratic South

Africa

(CODESA).
Speaking at the end of the conference, ANC Secretary-General Cyril
Ramaphosa said the meeting had been “an unqualified success”.
Although the ANC and the governing National Party agree on a fiveyear transitional period, during which there would be a government of
national unity, other parties differ widely.
Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi’s Inkatha Freedom Party (IPF) seemed
more determined to secure his
political future by trying to extract a
guarantee of federalism, but other parties consider that issue to be of a
constitutional nature, and therefore argue that it should be left for a future
elected constituent

assembly.
Congress (PAC), the black radical liberation
movement which boycotted CODESA, joined the talks a few days after
it refused, at bilateral talks with the government in Botswana, to suspend
The Pan-Africanist

the armed

struggle.

At the Gaborone

meeting, the government delegation headed by Law
Kriel, had proposed to the PAC a threephased approach to end the armed struggle.
The plan envisaged an immediate moratorium declared by the PAC’s
armed wing, APLA, followed by a review of the moratorium by a PAC’s
National Congress, and finally priority discussions on the future of all
and Order Minister Hernus

armed forces within the country at a

multiparty forum.O
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MAIN FEATURliS

ANC/NP COMPROMISE: A SELLOUT?
TENDAI DlIMBUTSHENA

M ■ MIENNELSONMandelawasreleased
from prison in February

1990 his wife

W W

Winnie walked triumphantly beside
him in what seemed to be the first steps of their
march towards

Tunhuys to become the president
South Africarespectively.

and first lady of anew

Winnie

was one

of the torchbearers of the

struggle against apartheid. She defied the
personal agony of a prolonged separation from
her imprisoned husband and incessant
persecution by the South African government to
mobilise internal and external opposition to white
supremacy in her country. In what may turn out
to be a tragic irony, she now stands against the
path that her party, the ANC, and her husband are
pursuing to usher in a new dispensation.
Such is her outspokenness to the ANC’s
compromise with the national party government
that speculation is rife that she may form a new
party supported by militants or scuttle the
negotiation process from within. Of great concern
to the leadership of the ANC is a possible alliance

Secretary-General, Cyril Ramaphosa to pave
the way for an unacceptable compromise with
the National Party. The doubt arises from a
common perception that no one at this stage in
the ANC has the stature to replace Mandela
whose legendary status gives ANC much needed
diplomatic and financial support.
But there is
an

concern

that the ANC will reach

agreement with the National Party which will

not

address and solve the multiplicity of problems

that bedevil South Africa. It is this

constituency
which is most responsive to Winnie’s concern
about a sell-out deal. A future government has

concerned

about the

a

whites want the

political incorporation of blacks
withoutrelinquishing their economic privileges.
Few doubt Winnie’s credentials

as a

radical

but it is a radicalism bom more out of temperament
than ideologicalconviction.

Winnie’s contention
that a section of the ANC leadership wants to
share these privileges in ‘silken sheets’ with
their erstwhile oppressors is widely shared by a
broad section of the black community. Doubt
has, however, been seriously cast over her
assertion that a ‘cabal’ within the ANC is plotting
to overthrow Mandela and replace him with
Sapem March. 1993

eloquently expressed by ANC

Publicity Chief Pallo Jordan, who wrote: “The
regime’s objective-howe ver defined - is to retain
the essentials of white power - the accumulated,
palpable privileges that the whites, as dominant
racial group, enjoy in terms of ownership and
control of the decisive sectors of

property

a

....

productive
access to the best facilities in terms
prepared to make room for
political domain, the regime

power.” There is

realisation within the ANC that its failure to

militarily defeat the South African government
has made in the words of Communist Party
leader Joe Slovo, “a

degree of compromise

unavoidable”. Both Slovo and .Iordan, the leading

ideologues in the ANC, point out that unlike in
where
settler colonial governments suffered military

Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and Angola

defeat and the liberation movements were thus
able to

negotiate from a position of strength, the
is not under intense

South African government

pressure to

bitterness caused by

within and outside the ANC who believe that

was

with these essentials of white

perceived

her fall from grace
following her conviction for the abduction and
murder of Stompie Moekoetsi, alleged sexual
indiscretions, and subsequent separation from
her husband.
While the factor of personal
misfortune may partially explain her newly
acquired status of enfant terrible of ANC politics,
it is folly to ignore the appeal she has to those

This fear

is determined to frustrate any attempts to tamper

dismissive attitude attribute her radical

stance to

will ensure
economically

marginalised.

blacks to enter the

desperation of the leaders to get into power and
be absorbed into structures of privilege. Hani
was quick to deny that such an alliance was in the
offing.
What exactly are Winnie’s motives? Those
with

that blacks will continue to be

civil service. While

of staff, Chris Hani, with the support of the youth
are

that white control of the economy

of education, access to and domination of the

between Winnie and Umkhonto we Sizwe’s chief

who

bring tangible benefits to the black majority.
Winnie and other militants within the ANC fear

make far-reaching concessions.
a realisation by the ANC top

There is also

leadership of disenchantment among its rank
and file members about the agreement with the
NP. After a meeting of the National Executive
Council last month, Jordan was atpains to explain
that
Winnie Mandela;

enfant terrible of ANC?

a

that the
to have legal and policy instruments to tackle
problems that will qualitatively transform the

lives of South Africa’s non-white citizens.
South Africa faces

problems - an
inequitable distribution of land, a declining
economy, the highest level of criminal violence
in the world, appalling housing conditions for
blacks, massive unemployment, a low level of
literacy among young blacks, and conflicting
interests caused by decades of rigid racial
separation, enormous economic disparities, and
the creation of homelands. A government of
national unity has to tackle these problems to
enormous

government of national unity was not

synonymous

with

power

sharing. He stressed

agreement reached with the national

party was not a negation of majority rule.

The

NP’s insistence through itschief negotiator, Roelf

Meyer, that the agreement was for power sharing
has fuelled suspicion that the ANC struck a deal
that it is embarrassed to sell to its

supporters.

Meyer bluntly stated: “I cannot see the difference
between power sharing and government of
national unity. The ANC will have to explain. ”
Ramaphosa was made a roving envoy to allay
fears that the ANC had sold out. Students at the

University of the Western Cape told him that the
ANC’s young wing in the region was unhappy
13

with the agreement.

idea of

a

Ramaphosa explained: “our

government of national unity means

majority rule should not be sacrificed in
way.

We

see

SOUTH AFRICA: A VISION OF THE

any

FUTURE

the president as being able to take

decisions without

being hamstrung.” Radical

elements within the party probably inspired by
Winnie with the support of the youth wing and

Ibbo Mandaza, the Editor-in-Chief of SAPEM speaks to Patrick
“Terror” Lekota, the Secretary to the ANC Elections Commission

the outspoken leader of the natal midlands

region,
Harry Gwala who threatened to resign from the
NEC, may exploit a growing perception that the
leadership of the party is eager to abandon
principles in pursuit of office and privilege. The
possibility of a realignment of forces within and
outside the ANC cannot be discounted.
PAC

and

member

of the National Executive Committee and National
Working Committee
a

The

views the ANC-NP agreement as

fundamentally flawed regardless ofits conflicting
interpretations. Secretary for Transport, Mark
Shinners told SAPEM that an independent
international body should be in charge during the
transitional period to 'level the playing field.’
“We have to identify a transitional
authority the OAU, UN or Non-Aligned Movement. An
interim government is undesirable because of
the NP’s control of the security forces, electronic

media, and national budget will allow it to
dominate the transitional

MANDAZA: What is the reaction in general of ANC
members to the agreement with the government?
LEKOTA: The announcement of the
agreement on the bilateral talks was badly
done by

the National Party. They gave the
impression that we have agreed to a “
government of national unity” lasting for
five years. The correct position frankly is
that thereisa tentative agreementbe tween
ourselves and the regime. And that is not
the final agreement. It’s tentative. We
have decided initially in the negotiations
strategic perspectives debate that it will
not be enough purely to win an election
victory, to produce a constitution and
then go on to implement it. South African
society has been divided for so long and a

period. Whites do not
regard themselves as ordinary South Africans.
They think they are exceptional and cannot
imagine an elected constituent assembly with
unfettered powers.” The PAC wants an elected
constituent assembly to draft a constitution,

will become and

determine the fate of homelands, oversee the

likely to be reprisals

integration ofthe armed forces, and generally lay
down foundations of

a new

society.

Shinners expressed concern at measures

currently being undertaken to maintain white
privileges in perpetuity. “The illegal tricameral
parliament will enact a bill of rights to protect
white interests. For
see

over

300 years

the need to do this. Whites

the land and state owned

own

they did not

87 percent of

companies

being
privatised and sold to foreigners-Taiwanese,
Japanese and Europeans. A black govenunent
are

which has its hands tied and fails to deliver will
be overthrown,” he said.

There is

optimism within the ANC that its
sheer strength and that of the NP, combined with
international support will stave off threats from
the right and left. It is too ghastly for he two main
protagonists to contemplate an agreement that
will crumble under the

weight of the white right

and radical blacks. In that event,

Mandela

at an

in the words of

ANC international

solidarity

conference last month. South Africa would face

“disintegration into a Yugoslavia.” The radicals
would then occupy centre stage

give ample scope for a
by Winnie.O

resurgence
14

which would
remarkable political

lot of white South Africans and other

groupings by the way are very uncertcun
about what kind of government the ANC
whether there is not

even against some
sections of their communities.

So you think the five years would
fears?
We cannot and

we

should

not

allay those

get rid of a

“government of national unity” unless we
satisfied that there is no longer the
potential for destabilisation, the potential
are

And the National
Yes.
a

They are putting forward five years as

hard and fast rule.

for rebellion from other sections of the

Which

communities in this country

This is not the

.

If it is too

high, we have to contemplate and consider
carefully to retain a “government of
national unity,” so that we do not spend
time putting out the fires of rebellion, but
devote our energies in a relatively stable
atmosphere, towards development,
towards the reconciling of people and
only when people gain confidence under
a government of the ANC, could we then
contemplate moving away from “a
government of national unity”. Now, we
cannot decide how long national unity
will have to stay in place. For us to
take that decision, we will have to be
guided by the conditions from time to
time; but

have

said, that the
“government of national unity” we would
live with is for five years, at the very
maximum.

we

now

Party is saying five years is the

period?

was not

the

position of the ANC?

position of the ANC. That
was not our position. We could decide if
conditions are suitable that a “government
of national unity” must last for a year. We
could decide that it must last for two
years.

It could

even

last for three weeks.

If there was no set arrangement for five years, so

why is the Government insisting on that?
The number of five years has in fact been
raised between us and them, but we have
said at the very maximum.
In fact “a

government of national unity” cannot last
beyond that point. As to how long it
should last, it’s a matter that should be
decided by the Constituent Assembly.
Is the ANC confident that in the interim it can sell
this agreement to
We have

no

its followers?

doubt about that. We made it

quite clear in the National Executive
meeting that the issue is not whether we
SAPEM March, 1993

arerightorwrong. The National Executive
is right on their position.
What is
outstanding is for us to be able to explain
to our membership. We are acting strictly
inside the mandate that we were given by
the membership.

What about the PAC reaction? Do you

think you

with you on this matter? I
Ramaphosa mentioned that
meanwhile they will be consulting on all groups
including the PAC.
carry the PAC
noticed that Cyril

the PAC if

we

get an

opportunity and explain to them. If they
consider carefully what we have to say to
them, they will find no problem with the
kind of approach that we are taking on
this matter.

Any other groups?
We are hoping to get to AZAPO, Inkatha
and even all these other parties. We think
that when

sit in the multilateral

we

will be able to exchange
ideas with other parties. We are banking
on being able to persuade them to accept
that the path we are taking is the only
meaningful road out into the future. In

conference,

we

fact that it is in the interest of the country.

What about Winnie Mandela's

position now? She

few weeks ago and there were
indications that she might be opposed to the
current negotiation process.
spoke out

a

In fact she

was

very

critical of some of the

steps we had t^tken until that point
time. It is her individual opinion.

in

Will that not affect the ANC's position in that many
of your
No.

He is

a

member of the SACP Central

members are said to support her?

a

following?

What about the ethnic issue? Inkatha is a

major
precedence in trying to
highlight an ethnic issue, especially the Zulu one.
a

a

that.
a

suggestion that there might be an

alliance between her and Chris Hani.

of any
kind or any cooperation that is going on
clandestinely between Cde Hani and Cde
I

am not aware

of any collusion

Winnie Mandela. I know that the papers
did

something but my own
experience and that of other members of
write

the National Executive Committee shows
no

evidence of

a

thing of that nature.

So Chris Hani is

solidly behind the ANC?

He

us

was

with

National

in the meeting

of the

Executive Committee.

The

Joe Slovo, and
members of the party are sitting on

chairman of the SACP, Cde
other

the National Executive and £ire with us. We
Sapem March, 1993

myself upon the fact that
parties which are coparticipants in this process are not as
cooperative as we would like them to be.
1994 and 1 base

some

frankly. In Natal itself, we command a
majority support by far above Inkatha
and I say this without blinking an eye.

And one has to make room for the fact that

Even the results of

an

election will prove

to be so.

You were the head of the ANC in Natal? There is a

suggestion that they wanted to put someone with
an ethnic linkage to the Province and hence your
removal from the (ANC) leadership of Natal.
I set up the ANC in Southern Natal although
I am Sotho by origin. Well I have heard
allegations, but there is no
basis. Other comrades have been pleading

about these
with

of the

they could force us, force the process to
a little bit. It’s a kind of opinion that
I haven’t expressed before, but which has
actually been maturing.

stall

me on

whether I could come back to

Natal. But now I cannot. I serve in the NEC,

Working Committee, and I
Deputy Head and Secretary for

the National
am now a

the Elections Committee of the ANC.

But what about the transitional process itself? Is
it being designed also as a means of reconstruction
and developing a new state apparatus - involving

the Army, the Public Service, the Police Force etc
for a new South Africa? The Boer machinery, if

-

I may use those terms, is quite intact Do you feel
confident in the ANC that you have made enough
inroads in the Boer machinery to break it in time
for the kind of control that you expect as African
nationalists?
We have been

thinking very seriously in

this direction. One of the major

There is a suggestion that the external wing of the

party tended to underrate the importance of the
internal wing of the party. And accordingly at the

are

in SADF, who man

are our

people like yourself, were down-graded.

like

No. I do not think it’s because members of

opposed to the
that they actively
campaigned against us. I think two
elements can explain that. We were sdways
a caretaker leadership. It was only natural
that we should stand back and allow p)eople
the external wing were

internal wing, or

upfront. Because that was then

leadership that we were struggling to
get out of jail. In their absence someone
the

Similarly, our comrades who
were in exile, Oliver Tambo and other
senior comrades. When they came back,
it was only natural that they take over. We
did not shy away from the work of the
movement, but stood there and made
sure that they got their rightful places.
Besides, in any event, in a situation where
our organisation was going through a
transition, we could not all become
Presidents, Publicity Secretaries.
Somebody had to give way. In order to
lead an organisation, one does not have to
be upfront. You lead the organisation
from within a branch where you actually
influence decisions, guide the leadership
and that is the way it has to be.
that task.

points is

that the manpower that is now in the civil
service are our citizens. The people who

last congress, many of the internal heavyweights,

had to take the lead and we undertook

There is

probability, the elections

slightly later than when we
would want them to be. It is unlikely that
we will have the elections in February
come

No. Inkatha is not a serious problem for us

to come

pocket of loyalists, but as
an organisation, we are not worried about
I think she has

expected?
will

like comrades Mandela and Walter Sisulu

But she has

How do you see the next few months? Do you
think the elections will be called sooner than you
No I think in all

Committee.

factor and has set

can

We will meet

just elected Raymond Sadner to the
national working committee of the ANC.
have

citizens.

the police force, etc,

Unlike other countries,

Mozcunbique and Angola, they went

back to Portugal because they were settlers.

they have to stay in the
find a method to
scale down their presence in the army. We
But in this case

country. So we have to

have also to find an alternative for them

they cannot remain unemployed. That
of the major problems that we are
faced with. With the kind of pseace that is

as

is

one

descending

on

the region, even if it was

question of integration, we have to
down on the size of the armed forces.

not a
cut

You have to look for money to
them.

police.

retrench

Likewise the Public Service, the

Think

of

the

Bantustan

administrations, nine administrations plus

Nine Prime Ministers,
Foreign Ministers, nine all of that!

South Africa, ten.
nine

Soyou are confident, the machinery is in place for
that kind of process of integration?
We are just putting it together.
How

are

the Boers reacting so

far?

I must say in the bilaterals, they
shown willingness to cooperate.O

have
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NAMIBIA CELEBRATES THIRD ANNIVERSARY:
SUCCESS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
ALEXACTUS TUKUAPI KAURE

L

ATE LAST year,

polls

Namibians went to the

under the Untag’s
watchful eye this time, but under a local
staff, to vote for their representatives at the
once more, not

was

Namibian

a

remains

and the current drought,

The government of the day was under an
obligation, to provide some form of employment
to those hitherto excluded from
participating in
the society’s socio-economic life.
Though few
have been incorporated, the final result has been
a huge
bureaucracy, which the government now
plans to streamline and thus redirect government

regional and local levels. It was a success, noted
many observers.
“This

guaranteed, have been retained in the new public
service.

clear demonstration of the

peoples’

sense of optimism and great
confidence in the future of their country and its
democratic political system,” said President Sam

Nujoma in his New Year’s

message.
About three years ago, a constitution that was
dubbed as being a model in Africa was

worsen
are now

large. And with rising unemployment
the situation is likely to

both for the town and rural

masses

aid.
The occasional visitor to Namibia should not
be

surprised at the number of BMWs and Mercs
the roads, for this is just one visible sign of a
process of differentiation taking place among
the black population as few elites in power make
use of the State
machinery to acquire wealth.
The challenges of the government now and
on

into the future will be how best to redress
economic imbalance while

stimulating greater

unanimously adopted by the Constituent
Assembly - now the National Assembly. It

made to avoid the abuse of the free market

enshrines most, if not all, of the basic tenets of a

that Namibia has chosen.

liberal political system such as

free press, human

rights, liberty, rule of law and

so on.

However,

a

constitution is

a

economic

glossy piece of

therefore be cast

President Sam

Nujoma ofNamibia:
Optimistic and corfident in the future of his
country

poverty. The discussion must
on

much broader terms of

expenditure in favour of public investment in
jobs.
There ire still a number of problem areas
which might erode the country’s democratic
ideals

-

the unresolved land issue and

are the crucial ones. The latter
has been exacerbated even more, by a sluggish

failures, must be judged in

which is both narrowly based and
depended on mainly one source - South Africa,
economy

and priorities.

which shows that Namibia has not yet

began to

benefit
■

and social justice, otherwise the
political stability being enjoyed no w will be buUt
on the shifting Namib sand-dunes.
Faced by serious hardships many actors in the
economic field have tended to

use

the

“shopping

list”

order Co create

terms of what has set out as immediate
objectives
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Wealth,

economic rights

unemployment

the Namibian Defence Force. Non-SWAPO

trickle-down effect.

not the solution to

direction.

politicians have been given ministerial positions
in the first independent government.
Civil
servants,
who manned the previous
administrations, their jobs constitutionally

a

unfortunately, either sticks like glue or it goes
upstream, in the absence of a proper system of
distribution. Thus economic growth in itself is

they function, constitutional forms of government
open the door to movements for democracy and
social justice.”
How far such a process of democratisation
and social justice is taking root in the Namibian
society is still open to debate and it is something
that cannot be defined with total certainty, in
such a short period.
But taking stock of what the country has
achieved on the political front in the past three
years there is a sense that it is moving in the right

Having emerged out ofaprotracted
liberation struggle to get rid of colonialism, the
new government faced a number of
problems.
Racial/ethnic problems and socio-economic
imbalances in the Namibian society were perhaps
the biggest. National unity, peace and stability
became the operative ideals.
National
reconciliation across ethnic, racial and political
lines was adopted as the means to achieve these
ideals and so far this seems to be working well.
The formal apparatus of s tate power is currently
perceived as being representative in terms of
ethnic and political arithmetic.
Former opposing armies now form the core of

path

Proponents of free market economy believe in

among the larger citizen body. In the words of
Richard Kalar, a professor at UCLA, “whenever

or even

growth. In particular, efforts must be

the notion of

paper whose success depends on how fast a
democratic political culture is anchoring itself

Success,

who

increasingly coming to depend on food

substantiaUy from its membership of the
regional bodies such as SAE)C, PTA and others.
Understandably, the Namibian government
has been slow in addressing the land question
lest it involve the wrath of the mainly white
commercial farmers who

own

about 74 percent

of the

potentially arable land and thus tempers
with existing levels of production. At the same
time a number of drought-ridden communities
are
running out of patience and demand the
return of what they term “ancestral land” which
in some cases have already been declared as
national parks by the previous colonial regime.
The make or break issue in Namibia today, is
the daunting taskof addressing the twin economic
problems of inequity and industrial development.
The difference in terms of wealth distribution

approach. Recent retrenchment at a number
of institutions, including the state owned Namibia
Broadcasting Corporation and the mining giant
CDM, do not auger well for the future.
Namibia must try to come to grips with the
reality caused by a century of colonial rule and
economic exploitation, changes in world politics
notwithstanding. Government has been using
the budget in an attempt to redress past injustices
by re-locating resources to vital services such as
education, health, housing and pensions.
Success in the coming years, and weather or
not Namibia maintains the type of political
stability it has enjoyed so far, will depend on the
kind of measures taken to address existing
economic imbalances, exploits all its productive
resources to foster
development and economic

growth.
The debate on whether democracy leads to
economic development still rages on, but what is
certain is that economic stagnation, especially

in
unequal societies, cannot be a conducive ground
for democratic politics. Such imbalances have
been known to hijack the democratic process. In
such a situation the ideals of unity, liberty and
justice are usually the first victims.
Itis these question that will need to be addressed
as

the

nation enters its fourth year

of

independence.0
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MOZAMBIQUE'S AAARRIAGE WITH PEACE STILL AT
THE THRESHOLD
Rachel Waterhouse

G

REEN STALKS of maize flying as high
as

the hut tops were the mascots of hope

in

Mozambique, where rains followed
accord to end civil war and

October’s peace
restore calm.

Yet five months into the

accord, when the

practical process of implementing peace has
barely begun; troops from both sides are still
armed and at large and only a handful of the
UN’s promised 8,000 observers have arrived.
Alarm bells have warned that the easy

honeymoon with peace could soon be over, and

problems of reaching long term re-union

the

especially to those with arms.
After the cease-fire,

people left starving by war and
drought and cut off for years in isolated or Renamo

Angola.

held

a

areas.

By February, Maputo director of the UN’s
World Food Programme agency, Philip Clarke,
said despite congestion at the ports, corruption,
mines

on

the road and bad weather, tonnes of

promised food aid were getting to Renamo held
zones.

Yet Renamo Leader Afonso Dhlakama lashed
out,

claiming his

areas were
was

not getting enough

because government was

1975 as an externally supported
waged by Renamo rebels

manipulating international organisations
including UN agencies.

against the ruling Frelimo party, degenerated
into attacks on civilians, and theft of their food.

If the situation wasn’t solved in his favour,

What began in
war

of destruction

post-war mission to guide
in Mozambique, UN special
envoy Aldo Ajello, said success depended on
getting enough food to needy people and
At the start of his

the peace process

patience could not be taken for granted and that
full scale war could resume as it happened in

thousands of

food and that this

simmered towards the surface.

food aid began reaching

Dhlakama warned, the peace accord

would be in

danger.
Dhlakama

accused

the

international

community ofneglecting him, and the government
of double dealing. He warned that Renamo’s

Inside Mozambique, however, Dhlakamakept

profile refusing to leave his bush
headquarters in Maringue, central Sofala
Province, until government offered him a bigger
house in Maputo with enough room, for his
servants and body-guards.
In Maputo the limelight shifted to Renamo’s
chief peace accord negotiator and secretary of
Foreign Affairs, Raul Domingos, and its general
secretary, Vicente Ululu, a former exile in Kenya.
Ululu opened Renamo’s political headquarters
in Maputo in January and promised there would
low

be

no

return to war.

Observers of the situation in

Mozambique

ready to believe Ululu’s statement on the
grounds that Renamo was too weak to go back to
war, and its leaders mainly interested in the
were

economic benefits of peace.
say some

Reliable sources
US$25 million changed hands when

MOZAMBIQUE: PROCESSO DE PAZ REGISTA MENOS
PROGRESSOS
Rachel Waterhouse
m

JTERDES
ESPIGAS de mltho & altura
das

palhntasi que: rodeiarn eram 0$^

W

sfmbolos

da

em

Mozambique, onde aschuvas scgutraiiv*«e ao:
d« Outuhro, que pds flm å
guerra dvU que durava ha |6 anos.
Mas dnco meseS apos a asesinatura lio
atordo, e quando: n prOcesso praticd da sua ^
i mpiementazäa: :neni : seqnek:: f»l:; a[nda>
total nM!n(«:iniciada,trDp^deanibos:asladas
acordo de paz

egtäo ainda armadas
pequeno grupo

e a

mante^ e: apenas am

das prometidos 8.000

observadorea: das:: Na^öeK :::UnidaS.: Ja: :se
ehcontrain tio pafs4
:

Qbscrvadores nadonals

e:: estrangeiros,

habituados &s cautelas qne o process» de paz

Mozambique Ihes habituou, tem estado a;:
*‘lua de mel^ poder^ etdar a
aproxImar^Hse do fim, equeos prrdrlcmas.de
uma duradoira reco&diiazäo poder£o cedo
drasupcrfeie.

de

advertir que a
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Em Fcvcreiro, o director

Aquiio qne em 1975 comegov comn nma
guerra

de destritizäo, apdada por forqas
tendo

externas

na

Renamo

Instrumento contra O:

como o sen

partido Freltmo^vittO:

degenerara-se em ataques
generalkados contra civis, e o saque das snas
poder,

reservas

altmentures.

No tnfcio da sua missiia do paa>^Fra para

dirigir oproeesso de paz em Mozambique, o
enviado espedal do Sevretario.^eral das
Nazdes lhildas,A]do Ajel!o,dls$e queo sucesso

daprocessodepaZem Mogmuldque depende
da capaddade de distrihuir comidasullclente
aos necessitados, em especial aoS que ainda

do Programa

Muudlalde Allmentaz^o em Maputo,

Philip

Ciai1(e,disseqiieape$ardQCQngcsijkmam«nto
&o$ portos, h cor rupzho, h preseuza de mtuas
uas estradas e as mas

condizöes dimatedcasi,

toneladas da

prumetlda ajuda allmentar
estavam a chegar as zonas cnntroladas pcia
Renattto.
Mas

mesmo

asstm,

o

Ifder da Renamo,

Afonso Dhlakama, näo eStava satisfeito,
ailrmando que a comMa näo estava a chegar
as zonas controladas peio seu movimento, ao
acnsava ogovemo de esiar
manipuiar as otganizazoes internadonais,

mesmo tempo qne
a

Depois do CcsaaHdbgo^: a ;q{uda allmentar

induindo as agmdas das Naqhcs Unidas,
Dhlakama ameazou que se a situaqäo häo

atingtr mllhares de pessoas

för resolvlda a seu favor, o acordo de paz

emptmham armas,
comezuu a
afectadas

pela guerra e peia seca, e que

permanecerammaltosanosemxonasisQladas
OH

sob coofa-oiodH Renamo.

podera estar em perigu.
Dhlakama
internacional

acusou

de

a

comunldade

negligebciar

a

sua
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international staff and humanitarian organisations
like the
held

WFP,

were not

allowed into Renamo

zones.

“Renamo only

allows us up to delivery points,

but not to their bases.

From there on, all the

control of food distribution is done

entirely by
Renamo”, said WFP’s Philip Clarke.
Issues of territorial control have also been at
stake.

De-mining of roads was held for nearly
initially because government
objected to a direct contract between Renamo
four months

and the Red Cross for demining

Renamo control.

in Zones under

Thedelay wasfurtherprolonged

because Renamo refused to let government

representatives accompany demining teams in
areas

under its control.

The peace

governed

accord says Mozambique shall be

as one

territory under existing state

laws and free movement of people will be allowed
in aU parts

Displaced Mozambicans: with peace they are returning

to

Butin

their home areas

an

of the country.
ambiguous concession to Renamo, it

also states that Renamo Districts shall be
the peace

governed by people who live there, including
accord

was

signed.

government side to swap war

They further argued that Dhlakama, unlike

local cashew liquor.

Renamo members.

stories and drink

This holds

Government authorities

wwrying implications for free

Unita leader Jonas Savimbi, is still a young man

helped channel food aid to Renamo, at the latter’s

elections, scheduled to be held

and has time to realise his Presidential ambitions.

request.

signing of the Peace Accords.

The exchange was one-.sided. Government
soldiers, health and education workers.

not sent its

Meanwhile, ordinary Renamo soldiers held
their fire, and met their ‘brothers’

Qtgmfastmiio, e o governo
cr Uérios. Acivertiu

näo deTcrta

m

on

the

coaiQ :o

abusada

«

dda«aM apebMi Ibleressacios etn

v

'ika

negociador-cbefe

da

Renamo, Rani
Domingos, que 4 tetnbän secreUirto para as
:

na

de tal forma enbraquetddo que nSo estarla em'
18

o

tradidoiia}

swmo

de

caj?. As

coadtfiies aecessiklas pant a caaaMza^ do
;

%aaX3&o aUmeatari::as

Reaanro,

Maputo estavam pruntos

base de que O mavlmeato estava

iid>«reta

aaterldadex gnveroaiaeatais criaraat as

aacreditar na$ palavras daqnele dirlgenteda
Renamo

idagavernopaiatetmareaiepisodiHsdaguerra:
e

armas.

Observadoresem

atabl^Ses presideadals.
: :bteentaato,80ldadQsdaR^^
a
camprlroom aslnstm^^dea deccssar'^Bgo,*
entxwitearani-aeooat oaaeus *feriaito«' dolado

rela^oes cxteriores, e para a ae€retaHQ..gefat
daorganhca^kOtVicentetnuln,um ex-..exi]ado
BO Qnénla.
Rm Janeiro,, tllulu tnaugorou a sede
Renamo em Maputo, e prometeu que o sm>
movimento Jamals recotferla de ttoeo ba

:

a

side autorizados

a

^: i::

diante, todo

o

coatrolo da dtstelbtikäo

ail men tarélatehrameatefelto peta Renamo”,

dJsse PfaUl^

UNITATJdajMtSavlinbiféaifldajoveaicdispde

:

PMA> n8o

^A itmauaosdnoe penatte Irate aos pmitos
de eatreg% aaai näoate as suas basest Dat eat

mesmaa

aiada de tempo para cancretkar a$ soa$

Em M[apnto,as aten^Ses vtraram-^ parao

:

acwdo de pax.

loBies defendeiB aloda qve
Didakaina, coatrartaiaeate ao Ifder da

;

after the

Representatives to a liaison committee

penetear nas xowas da Renamo.

aeoadiBtcos
pesso«i$
proptarcki^dna pcifr ilta da
se^iru Indicwm qae
de 2$ adlbbcstie
dättresforaatdivnlvidMpima ievara iRenatno
a aaisÉtar «

costas.
::

Urar

bemaffeloi

tjtie wna tm*

guerrapöderii Bascer^talcomohCoateceuetli :
Angtda;
Mas dentro de Mo^intbique, PbMkama
mantefVfr-se calmo, recusandor-se a sair da
sua base central em
Maringu^ na pr«mmda
central de Sofala, atéque ogoremolhe garanta
uma residencia maior^ com
espa$o> sidMeute
para albergar os seus ajudantes e guarda-

year

Furthermore, by February Renamo had still

^

que a pudenda å^^ Kenamu

a

xooas contrtdadas pela
pedldo éo» hornens de Afonso

::

Clarke do PM A.
Questbes de coatrolo terrUtHial

parecem

estar eat

jc^.
A desialnageoi da$ estradas fol
fntertompida: dtmante;! quase quatro: meses
inldalmteite porqae o governo levanUva
iobjecföeSqoaBtoa um contratodirecto entrei
a
:

Renamo

e a

Cruz Vermelha para a

desmoBtegemde minasnas zones sob controfo
da Renamo. A demora foi abida prokmgada
potque a Renamo recusOB'.ae a permitir que
represenlantes do goTerno acompanhasscm
as eqttipas de
desminagcm nasareas sob seu
contrteo.
i

O

:

acordo

de : pax :

estabetece

que

i^tekmna.

Mo^mbtqwe devera: perraauecer

Rrareia, este intercamblo fat naiiateral.
Soldados goeeraameatais^o pessoa] da 8a?de

estado unftario esmr governadoao abr iga das

:::a:ide: ednea^oido; .gaverao^v fandobarkis a;
otgantza^ioes tnimiadtmais de anxIUOt tats

como om

ielsexttdcntes^egaranteaRyre drcula^ode
pcssaaS em todas as partes do pab.
Mas naq«d!o que constltui nma

ambl^a
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January, Maputo city suffered ablackout, caused

by the actions of government soldiers demanding
overdue wages.

In Manica, Zambezia and Nampulaprovinces,
soldiers and

war

veterans

harassed civilians,

stealing their food, blocking food aid convoys,
and claiming

they too had a right to pensions and

supplies from the state and from donors.
Head of Technical operations for UNOMOZ,

free

Jurg Freiden, said ex-soldiers have a right to
their pay, food and transport home.
“During the transition period and as the
Angolan experience shows, order or disorder in
the country will depend on the fulfillment of
these legitimate expectations”, warned Freiden.
President of the Association for War

Demobilised, Fransisco Minuire, warned that
ex-soldiers

Mozambican soliders

Plc Sliv« AMn

guard refugees

their guns
“We’re

are

still armed and will not

Renamo has ended, but if ex-soldiers

comprising representatives of the government
and itself, and charged with coordinating on
Territorial administration.
Another serious threat to the peace process
was

the non-arrival of

UN observers, meant to

supervise and monitor the practical process of
assembling troops at garrison points, disarming
them and demobilising those excluded from a
concessSo It Rentinao»

acordti também

estipuki que «b areas :diiiReiMun{i deyeini ser:
admintstradas por aqueies qve nelas vlvenit
Incluindo us meiubras da Renamo,; >
Esta situa^o poderd ter impUcaq^sédas

respcita a JNiteza das^ elcifaea nessas:
2onas,a$ quaiseddeveriiD ferlugarem tneados
no

quc

del9!!M.
Para atrasar alnda mais o protiesso de par,
a

Renanto ainda näo nomeon oa seua

representantes para itttegrai:em :o:: c<aHité
conjuntft de llga^ao, que tera a

responsabtltdade de coordeuar questöes de
territorial. na$^ Jtoiiafi da

adm Inistra^So

Renamo.

tomto do
de i paz! é: o: atrasso :no: envio das
observadores ntilitares e civls das Maudes
Unidas, a quern cabe a responsabiiidade: de
Outro factor que atueaqa o bom

procBsso

supervistonar

o processo

pr^tlco de

acantonamentuedesarmamentodas trupas^ e:

da

dcsuioblUza^äo daqueles que foram

excluidos do

novo

exerdto nadonal.

Questöes borocriSticas nas Nasties Uiddas
tarabém

tern estado a: «nperrar o

Em Fevereiro, o or^amento
Sapem

March, 1993

new

give

up

for just a few cents.
saying the war between Frelimo and
don’t get

special treatment, we’ll create more wars”, he

national army.

delayed the pocess. By
February the United Nations Operation for
Mozambique (UNOMOZ) budget bad not yet
been appoved and not even the first of five
infantry battalions had arrived.
In the long wait for UN action, soldiers grew
UN bureaucracy

increasingly anxious about their future.

warned.

Rachel Waterhouse is a freelance journalist based in

Maputo.

In

Naqoes Unidas de supervisäo do acordo de
paz^ a UNOMOZ> Jdnda näa tinfaa sido
aprovado e nenluna dos dnco bataUides de
infatariai iaprayados: em: : Dezembro: : dbegaai
ainda a Moqambtque,
Na longa espera pela acqao das Naqoes
Unidas, os soldados tomaram-se anslosos
quanto ao sen futuro. Km Janeiro, a cidade de
Maputo fkou ås escuras, em consequlbcla de
umaaeqaodesabotagemporpartede soldados
gover namentais que exij^am o pagamento de

de orlgem.
periodo de tr ansiqäo, e como foi
demonstrado pela experiencia angolana, a
ordem ou a desordem no pais dependeräo da
concretlzafäo destas legitimas espectativas”,

saiariosem atraso.

a
^

provuiclas de MaaleaF Zambezia e
Nampuia, soldados governamentais e:
de$m<d>ilizado$ das actnais Formas Armadas
de Mozambique orgaidzarai» dist?rbio$ e
molestaram eivis, roubando-lbes comida,;
iropedindo a passagem de earavam» que
trani^portavam ajn^ aUmentarr ao mesmo
Nas

regresso as suas zonas
“Durante o

advertlu Freiden.
O

presidente

da

Associa^äo

dos

Desmobillzados de Guerra, Francisco

Minuire, advertlu que antigos soldados estäo
ainda armados e que näo iräo entregar as suas
armas

apenas em

“O que

trocade alguns centimos.

estamos a dizer é que a guerra entre

Frelimo e a Renamo terminou, mas se os ex-

especial,
mais guerras”, acrescentou.

soldados näo tiverem tratamento
iremos provocar

Rachel Waterhouse é

baseada

em

uma

jornalista ‘freelance’

Maputo

tempo quedefeodlaraqueelestamb^mtiniiam::

odireituapensSese a dlstHbulqaogratutta de
alimentQsqner pur parte dogoverno querpor
parte diis doadures.
O chefe das opcraqries téenicas da
UNOMOZ, Jurg Freiden, confirmow que os

processo;.:

soldados desmobillzados tern iffireilo a uma

do drg$o das

pernio, å aEmentaqSo e «o trassporte para 0
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MOZAMBIQUE: WAITING FOR THE UN
The peace agreement to end 16
years of civil war in
October 4, last year in Rome, between President

Mozambique was signed on
Joaquim Chissano and the former
Renamo rebel leader, Afonso Dhlakama. It
envisaged a transitional period of one
year before general elections were held, during which the UN would send in 8,000
military and civilian observers charged with supervising a smooth transition to
lasting peace in that country. Five months into the peace accord the UN presence in
Mozambique has advanced slowly, delaying the implementation of the various
programmes under the peace pact. Mozambique's foreign minister. Dr Pascoal
Mocumbi, told SAPEM's Fernando Gongalves the reasons for the delays, and the
efforts his government is ntaking to ensure that blood shall never
again be shed on
Mozambican soil.

GONQALVES

How would you describe the
signing of the
peace agreement between your government and

consented to by both parties, and
preparations are now underway to provide
these places with the necessary facilities.
We have also agreed on the operational
aspects for the various comissions
provided for in the accord, though not all
the comissions have as yet been

-

situation five months after the

Renamo?
MOCUMBI

- The ceasefire is
holding,
and that is the most important result of
the agreement. But other aspects are not
yet in place. The confinement of troops,
the demobilisation and the formation of
a new army have not
yet begun. The only

Pascoal Mocumbi
up,

(CSC), the Cease-Fire Commission (CCF)
responsible for the
repatriation and reintegration of Refugees
and the Displaced people (CORE). The
other commissions have not yet been set
and the Commission

points which have been identified and

not

The repatriation and reintegration of
refugees and the displaced is not taking
place in an organized manner. There have
been some voluntary return by individuals
on their own initiative, but not as
part of

constituted. So far there is only the
Supervision and Monitoring Commission

thing that has been agreed on so far is the
establishment of the first 12 assembly

essentially because Renamo have

yet named their representatives.

an

organized programme

as

laid down in

the accord...

Internally displaced pieople are also
moving on their own initiative. But the

MOZAMBIQUE: A ESPERA DA ONU
P acordo de pia pm
assinado

wmo a 16 aposr cfé guerra

a4

civil em MogamMjue foi

de Outubro do ano passado, em Roma, entre o Presidente
Joaquim
■^hissano e o ex-Uder rebelde da Renamo; Afonso Dhlakama. 0 acordo previa uma

transigåode umanoantes darealizagaodeeieigoesgerais, duranieaqualas Nagoes
Unidas enviariam 8.000 observadores militäres ecivis
para supervisar a transigåo

com

vistäa

påz duradoira naquele pais; Pas$ado$ cinco meses depois da
assinatura do äcördo, a presenga da ONU em Mogambique tern estado ä
Waiigar
lentamente^ retardando a implementagåo dos varios programas contidos nöpäcta
uma

0 Ministrodos NegociosEstrangeiros de
ao jornalista cfe SAPEM,

Mogambique, Dr Pascoal Mocumbi disse
Fernando Gongalves, asmöes dosatrasos, bem como dos

esforgos do seu governo para assegurarque sangue näo volte a ser derramado em
sdio mogambicano.

i::

atnda de coTistitui<;ao;$ osatrasos devem^ a: parte
seus

da Renamo que näo indieou os

representantes.

O repatriamento e reintegra<;äo de

refugia^s näo estäo a
maneira

ser realtzados de

Organizäda,

Ha

regreSso

espotttäneo, por lnklatlva individual dos
refugiados, mas näo é um repatriamento
organizado nos termos do acordo...
:::;OSdeslocados intemostambém eståoa
movimentar-se por livre iniciaiiva. Mas
como o govemo jå
tiohaprevi,sto algumas
ac^öes locals, os governos provincials
; tinham elaborado:j
planos; jiocais de
reconstrueäo do p6s-guerra - na base
desses pianos os governos provinciais

lém acolhido os deslocados bem

GONiJALVES • $r ministro ^ifjco meses apos a
assinatura doacordode paz,pode qudéoponto
da situa^äo?
*
MOCUMBI

respeitado,

-

Hå

o

cessar-fogo

que

acantonamento que Jå estäo
idenöficadose aceites pelais partes e estå*
se neste momento na

preparacåo das
condi^es logisticas para esses: locais de

é

issO poderaos considerar
comoo... resultado mats notavel doacordo
de paz. Mas as outras oafies
pretlstas no
acordo näo estäo a ser aplicadas.
O
acantonamento, a desmobilizagäo e a
formacåo do novoexércitönåocomet;aram
sequer; A unicacoisaque foi acord;^ia foi

acantonamento.

e

oestabeledmentodosprimeirosi2 lugares
20

de

Tambémjå foram acordadas as regras
defuncionamento dascomissoes;; erobora
nem
todas as coraissOes estefam
constituidas. Apenas a Comissäo de
Supervisäo e Controlo (CSC), a Comissäo
de Cessar-Fogo fCCF) e a Comissäo de
.

Reintegra<:äö (CORE). As outras carecem

como os

refuglados regressados e tém dadooapoio
disponivel era instrumentos de pfOdu<;;So
e apoio alimentar
para os primeiros
tempos.
A razäo principaldo näoacantonaraento
e formai;;äo do novo exército é o atraso
por parte das Na<;öes Unidas no
cumprimento das suas obrigaijöes
.

previstas no acordo.
Ainda näo hå um efectlvo dos
iObservadores militäres das Na^öesUnidas
capaz de controlar o; acantonamento. Tor
outro lado ainda näo hå um acordo claro
Sapem March, 1993

government has already taken some
measures to provide assistance to these
pieople on the basis of provincial piost-war
reconstruction

plans drawn up by the
provincial governments last year. On the
basis of these plans the provincial
authorities have been able to welcome

back the

displaced people from within

Mozambique as well as those from outside
the country, giving them all the support
they can, such as farming implements
and food aid required for survival during
the first months of their resettlement.
The confinement of troops and the
formation of a new army have not yet
been

implemented mainly because the
Nations has delayed the
deployment of its military observers who
are responsible for monitoring
the
assembly points.
There is still no clear agreement on the
formation of the new army. Three
countries France, Britain and Portugal were invited to assist in this process. They
have to produce detailed plans as to how
the new army should be constituted.
There is now a delay of more than four
months, which will have implications for

It has always been our govenunent’s
position that the process of building up a
new national army would be undertaken
with assistance from experienced
countries. Based on that, We decided that
we should invite Britain, Portugal and
A

-

France...

there

were some

reservations

initially, but we agreed with Renamo that
the three countries should be invited and
it is because of that they are in the

(relevant) commission. That each of these
have its own concerns is
only natural. All of them have discussed
countries may

other activities outlined in the agreement,
such as the elections.

Q - There

reports that Portugal is persuading
Renamo not to accept Britain's participation in the
are

process of forming a new army. How has this been
dealt with?

sobreaformagäodonovoexéfdtQ. Foram
convjdados trés pajses - Frangai GräBretanha e Portugal * para com o governo
e com a RenamO procederem ä formagåo
do exérgilo con junto. Esses palses teräo
de fazer aconcepgäQdoexércitD«n termos
de detalhe.
Hå um atraso de mais de

que vai ter
previstas no

qoatro meses

implicagoes noutras aegoes
acordo de paz, tais como as

deigöes.
P

-

Hä

informagoes de

que

Portugal e^vaa

Tliere

logistical and bureaucratic
the
government and the United Nations has
still not been signed, and everything we
have done up to now has been based on
ad-hoc decisions, and general agreed
principles.
are

reasons.

The Agreement between

and Austria for

Q - It is also believed that some countries did not

example,

can you comment on

this?
Q - But Renamo was somewhat reluctant to agree
the new soldiers being trained at the Nyanga
barracks in Eastern Zimbabwe. Has this problem

on

now

been resolved?

Formally no, but discussions are
underway. The government has indicated
that at an initial stage the training could
take place in Nyanga, in order to avoid
further delays... we believe that this initial
phase is necessary while conditions inside
the country are being prepared, because
if we want everything to be ready in the
training camps inside Mozambique, which
are now occupied by the present army...
A

-

in order that the soldiers vacate those

places it is important that the process of
confinement be initiated. It’s only because
of this. But the government believes that
the best place for training is in the country.

treino de

Nyanga, no leste do Zlidrabawe. Esse

probiema jafol readvido?
R- Formalmentenäo. mas estäo adecorrer

consultas para que o local do treino seja
acordado. O governo jä deu a sua opi niäo
de que numa fase inicial o treino se possa
fazer em Nyanga, para que näo se
observem mais atrasos...

con.sideramos

que a fase inicial é necessåria enquanto se
preparam melhores condigöes... no pais^
porque; se; aguardarmos; que tudo esteja?
pronto nos centres de formagäo, que tiföte
memento estäo ocupados por soldados

que isso foi resolvido?
JR * O governo sempre

que haja o acantonamento, podemos
demorar muito. é s6 por essa razåo. Mas o

Forgas Armadas de Mogambique...

esses

concebeu que a

soldados para sairem de lå é precise

governo mogambicano atiiaque omelhorf
lugar de formagåo é no pais.

preparagao do novo exército devia
beneficiar do concurso de palses com

experiencia. Concluimos que deveriamos
convidara Inglaterra, Portugale Franga...
houve algumas reticencias de inicio mas
chegamos a acordo com a Renamo que
seriam esses trés paises convidados e é
nessa base que eles estao na comissao,
Qpe cada um desses paises pc^ ter as
suas proprias preocupagoes é natural,
Sabemos que pode haver problemas

P • 0u»$ aio 08 principaia motives qw tavam as

Nagoes Unidas a atiaaarem o implementagaodo
proceaso de paz?
R due eu saiba näo hä motivos politicos
porque o Conselho de segoranga aprovou
a operagäo de
Mog;^bique. Hå motivos
logistlcos e burocraticos. O acordo entre o
governo de Mogambique e as Nagöes
-

histöricos... mas pensamos que eles
aceiiaram conjugar esforgos na questäo
de Mozambique.

Sapem March, 1993

approv^ the Operation for Mozambique.

Mozambique they all agree in cooperating.

das

P-MashaviacertareluctSncia porparteda Rertffino
sceittf que s formsgao fosse no caitqw de

A - From what I know there are no political

motives, because the Security Council has

accept sending troops to Mozambique, Japan

persuadlr a Renamo a recuaar a participegtio da
tnglaterra na formagao do novo exercito; Ctano é:

em

is the United Nations delaying the peace

process?

all the issues involved in detail with us.
We know some historical problems might
exist... but we think that in the case of

United

-

Q - Why

Unidas näo estå ainda assinado. e tudo

quanto fizemos até agora foi na base de
decisöes ad-hoc, principlos gerais aceites.
:

P> Naoaera tonbém porqueatguna pai'seaestejam
envio de suas tropas a Mogan^jlquei:

arecusar 0

A - No. Troops are sent when a country
has responded favourably to an appeal

from the UN Secretary General, who in
this case would have consulted the
Mozambican government. After our

agreementthe (selected) country is invited
to send troops. If a country refuses it is
not even

included

on

the list.

Q - Now that the Zimbabwe government has been
invited to participate in the peace process and
has been accepted by
that there

are

Renamo, and given the fact

still Zimbabwean soldiers in

Mozambique, does this mean that a part of the
contingent will remain in
Mozambique?

Zimbabwean
A

-

This has not been discussed with the

noa casos do Japio e da Austria?
R - Nåo. O envlode txopas faz-se depots do

tais c«no

pals ter respondldo favoråvelmenteaum
apelo do $ecretärio*Geral das Na<;öes
Unidas, o qua! consulta o governo de
Moi;ambique que por sua vez då o seuaval
e na basedisso o pais (visado) é convldado
a envlar tropas. Se o pais recusa nem
sequer é Incluido na lista.
p - Uroa vaz qtrt agora o governo zimbabwaano
fcå formalmente convidadoe aceite pela Benamo
a partidpar no proceaso de paz e uma vez que jä
existem tropas zlmbabweanas em Mozambique,
dgnifica qua uma parte desse contingents ira
permanecOT em Mozamtaque?
R - IssD näo estä discutido petas Na^Oes
Unidas. O Zimbabwe näo foi apresentado
como urn

pSis que vai disponlbilizar om

efectivo que integra a "Opera^äo

Mozambique”. Nös tiohamos visto que
solu^ärjdesde o princtpio, mas

era uma

P - Um outro factor que etrasa a implementagao
do acordo de paz, aegundo a Renamo, é que esta

governo de nio diaporudllzar as caaas
aio necessaries para alojar os seus
i
re^eaentantes nascormssöea.»

acuse 0

que

R-» A Renamo foi inforraada desde o Inicio
que o governo estå pronto para facilUar...
assim como a oulras forzas pohlicas no
pals a obtengao de instalagoes. O governo
acha que é suaresponsabllidade garantir
21

United Nations. Zimbabwe was not put
forward to provide a military contingent.
We had thought right from die beginning
that this would be a solution, but...

Q - According

to Renamo, one other factor which

contributes for the

delays in implementing the
is because the government has
not provided sufficient housing for Its
representatives on the various commissions...
A
Renamo was told right from the
beginning that the government is
peace process

-

prepared to assist it and other political
parties in obtaining housing. It is the
government’s responsibility to ensure the
implementation of all clauses contained
in the peace agreement, and at Renamo’s
request we sought to procure housing for
some of its members taking part in the
various commissions. But I fail to see how
the government can be responsible for

transferring Renamo’s headquarters from
Gorongosa to Maputo.
In Rome, I myself was in a conversation
with Mr Dhlakama who said: “Look, I only
need a house in Maputo.” And 1 know that
President Chissano has fulfilled his

promise of arranging a house for Renamo’s
President It should also be clear that to
assist in

obtaining is not the same as
giving houses, but it rather means
providing assistance in dealing with the
agencies responsible for renting out
housing, whether private or in the public

que
D
acordo sej a totfelrttonte
i mplementado e d nessa base qufea pedido
da Renamo procuramos garantir

alojamento para alguns dos membros da
Renamo que vém iniegrar as comissOes.
Ma*, näo estou a ver coraO é qtu; O governo

deve

ser

reSponsabilizado

pela

cransferencfa da sede da Renamo da
Gorongosa para Maputo.
&n Roma, eu prqpnoesti venum diälogo
gom o

Sr. Dhlakama que me disse "olha

preciso de catsa em Maputo s^. E eu sei
que o Presidente Chissano cumpriu com a
sua promessa de arranjar uma casa para o

presidente da Renamo. Que fique também
dato que faciUlar näo significa oferecer
residénclas,

mas

laciUtar

os

mecanismos

aluguer junto dats entidades
adequadasdo pars, sejam elas privadasou

para O

estatais^

R' Huma recenta enlrevfst» o praaiAstte d»
Ren»no a^uaouogovaitio de tilia devontade em
r«8ofv«r É

quaetäo dta casae. E d^ que m o
qovarno quisesaapodarlad^Mtdbiizarstiii, d«z
ou mesmo vinte caaae..,
R - Bom Talvez se o governo fosse de.
Chegar a casa de alguém e dtzer sai iå da
casa porque queremos dar a casa a um
fulano. Mas o nosso governo tem de seguir
aquilo que säo as leis. ProeufOtt*se no
Inido conmetar algumas instituigOes que
tehham casas, em resposta a uma das
preocupagöesqueoSr Dhlakamacolocou.
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sector.

agreement contains principles, but also
an indication of how each step of the

Q - In a recent interview Mr Dhlakama accused
the government of iacking the wHi to resolve the

process is to be implemented.

problemof housing. He said thatff the government
wanted to, it could make availabtc six, ten or even

twenty houses...
A
Well, Perhaps if he

indicated in

the
government. Turn up at someone’s house
and say get out of here, we want to give
-

were

succeed.

contacted various institutions which
owned houses, precisely in order to

raised by Mr

Dhlakama. We secured a house for him
and some other houses; he would be able
to put up his men, his secretaries and
other aides in these houses, and himself
live in another. President Chissano’s aides-

signed

Angolan process

measures to ensure

reason

different agreement. Our

de^zöes näo serAposstvelouma sjiuagäo
nåo se sabe onde e$t3o as fdrgas.
$ero o aCantOnamento das forgas e sem
um e>térCito
eottsötuido e capaz de
a^egurax aen’dem, ad^esa e estabU idade
em qpe

em caso

faxem dscalas paj* a protw^o

A fuz do« ätbnoa flcoRtedmentos

acordo de Sicesse. Por iSso fizeroos um
acordo difermjte» O »osso acordo contem

prindptos' e t«n também a iadkacäo da
implementacåo de cada processo,
eaquanlo que o acordo angolano é um
acordo de prtneipios gerais. Se olharmos
para o aCc^o de Mozambique veremos
q«e é «m gwaodeeaceeugao, Se se cumprir
tai equal como esta Indicado no acordo,
ja previne multas dtuagbes que podem
ser
negativas» Jé em Roma se viu que o
calendario

sera

trfjjecto de recöBcagw

porquen&o era reaHsla. Fontos alertados,
aceitamos

compromisso, e assim
fazer alustamentos ao
caiendäria Rtn segundo lugar^naexecugSo
do acordo teremos que conåderar que
alguns aspectos näo seräo cumpridos
e

o

teremos que

antesdosoutros,Jbrexempfo,areallzagäo

dfe confUio. Ma$ n&o podemos

dtzerabSC^utamente qve nadaacontecerä.

temosqueestar atentos e temos que tornar
em eada passo medidas corrfeetoras ou
preventivas necessarifes para qtre a paz
näo seja alterada.

noutras

fcgioet do contipente africanp onde aeorde» de
pu foram deira^fxÉiAdM qua
a tirw
para Mogarabiquat
R » Romos acompsmtiando o process»
angolano an tes e depots da assinatitfa do

the continuation of

the peace process.

do ohefe de estado.
^

do not know where the

gathered at the assembly points and a
army is formed, which is capable of
ensuring the peace tind stability of the
country. But we c£in never be absolutely
sure that nothing will happen: we have to
be vigilant and at each stage take the
necessary corrective or preventive

prasidenie Chis$3n0 näo moram no
palacio. Kte3 ténJ
SedS quartos onde

P

we

armed

new

casas eie podana alegar bs s$u$
homens, $au5 $$cretäriOs a outrt? pdsSoaJ
dé apoio iilirectO « ete morar nwna casa.
Maimo 03 a|ddaote$-de-campo do

mot?m q

For

are

before and after the signing

a

are.

forces are situated.
Elections cannot be held until the soldiers

the president.

of the Bicesse accord. It is For that
we

fulfilled unless others

elections if
various

disregarded, what lessons can Mozambique draw
from these experierKes?
A - We have followed the

a

example, it will not be possible to hold

Q - In the light of recent events in other parts of
Africa where peace agreements have been

very carefuly

can

such and such

take in to account the fact that some aspects
cannot be

de-camp don’t exactly live in his official
residence. They live in their own quarters
and take turns to protect

we act on

provision of the agreement. But in Rome
we agreed that the schedule had to be
changed because it was seen to be
unrealistic. We were alerted, and agreed
tocompromise, and we shall have to make
similar adj ustments as we proceed: we are
already four months behind. Secondly, in
observing the agreement we shall have to

we

a concern

the agreement, we can

Many negative situations

arise while

this house to so and so. But our government
has to abide by the law. Right at the start

respond to

The Angolan

contains only general
principles. The Mozambique accord is a
plan of action. If it is Ctirried out as
agreement

:

R » Hiz que o

acordo de: paz de mogamtxque é

difffenbtido de Angola;Ijtes hA uma clausula no

acmdoque dizque a a^an(ado$dtrigenteeda
Renamo aerä aseegpradt
Rwiamo
sem,

eontudo^ aapeclficar

o numero

de de

efeedovoe necesaå p(u« easa protecglo; Ao que
p«moe ficou ao cdtério da Renamo decidiir esse
numero bem como tciva quem sao de facto os

dirigentea da: Renan»

que

necessitam de

prqtec^.

R ^ {Mf isso qne existe uma Comissäo de
Cessar-Rogo euma.eomissäo de fortnagäo,
paraalém de tuna comissåD de supetvisåo
dö acöfdOi Foi um pontö que nao poderia
ser r^otvidosem qufesecriasse cänRangm
Qgovemo tinhaaobrigagäo de mapter a
leie aordem atravésdapoiicia^e aRenamo
tiäotinhaconfian^no govemex ARenamo
queria qtte os seus Rderes tivessem a sua
jvé]»1aseguranga jEoenmndimentodos
negociadores fpidfeaceitaraqueie pdmero
-

V

•v

Sapem

March, 1993

Q

-

You said that the Mozambique peace

agreement is different from the Angolan. But as in
the Angolan case, you have agreed that the

REPARATIONS CRUSADE COMES

security of the Renamo leaders will be the
responsibility of Renamo itself. It is not, however,
specified how big this protection force should be.
It would appear that Renamo is at liberty to decide
this number, as well as who exactly are the leaders
of Renamo

requiring protection.

It is for this reason that there is a
Cease-Fire Commission as well as a
Commission for Supervision and Control.
This was a question that could not be
resolved unless an atmosphere of trust
could be established between the two
A

-

parties.'The government is responsible
for maintaining law and order through
the police force, and Rensimo did not trust
the government. Renamo wanted its
leaders to have their own guard. It was the
understanding of the negotiators that a
reasonable sized force will guard the top
leadership. But if everyone down to ward
secretary level is considered a leader,
then the notion of a leader is completely
driven away. And I hope this will not be
the

TO SOUTHERN AFRICA

C

HIEF M.K.O. ABIOLA, chairman of the

International Committee for Reparations
landed at Harare airport on February 3, as

part of his tour of Southern Africa which has
taken him even further afield as far as South

Alhca, bearing the torch of the reparations cause
intended to be carried to all comers of the world.

Presenting his progress report on Reparations
to Africa and Africans in the diaspora, he noted
that Africa should be compensated for the six
centuries long slave trade andcolonial occupation
which is responsible for the loss of over 139
million human beings and massive pillage and
plunder of resources by the West.

The OAU then endorsed the

appointment of
Group headed by Chief
Abiola to sell the cause of reparations case on a
global level. Members of the Committee have
travelled to the United Kingdom, the United
an

Eminent Persons

States, Brazil, Jamaica, former USSR, Eastern

Europe and are now in Southern Africa. It has
been argued that this campaign should strengthen
the “political kingdom” to give the Africans a
voice in the United Nations.
ChiefAbiola even met South Africa’s President
F W de Klerk and then proceeded to meet Nelson
Mandela the ANC leader, in a bid to

pace

case.

The

Way Forward

Another Pan African Congress on the issue of
reparations will be held on April 27-29 in Abuja,
Nigeria, where it is hoped, the whole black world
will be represented and sanction the case to be
brought before the United Nations and present

Q - There are sporadic reports of attacks still
occurring on certain roads, such as the Tete
corridor, which joins Zimbabwe and Malawi. What
measures are being taken to prevent these
attacks?
A - Mr Dhlakama has assured us that the
attackers are not his men. We must

the Bill of Claims.

therefore capture some so
find out who they are.

which

Q

-

Some press reports say

that

The

we can

•

that they are

government soldiers...
A - This is why we must carry out an
operation to capture these individuals
and identify them. Also this underlines
the importance of beginning the process
of confining troops at the assembly points
so that we may know where these element?
exactly come from.O

•

cOinpletam^nte diluida.
«

Hi

InfortTrttfae# tte qge contifrua a ftaver

ataquesemalgutnasestra^a, tais cortna estrada

de fete; t^eliga 0 Zimbabwe e 0 Malawi qua
medidas é que estao a ser tomadaa para prevenir
esses

R

-

ataques?

As

do Sr
nao sao homeps dele*
que
prender para

inlnrmmjöes

que nos lemos

Dhlakama é que
ErtCfro temos
determinarraos quern sao.
P

Certa

Imprensa diz que sio aotdados do

govemo..,
R * É por

Isso que é precise fazer uma
operacåo de capturar esses individuos e
identificä-los* Epor Issoéqueéimportante
que se comece com o acantonamento
porqoe ji podeipos saber de onde é que
eles partem*q
Sapem March, 1993

COMPENSATION for material and social

during the Slaving Holocaust.

INDEMNITIES for all

wars

and all

campaigns of pacification waged by the
slavers and colonisers on Black peoples and
ChiefAbiola

PIc Nio«l« tnlemalicn

Ssrvto*

nations.
•

This should be the next most

important locus

Congress where participants were mandated to
seek the political kingdom for the African people.
Now that this goal has relatively been achieved,
are Reparations part of what Kwame Nkrumah
described as “everything else shall be added unto
Abiola is of that

Abiola,

on

behalf of the Committee hosted

African envoys to Lagos at a
became clear that the remarkable

dinner, and it
thing about the
reparations issue, is that no African country has
dithered nor is there any that can afford to feel
aloof from the message.

forced labour in Africa.
-

the

through slaving, invasion, colonisation,
pacification and the wars of decolonisation.
COMPENSATION for the destabilisation

through
Europeanisation.
PUNlllVE damages for the defamation of

and eradication of African cultures

opinion, hence the

rejuvenated campaign which has gathered
momentum after the ball was set rolling at the
Concord Press sponsored International
Conference on Reparations held in Abuja,
Nigeria.
The Conference set up a committee to work
out the modalities for the concerted pursuit of
reparations. Just before the ministerial session of
the June 1992, Abuja OAU summit, Basborun

as

COMPENSATION for lives lost

hundreds of millions of Africans who died

youT’
Chief

for work done, both unpaid and
underpaid, both as slave labour in the diaspora

BACK pay
and

•

•

P

following are some of the main items for
reparations may be sought:
RENTS on lands expropriated by foreign
settlers during the last 500 years.
destruction

•

for the Africans after the 1945 Pan African

m/odvd dc di:mentc>.s de prolwcäo dos
djrigcntes do lopo. Mas w so tonsidera
djngftite ate o sccreuirio da téluUi da
Renamo, entao a nopo de dirigejite fien

quicken the

of change in South Africa.

forced
•

the Black
•

race.

OPPORTUNITY cost for what Africans
would have made of the people and resources

•

of which Africa

was

INTEREST

the total

on

forcibly deprived.
compensation for

the above items.
As the crusade for

reparations progresses,
African historians and economists will have to
calculate the

specific amounts to be paid after
determining the quantities involved, and their
market prices at the time each item was

expropriated or destroyed .0
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BLISINl-SS AND MNANCI-

ANGOLA: TWO SENIOR OFFICIALS LOSE JOBS OVER

CURRENCY DEVALUATION
FERNANDO GONCALVES

ACED WITH

government in the face of growing criticism that

rate and a

the decision to auction will result in uncontrolabe

a
staggering high inflation
huge disparity between the
official and the parallel market exchange
rates, Angola’s central bank, the BN A, intervened
by auctioning 10 million US dollars.
The auctioning which was held on February 7,
in Luanda, has brought the official exchange

F

rate of the

US dollar to 7,000 Kwanzas, from the

previous level of 500.
BNA’s intervention was prompted by the
pressing need to bring the official exchange rate
almost closer to parallel market rate which at
times of higher demand had reached the peak
figure of 1,000, two times that determined by the

banks.
The

Angolan government introduced
height of a
civil war which devastated the country’s

price hikes.
After the new exchange rate was fixed,
tickets increased 12 times,

air fare
causing considerable

dislocations in a country where the renewed civil
has made road travel almost

impossible.
widespread that two days
later the government wa? forced to bring the
price of internal air travel back lo the previous
war

Discontent

was so

level, while foreign travel was left to be in line
with the new exchange rate.
A return-ticket between Luanda and

Lisbon,

the mostcommon destination for the majority

of
Angolan travelers, went up from 550,000 to
7,000,000 Kwanzas.

Since economic reforms

were

introduced, and

foreign exchange restrictions lifted, women can
be seen in the streets of Luanda waving bundles
of5,000 and 10,000 Kwanza notes, for exchange
with US dollars or Portuguese escudos, the only
two currencies which are accepted outside the
banks.

Xirimbimbi had countered press reports

that
being devalued, saying only
government intervention in setting up the
exchange rate can reverse inflation.
Foreign currency auctioning sessions were
expected to take place every two weeks until
June,when a joint IMF/World Bank mission is
due in Angola to evaluate the implementation of
the economic adjustment programme.O
the Kwanza

was

economic reforms in 1986, at the
bitter

oil-and-diamond based economy.
The World Bank and International
Fund
to

Monetary
(IMF) backed reforms had been intended

reverse

INFLATIONARY MEASURES?

the economic decline that the country

SQUARE YALEMANA

facing,

as well as to bring the local currency
to its hue value against the US Dollar and other

was

ZAMBIA 1993 BUDGET: WILL GOVERNMENT AVOID

major currencies. But

as

civil

war

conhnued to

rage on, the reforms achieved very little results.
The new exchange rate represents a 1200

percent devaluation of the Kwanza,

a move

ENGULFED

with
high
inflation,
unemployment, high budget deficit and stagnant
economy, tbeZambian Govemmenthas released
its second and first balanced budget for 1993
with great emphasis on reversing the economy

weeks later. President José Eduardo dos Santos

by encouraging investment.
However, the budget has been received with
mixed feelings by the public and more so
opposition political parties who accused the
government of not considering inflationary

ordered the dismissal of

factors when

which is

by analysts as going to fuel the
already high inflation rate in Angola.
But not everyone in the government was
happy about the the latest devaluation. Three
seen

Finance Minister

Salomäo Xirimbimbi and BNA governor
Sebastiäo Lavrador, saying the two men had
exceeded their powers.
It is now questionable

what might have been
decision. It is
very unlikely that a decision of such importance
to the economy of the country would have been
taken by two junior ministers without
the real motives for the president’s

consultations with Prime-Minister Marcolino

Moco.
The decision to alter the official exchange rate
was

announced

one

week in advance, and

received wide coverage in the local official press,

giving the impression that the issue bad been
extensively debated at cabinet level. What is
more surprising is that no order was issued to
suspend the operation before it took place.
Sources in Luanda indicate that the

president

may have been forced to sack the ministers not
because he believed they had gone too far, but

because of the need to
24

save

the

image of

preparing the budget.
Despite these mixed feelings, this years’s
budget has brought some relief to all sectors of
the economy including taxpayers compared to
1992 budget.
Presenting the budgetto Parliamenton January
29, the Minister of Finance, Emmanuel Kasonde,
said the Government proposed to spend a total of
ZK231.9 billion (US$594.6 million) compared
to ZK90.3 billion (US$231.5 million) last year.
This is the first balanced budget after so many
years of inflationary budget deficits which have
been worrying most economists and the public at
large.
Out of the total expenditure K197.1 billion is
non-drought expenditure whereas K34.8 billion
is drought related. K63.2 billion of non-drought
expenditure is capital while the remainder is
recurrent expenditure.
The expenditure will be funded by revenues
amounting to K231.9 billion ofwhich 19.8 billion
kwachas is fi'om the sale of donated maize and

K212.1 billion will be from other domestic
sources,

like mineral

revenue,

income tax and

other types

of taxes.
Compared to the 1992 budget, the Government
has promised to live within its means, hence the
previous tendency of financing budget deficits
from inflationary sources like borrowing from
the Banking sector, a major source of inflation,
will not be practised this year.
In 1992 the Government estimated to spend
K90.3 billion, but at the end of the year non-

drought expenditure shot up to K106.4 billion.
This was mainly due to several unanticipated
developments which occurred within the year
which included wage increase and subvention to
Zambia Airways.
Budget deficit was K13.8 billion or 2.2 percent
of GDP, representing an improvement over the
deficit of 7.4 percent of GDP recorded in 1991.
A Major factor hindering better economic
results in 1992 was the drought which devasted
the whole of Southern Africa, affecting about 18
miUion people.
The government has increased the share of
education, health and social services in total

expenditure in 1993 in line with its policies of
improving the social sector.
It has also made a special provision of K2
billion to accelerate work onrepairing the nation’s
toads. For many years, roads in Zambia have
been left to deteriorate such that most of them are
now

impassable, especially in residential

areas.

Sapem March, 1993

Mr Kasonde

told the House that the

this rate

applies is being raised to KlOO million

Government in view of the adverse impact of last

from KIO million last year.

on vulnerable groups of the society,
had set up a tax Policy Task force to make the tax

and Tourism

year’s tax

system simpler, fairer, more efficient and
effective.

“In practice,

this means adoption of moderate
tax rates, which apply uniformly to a broad tax
base, with special tax breaks limited to those
required to protect the most vulnerable groups in
our society. This also means shifting theemphasis
towards taxes on consumption and away from
productive activities,” he said.
Workers earning up to K300,000 per annum
will pay no tax at all compared to only K72,000
in 1992. The government has also proposed the
ceiling for pension deduction to K36,000.
The government has also increased the
allowable company tax deduction for employing
handicapped persons from the present K1,000 to

The Government will extend to manufacturing
some of the capital allowances
presently only apply to agriculture.
In particular, the wear and tear allowance for
investment in machinery, equipment and plant in
Manufacturing and Tourism will be fifty percent
per year over two years, compared to the current
allowance of twenty five per cent over four
years. This means that the current wear-andtear allowance of twenty percent which
manufacturers enjoy will be rescinded.
The Government has also proposed cutting
the tax applied to dividend payments to ten
percent to encourage capital investment and to
stimulate investment in equities through the new

which

stock

exchange.

In addition, the selective
education

employment tax, the
levy, and the five percent mineral

stimulate economic

growth.
objective to shift
taxes towards consumption to minimise the disincentives to production, enterpreneurship and
work has seen significant reduction in income
to

The MMD Government’s

and trade taxes.
As

superimposition, the Government has
proposed to increase the excise on wines and
portable spirits from twenty percent and twenty
five percent respectively to hundred percent and
this will be extended to ethyl alcohol and tobacco.
In addition two excise duties are proposed to
the existing sales tax. These are excise of ten
percenton saloon vehicles with an enginecapacity
of 1300cc or less and twenty percent for engines
larger that ISOOcc; and an excise of ten percent
on tyres-applying equally to imports and to
domestic goods to remove effect on the relative
competitive position of domestic producers.
a

The Excise tax schedule has been converted to

K120,000 per annum.
The

has been

warmly welcomed by the
public especially those in the lower income groups
whose purchasing power was greatly eroded by
high inflation.
However, the Labour Party has accused the
Government of failing to tackle leaders’ heft
move

non-taxable salaries which it said would fuel up
inflation. Ministers and Members of Parliament

get non-taxable salaries, and this has been the
source of conflict in the country.
The major

complaint has been that while the budget figures
seemed to be substantial, by the time they would
be effected on April 1, 1993, they would have
been overtaken by inflation and depreciation of
the currency.

Moreover,

the

government proposes

eliminating tax on inducement allowances paid
to expatriates to avoid double taxation as now
these allowances will be treated like any

other

form of cash renumeration.
The

changes in tax from income will reduce
by K15 billion which implies workers

revenue

should

now

exercise the wage

fundamental to the

success

recovery programme
embarked upon.

restraint that is so

of important levy and has said government would

general licensing of imports and

exports, as a means of reducing restriction on
trade.
The government

has made Company Tax
reform a priority in 1993. The basic Company
Tax rate will be reduced from the present forty
percent to thirty five percent. For farmers and
non-traditionalexporters the Company tax rate
will remain at fifteen percent. However, a rate of
forty five percent will continue to apply to high
bank profits except that the threshold at which

SapemMIarch, 1993

of mining remains uncertain in the wake ofthe privatisation programme

the government has

Mr Kasonde has announced the abolishment

also review the

The future

of the economic

export tax have been revoked. This includes the

the international standards Harmonised system

Tax clearance Act which has been a bottleneck to

to

tourists and Zambians

is also

willing to go out of the
country. Customs tariff has been simplified by
setting astandard minimum rateof20percentfor
imports which presently attract 15 or 20 percent
and a standard minimum rate of 40 percent for
imports presently attracting either 50 percent or
100 percent duty while those imports bearing 30
percent duty have not been changed.
These changes in the rate of duty will lower
the total import tax on all types of goods costing
the treasury K1.8 billion in 1993. However, they
represent a major step in the Government’s efforts

unify classification system with imports. This
applicable to sales taxes. The estimated
gain in revenue for 1993 is K2.8 billion. The
above have already been effected.
Meanwhile, the government has removed the
special exemption from tax and the income tax
holidays provided in the 1991 Investment Act,
but investors will be allowed to repatriate hundred
percent of tax-profit.
Though everything seems to be better in the
budget, the question is will the government be
able to live within the budget to avoid taking
supplementary inflationary measures?0
25

ZAMBIA: ZOOM SHARES
SOLD
AS THE futureof the mining conglomfirate
Zambia Cönsolidaltd Copper Mines^ZGCM)
becomes uncertain in the wake of the

privati.sation programme, ITM Inteniational
has sold its seven percent shares tn the
congkimerate.
Announcing tlic sale of shares in Lusaka,
anllM International Press release indicated
that the sale was completed

London Stock Exchange

through the
Involving its entire

ZAMBIA: KAUNDA
DISAPPEARS FROM NOTES
ZAMBIA’S CEINTRAL Bank has released
new

currency

marking

an

end to human portrait

The

currency

500, 100, 50 and 20
Kwachas while the coins are in denominations of

10,5,1,0.50 and 0.25 Kwachas. This means that
the 0.20,0.100.05,0.02 and 0.01 coins have been

percent and growth in money supply resulting
from government borrowing from the
banking

scrapped.

sector and demand for

previous Government under UNIP resorted to
printing more money whenever faced with a
deficit.

faith in the Mines future and promised; to
continue playing a vital role In the economy
of the country‘TTM through its other numerous
investments in the country,: especially
Meridien Biao Bank Zambia Limited, expects

However, the public have received the

President, Kenneth Kaunda, and wasting a lot of
badly needed foreign exchange on a currency
whose value remains the same.
Other considered the change

toplay a role: as: important as: that
has played for the past twenty years” the

st^ment said.

would ensure that noconfliet of interest arose;

ZCCM

Capital is divided between sixty

pereent share owned by the Government and
forty percent B shares owned by private
investors of which seven percent belonged to
ITM Group and the rest to: Anglo-American

Coiporation.

The salient features of the
note are

of the

that the face carries

AM AX Consolidated controlled the Roan
Consolidated : Copper:;Mines Whose; fixed

;:::

assets ::4U

the :tttme: :of^aalionalisalioii

were

valued at 148,051,000 Kwachas <34,000 US
Dollars) and net assets of 180,533,000
Kwachas <41,470 US Dollars).
: :$:::

ITM

privatisation programme.O
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500 Kwachas

an

and baobab tree while the reverse side has

of

an

a

head

African

Cotton field

elephant, the Freedom Statue, a
and workers. The main intaglio

colour is brown.
The 100 Kwachas note also carries an engraved

portrait of the African fish eagle. National Coat
of Arms and

an African Palm tree.
On the
side of the note is the Victoria Falls, the
head of an African Buffalo and the Freedom
Statue with the main intaglio colour blue.

reverse

The notes were printed by “Thomas de la
Rue,” of the United Kingdom at a cost of
4,300,450 Pounds sterling while the coins were

of currency as
necessary as many people still thought Kaunda
was the President because the
currency still
carried his portrait.
It is the fifth change of currency in Zambia’s
history and the second in three years.
Despite these changes, the value of the Kwacha
against other tradeable hard currencies still
continues to crawl downwards, eroding the
purchasing power of people mainly in the middle
and low classes.
The

exchange rate has now been Uberalised
everything left to the market forces through
the introduction of a “Bureau de change.”
and

The downward crawl of the Kwacha is

projected to continue as supply of foreign
Exchange still continues to lag behind demand
for the same. This has been worsened by the
scraping of the Official exchange rate under the
On General Licence (OGL) by the Central Bank.O

PTAAND SADC MERGER IMMINENT?
FERNANDO CONCLAVES AND THOMAS DEVE

THE FIRST Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC) Annual Consultative
meeting was held in Harare on January 27-29,

just a week after the summit of beads of state and
government of the Eastern and Southern Africa
Preferential Trade Area (PTA) took place in
Lusaka.

Towards

Group has been critised for selling:its:

shares: In: London instead of 21arabia, a move
seen as a violation of the
country’s

new

engraved portrait
African fish eagle. National Coat of Arms

ITM bought its shares from AMAX
Consolidated after the nationalisaibn of the

Mining Industry by the Previous
Covemmenlunder former Presidnet Kenneth
Kaunda in 1969.

new

currency with mixed feelings, with some accusing
the government of trying to punish the former

to continue

disposal of the Group’s own shares in ZCCM

percent this year and the change of the

currency seems to be one of the ways to reduce
growth in money supply. This is because the

However,the Group still maintains its great

Meridien Biao Bank Zambia Limited were
keen to participate in such work ITM said the

higher wages have been
major fuel of inflation.

The Government would like to reduce inflation
to ten

at which the
investment speared In die account»: of the
ITM Group,

banking servicesi and that the ITM
Group’s Meridien International Bank and

mean

said to be the

confortably exceeded the value

merchant

warned that the

is in the denominations of

according to the statement,

It explained that With the Increasing
importance within the ITM GrOupofits rapidly
developing AfriCan Banking netwoik, it Was
cOmiidered no longer appropriate for thegroUp
also ;toown 3::miyoF shareholding in ZGGM;
It Mso pointed that Zambia's privatisation
programme would lead bo signiflcant need for

considering the introduction of notes of
1,000 and 5,000 Kwachas.

change of the currency did not
that the economy was on the mend, adding
that the inflation was still high.
The current rate of inflation stands at 207

would

holding of 6; 19 million B ordinary; shares in

U

Mulaisho also disclosed that the Central Bank
was

Meanwhile, President Frederick Chiluba has

which for the time being
be circulating alongside the old
currency
new

by the “Royal Canadian Mint,” for

1,009,700 Canadian dollars.

carrying currency.

2CCM.
The proceeds,

minted

a

Merger

Many observers saw the overlapping of the
as
just a mere coincidence, but as
a showcase in PTA’s efforts on
having the two
groups becoming one community that
geographically will stretch from Namibia, in the
two events not

South-West

coast of the

Djibouti,

the gulf of Aden.

PTA

on

sees

the two

continent, to

organisations

as

as

far

as

rivals, and

argues that there should be no reason why they
have to act separately while having the same set
of

objectives.
might seem to be giving weight to the
PTA proposal is the fact that all SADC member
countries except Botswana, are also members of
What

PTA.
But while SADC has not categorically rejected
PTA’s proposal for a merger it has diplomatically

pushed it aside. In the theme document which
formed the basis for the Harare conference.
Sapem March, 1993

commending it to the people of the regionjust as
they did in their declaration in 1980. Regrettably,
the people had yet again been left out of drafting
the treaty.” And it went on to mention: “Where
are

these people, in whose name, the governments

purport to act?”

Mogae,
vice-president and Minister for
Finance and Development Planning, stressed
that the strategy S ADC was offering at the present
The conference chairman F.G.

Botswana’s

limited to launching the integration
while pointing to the initial areas of

stage was
process,

integration.
“You might call it the first draft from the

governments,” he said noting that “SADC still
has to mobilise and secure

contributions of the
after

various constituencies and interest groups

organisation hopes to refine and
indicate targets and timetables for the specific areas and activities of
integration.”
Ironically, the theme document acknowledges
that one of the main causes of the region’s poor
economic performance has been the low
participation of the people in the development
and political process which has in turn led to poor
accountability, low work ethic and productivity,
and a culture of dependence. It is noted tliat this
malaise will afflict any regional integration
process, “unless arrangements are put in place to
create a popular constituency in support of its
objectives and programmes, and to involve the
people in determining its content and direction.”

which the

elaborate its strategy;

Botswana’s Vice President,
Consultative

F. G. Mogae (foreground), who chaired the Harare

pointed out that while allowing for a
degree of flexibility for member countries to
move in some or all aspects of the process at
different paces, the process of integration in
Southern Africa should harmonise “with the
efforts of other regional organisations such as
the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) and the
SADC

continental African Economic

SADC
This is

a

SADC

Conference

Community”.

Objectives

clear indication that SADC will

contemplate some form of coordination with
PTA but will not surrender and be swallowed by

regional organisation it views as a
and not as
duplicate institution.
The .signing of the treaty transforming the
Southern Africa Development Coordination
Conference into an economic community could
not have been a less expression by the leaders of
the ten countries of their determination in pursuing
the goals they had set themselves and theii peoples
to achieve when they signed the Lusaka
another

partner in economic development,

declaration almost 13 years ago.
At the Windhoek summit, the SADC leaders

by their common desire to free their

economies

mainly from dependence on apartheid South
Africa.

Although SADC members have as of late
incorporate a majorityruled South Africa into the organisation, their
goal of reducing dependence from that country
remains unequivocal, as they now seek a
parmership with South Africa that shall be based
on an equitable distribution of resources.
In the eyes of those who oppose the integration,
a merger with PTA would divert S AEXZ countries
from pursuing theiroverall economic and political
integration objective in favour of a more trade
stated their desire to

oriented mechanism that would benefit more the

stronger economies of the region,
weaker ones will continue to suffer.

while the

Mobilising the People
January 24-30 SADC Annual
Consultative Conference demonstrated that “An
The Harare

economic

community is much more than a

to be

realised, SADC Heads of State must

called on people to make a commitment to pursue

policies aimed at economic liberation, integration
and development of the economies of the region.
In their representation to the consultative
conference in Harare, the National Association
of Non-Governmental Organisations (NANGO)
of Zimbabwe which claims to represent the
grassroots people, noted that while in August
1992, the Heads of State approved a treaty
establishing SADC, again offering and

harmonisation and rationalisation as well as into

possibility of merging the two organisations.
project say that SADC
was set up under a specific regional political
the

Critics of the merger

environment, and thatmemberstates were united
Sapem March, 1993

greater say in the

destiny of the community.

Other countries that still maintain

closed

political systems were urged to consider seriously
adopting plural political systems. To crown it all,
pressures

are

SADC and PTA activities.

SADCC member states to look into the issue of

Whilst most SADC member states operate

multi-party systems, it was reiterated that these
should expand in scope to give civil society a

envisaged goals outlined in the theme document

possibilities of harmonising and rationalising
Similarly, the heads of state of PTA have
agreed to appoint a high level commission
comprising three ministers each from PTA and

for SADC member

improve their human rights record,
adopt market oriented economic policies with a
visible economic liberalisation and increased
role of the private sector.
states to

donors made it clear there were

revisit their 1980 Lusaka Declaration where they

a

Representatives from donors and cooperating
partners stressed the need

community of governments”, and that if the

study designed to look into the

commissioned

Cooperating Partners and SADC

increasing

in their home countries to cut
on Overseas Developed Assistance
because of fiscal restiaint and other competing
demands on their development assistance budget.
In his opening address. President Robert
Mugabe acknowledged the existence of the
changing global environment, saying it has been
transformed practically out of all recognition.
“The new world order whose glimmering we
perceive on the horizon does not give us cause to

expenditure

believe in the imminent ad vent of an international

hospitable to the weak and the
impotent”, he said.

environment
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It

was

within this context that he alluded to the

adoption of structural adjustment

programmes

much

larger home market for all to sell to.
Whilst the third party approach sounds

increased aid andinvestmentflows

and frade liberalisation policies that are aimed at
creating the necessary environment to generate

plausible, is it

increased economic

prepared by the PTA highlighting the areas of
duplication in selected sectors and programmes
between the two organisations?
In 1990, the UNDP funded a
study on

activity.
Mr Mugabe challenged local investors to
assume
leading roles in the integration
process,arguing that the integration programme
requires more resources than SADC governments
can

SADC has enjoyed support for the past thirteen
conflict ridden years

and

a new era

of peace,

democracy, economic and political freedom is
emerging. The road to integration has
undoubtedly begun and its important to accept
that this is a complex and difficult
agenda, but
does this justify the impatience the donors have
shown over what they perceive as a
seeming lack
of clear
on

the many questions that arise
integration?
Not only is the donor
community worried, but
answers to

the road to

bewildered with the PTA/SADC

duplication. Certain sections

perceived

mooted the idea of

coordinated third party approach
possibly led
by the donors to verify the findings of the separate
a

PTA and SADC commissioned studies

on

two

not be

organisation’s future. This should

the

seen as a

gesture of a vote of no-confidence in
the SADC goals of greater economic
cooperation
and integration, but a concerted effort to make
that

sure

efficiency

not possible for the cooperating
partners to utilise the December 1992 document

rationalisation and harmonisation of Inter-

governmental Organisations in Eastern and

afford.

new

arrangements guarantee more
in infrastructure investments and a

Southern Africa that was endorsed
IGOs. An

consideration than to start a new process.
The British Representative reminded SADC
member states that “the effort to achieve closer

regional cooperation does not divert attention
from the importance of
getting national policies
right”.
I le argued that the present structural
adj ustment
agenda which most countries in the region are
now
implementing remains entirely valid. “Nor
is regional integration an alternative to
integration
with the global economy.”
The SADC member states embraced most of
the remarks

be

cheering US$70 you'll
providing your friends with
a

of some of the most
significant and provocative
reading. Not to mention a
number of insightful, special
issues on topics such as the
a

by the donor community but quickly

remarked that the worldwide economic recession,
and the 1992 regional
drought reversed the
positive trend in the economic performance of

SADC member states for the last three years.
The competition for assistance
of the world

by other parts
including former Eastern European

countries have dimmed the
prospects

Give your friends the
For

by most of the
update of this study would merit

gift of

Yes, please send

a

a

they won't (and can't) find
anywhere else.

This

comes at a

member states

time when many

SADC

implementing economic

are

adjustment programmes which require
international support.
The situation represents a serious threat to the
economic and

political reforms cuirently under

way and it is hoped that the leading industrialised
countries will muster the necessary political will
to refloat the world

economy.

The creation of
construction of

an

a

common

market and

economic

community as
described by many participants is an
extremely
ambitious and bold initiative. Those
wishing the
community well cautioned that it took over 40
years for Europe to realise economic integration,
even with the
long historical and cultural ties
among it’s countries. The Japanese delegation
announced that their country will sponsor and
host a Tokyo conference on African
Development
where major donors and international
organisations will discuss the future course of
economic development in Africa. The
experiences of SAEKl and S ADCC will constitute
one of the major
topics to be discussed. But the
fundamental question to ask as SADC nears its
13th anniversary is whether it will allow itself to
be taken over by an organisation whose
objectives
still remain obscure?0
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MANU DIBANGO HEADS
FOR ZIMBABWE
Thomas deve

T

Carribean

Jazz artist, and creator of "Soul

music) and Congolese music.
Dibango liked this fusion and when he went

Makossa" Manu

back to Paris in

HE FAMOUS Franco-Cameroonian,

Dibango is coming

1972, he recorded a version
When Americans

to Zimbabwe this month where he will be in

of his "Soul Makossa."

alongside the godfather of
Chimurenga music, Thomas Mapfumo.
Far from the occasion being a clash of the
Titans, the organisers are attaching the
symbolic importance and significance of
giving the Zimbabweans an opportunity of
seeing two of the most famous African

grabbed this record, the music could be
heard grinding out of every radio and discospeaker in the world. During a night of
dancing, an American might notice
something different about this particular
disco hit, with its flat-toned, multi-layered
percussion on the bottom and incessantly
repetitive staccato sax on top. And then

concert

Both artists have

musicians in concert.

amongst other numerous attributes, been
able to find

sources

of

Franco and certain brands of Jamaican
reggae.

He has shared platforms with great

reggae artists like Burning Spear in 'Reggae
on the River' festivals and worked closely
with the British based band

Misty in Roots,

the group responsible for the reggae touch
to his twelve inch single "Mugarandega".

Unlike Dibango, the Afro-European who
is always multiplying his musical experience

inspiration in their

and

traditional cultures for the modem and

jumping from continent to continent in

search for revived musical emotion,

extremely lively music they compose.
Manu Dibango who left Cameroon at the
age of fifteen to study in France will not
forget the year 1954 when a friend lent him
a
saxophone. He became hooked onto the
sax, and immediately took lessons for two
years which enabled him to play in jazz
clubs on Saturday nights in Rennes, the
eastern part of France. He quit school and

Mapfumo stresses the imp>ortance of his
(See Sapcm Vol 6
No. 3/4), and has ambitions to make
Chimiirmga the most popular beat ofAfrican
music. Mapfumo values his foreign trips

African roots and culture

and the audiences he encounters. This has

convinced him that Zimbabwean music will
survive

longer if it increasingly becomes
spiritual.

moved to Brussels where he became a fulltime musician before

completely at home in any modem musical
genre and recording situation.
Thomas Mapfumo, like Manu Dibango,
has respect for great Zairean musicians like

There is

returning to Africa in

more

that Africa still has to offer

the outer world

1%0.
He found himself

over

playing real African

notwithstanding the cross
rhythms that have already been

music in Zaire with Grand Kalle and His

churned out

African Jazz. At that time he had no specific

Dibango's visit to Zimbabwe,
apparently the second, will present him with
a
greater challenge in the form of an audience
which has hardly been exposed to his range
of music, but is definitely aware of tlie
moving power of Cameroonian soukous.

style in his head but recorded Jazz and
many other records in Spanish. During the
1960s he continued recording Congolese
music until the early seventies when he got
absorbed

in

soul

music

which

was

increasingly becoming popular around the
world at the time.
Back home in Cameroon, the makossa

there was a deadpan "witch doctor's" voice
repeating "makossa makossa mako
mokossa"
and
rapping
in
an
incomprehensible language," according to

Dibango.
Manu

Dibango visited Jamaica in 1979
giants like Robbie
Shakespeare, Sly Dunbar, Willie Lindo and
Ansel Collins. This enriching experience is
where he worked with

dance rhythm was enjoying popularity. The

reflected in his album "Gone Clear"

musicians of the dance-hall bands

combining the three black cultures of Africa,

young
were

taking the traditional rhythms of
combining them
highlife (then the common

Southern Cameroon and
with

denominator

between

Sapem March. 1993

African

and

America and the Caribbean.

Manu

Dibango has been ranked the most
musical voyager from

adventurous

Cameroon and

one

of the first to be

over

the years.

Manu

He

was once

the international artists who

performed a t the 1988Child Survival concert
held at the National Sports Stadium. Far
from competing with Thomas Mapfumo,
this is one great opportunity for the two
"old men" to show the younger generations
that they are a long way from having said
their last words in their musical career.O
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ARTS AND Cin/niR]-

INDIGCNISING TH€ AFRICAN fllM
Olley Maruma

I

T IS NOW almost ten years

since the
governmentlaunched acampaign to encourage
foreign film makers to come and shoot their

films in Zimbabwe.
attracted

The first film this effort

King Solomon’s Mines which was
by the Hollywood company. Canon

shot

was

Productions in 1984.

Since then, around two

dozen

foreign feature films have been shot in the
country. As a result, there are now hundreds of
skilled and experienced technicians who
depend on the industry for their livelihood.
It is not good to depend on Hollywood and
international finance for the provision of
employment in an industry whose actual potential
is vast. What will happen when the moguls of
Hollywood and their producers decide to call it
a day and look for other exotic locations for their
action packed adventure stories? What will
happen to the hundreds who now depend on the
so called fihn
industry to support themselves and
very

their families?

In most of the countries in our region, there are
two

types of cinema which have co-existed

A

scene

from “Sarafina”

'tOld«al FIms

(Pty) Ltd. All Rights R*»erv«d.'

since the countries

gained their independence:
commercial cinema, run by profit motivated
private theatre owners and education cinema,
normally run by government institutions. Films
for the commercial sector are mostly imported
from Hollywood through the monopoly
distribution system of the United States majors.
Films from other regions such as Europe (both
east and west), Asia and Latin America are rarely
seen and are usually exhibited at festivals and
retrospectively run jointly by the private theatre
owners and diplomatic representatives of their
country of origin.
Hollywood dominates even prime time
television. On Sundays, like most of the world
we watch Dallas, Dynasty or some imported
glossy soap opera. In the commercial theatres,
the common fare is likely to be the latest from
Hollywood, whether it is thrilling adventure
films like Indiana Jones and Rambo or
the“intellectual” and more serious social
comment of films such

Network.

This tide of

as

Wall Street and

foreign films does not

assist in the creation of new national and regional

identities. Nor does it encourage

the creation of
an indigenous cinema industry. It reinforces a
desire for the culture and lifestyles of the colonial
forces who undermined African culture through
centuries of corrosive indoctrination which

was

television.
Educational cinema is

regularly by
government institutions and consists mostly of
documentaries on development issues such as
health, nutrition, the provision of social services,
agriculture and so forth. Most of these films arc
didactic, and appear to be based on the assumption
run

films such

as

Neria, Consequences and now

that the audience is of low intellect.

Tandiwe has been made

Ironically most politicians see film making as
a luxury, less important than the provision of
things like education, transportation, agriculture
and housing.
They defend mediocrity by lauding praises on

resources.

film makers who echoe the official view or make
films that are expected to glorify the achievements
of those who

are powerful.
If any attempt is
highlight some of the social problems in
our society, these arc always attributed to the
injustices of the past.

made to

To the informed observer, it is obvious that

something significant needs to be done to upgrade
and decolonise the images

our educational cinema
on our

commercial

screens.

This does not mean

should ban films from

Hollywood. Our
people should also be able to see films portraying
their own experiences and heroes.
we

We need to address ourselves to such issues

as

part and parcel of slavery and colonisation. The

the status of women,

legacy of this humiliation and subjugation has
left apervasive dissatisfaction among the young.
Many of them think that Europe and the West is
where the action is. They want to move to
London or New York because they have been
seduced by the alluring images of the fast and
glamorous life portrayed on the cinema and

tradition, the customs and diversity of our daily
lives, enviromnent, self sufficiency, the conflict
between rural and urban life, the clash between

30

industry, which is financed largely by nongovemmentorganisations. Resources from these
agencies are meagre. The producers who control
them continually plead poverty and pay their
crews and workers peanuts, while keeping the
lion’s share for themselves. The production of

importance of the oral

traditional and modem values.

There is

no

why we should not celebrate our existence
resorting to fantasy.
Presently, there is a fledging indigenous film

reason

too, even if this means

possible through such

These films do not absorb all the hundreds of

people

now depending on the film industry for
their livelihood. They are financed by people

whose

adjectives

primarily educational.
region need to examine
the economic imperatives of film production.
The best way of setting up a firm foundation for
an
indigenous film industry is via the
establishment of a film institute responsible for
the promotion and development of an indigenous
industry. For Zimbabwe such an institute could
be easily set up at Production Services, the
government’s film making unit. The place has a
studio, editing suites, a viewing theatre, a sound
mixing studios and numerous cameras which
are

Governments in

our

have been under-utilised for years.
To set it off, the institute would be

provided
which it would be
expected to make self-sustaining. Film makers
would submit projects before a board which will
in turn decide whether the projects are worth
with a government vote or loan

financing or not. The board must constitute
professional people who are able to make both
sound commercial and aesthetic judgement on
films. 0
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

;

and

dictators without accountability

our

the

people.

Did you ever interact
Heads of State?
1 have not talked to Moi

or ever

Muslim world. What was the central thesis

There

of the series that aroused so much

controversy and won you fame and

notoriety?

across

time

especially in the 20th Century.

They do affect how we do business,
rule ourselves, how we perceive
ourselves and the extent to which we interact
with the west on one side and the muslim
world on the other. The cultural convergence

to country.

how

has

we

given the Africans a triple heritage.

compensation for that entire traumatic
experience?
1992, a Reparations Committee was
officially empanelled as members of a Group
of Eminent Persons by the Organisation of
African Unity before the Heads of States in
order to work out the modalities and logistics
of initiating a campaign for reparations for
In June

African enslavement and also for African

colonisation. The beneficiaries are intended

people within Africa itself and people in
the diaspora. So the committee of 12 wise
men and women is designed initially to find
out how we can best approach this campaign
and crusade with the highest prospects of
to be

Why is Islamic conduct portrayed as
fundamentalist?
Sometimes what the west calls Islamic
fundamentalism is really Islam that objects to
western domination.

Any time they come
across politically conscious Islam that is
resentful of Western cultural domination, it’s
called fundamentalism. In reality there are a
variety of degrees of Islamic political
consciousness, degrees of Islamic militancy,
and some maybe doctrinally fundamentalist.
Others maybe a combination of Islamic

nationalism. Until
now, of all major civilisations in the world, the
consciousness and cultural

civilisation that has most directly
confronted the west in rebellion against this
cultural domination has been Islam. There
are older civilisations in Africa, Asia, China

one

and India, and yet most

of these have not

been rebellious against the conquering power

of the west. So there is much more of a sense
of awareness in the west about Islam than any
other civilisations.
use your own words, slavery was the
mechanismforthe African dispersal. But

To

is

Africa

owed
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reparations and

are

much

more

accessible.

Can you comment on why you do not
associate yourself with any political party

Triple Heritage has left you in great
demand in Africa, the West and the

These vary in their combinations from country

Kenyatta. They do

aloof type of Heads of States. They are
neither the Nyerere type nor Obote type or
even some of the Nigerian presidents 1 have
known who

and Western civilisations have interacted

or

with the Kenyan

themselves to that. They are the

not lend

DEVE: The TV series The Africans: A

MAZRUI: The thesis in the television series.
The Africans is that the indigenous, Islamic

will

be less and less tolerated. 1 think that will help

Multiple Mazrui, 59, has written 20
books, hundreds of papers for journals,
conferences, magazines and newspapers
In at least four continents. His range of
topics has also been quite staggering —
from nuciearproliferation to mini-skirts,
tackling most social phenomena with
great seriousness. He recently spoke in
Harare, with Thomas Deve of SAPEM.
The

success.

vote in any national election?
certain roles you won’t be able to

are

play impartially if you are identified with a
political party or government.
Sometimes my friends complain. For
example Ngugi wa Thiongo wanted me to
join them protest against Moi, but 1 said I
would protest against Moi as an individual and
not as part of any movement - which 1 did. 1
continued to speak against him, wrote to him
personally and of course he never answered
a single letter of mine.
Are you

intimately involved in gender

issues?
Often 1 get into trouble with feminists because

approach the issue from a very different
perspective. There are some women who feel
we should approach the question of gender
I

the way women do. Talking frankly, why
would they expect me to speak like a woman?

regard the empowerment of women as
indispensable for the survival of our species.

1

Would you

entrust African governments
with the proceeds ifthe case is successful
considering that almost half of them are
corrupt?
It is true that if reparations were

paid to

half of them would
probably misappropriate or otherwise misuse

African governments,

that. The mechanism of how that money can
be transmitted has to be worked out very

carefully.

Some

women

democracy and human rights for Africa?
I think it’s a good idea. Most African
governments don't like it because it restricts
the money the way they
So previously, western
governments used to give money to the
Mobutus and the Daniel Arap Mois without

their freedom to

use

think is best.

scrutinising its usage very closely. The days
when money was given to our mlers, masters

even

think that

men

I reject this
approach. After all women write about the
man

all the time.

Doesn’t your stance on

counter power
proliferation defeat your
campaign for a Just World Order?
My position was that the route to
and nuclear

partly through nuclear
proliferation. Mine was a paradoxical position
in that you can never persuade big countries
to give up their weapons especially unless
they get alarmed because small countries are
getting them. The spreading of weapons to
countries they don’t trust is one way of
persuading them that everybody should give
them up. Nuclear proliferation in my
conception was a route towards nuclear
demilitarisation

Do you think that the West is justified to
link Aid with good governance,

don’t

should be involved in the game.

was

disarmament.O
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SPORT

POWER WITHIN CAF NEEDS TO BE
CHANGED

w

HILE AFRICA has made giant strides
to catch up

with football standards in
Europe and South America, a lot

remains to be done to break their stranglehold on

the game.
Biased

refereeing,

sub-standard
visiting teams, unplayable
pilches and late change of match venues have
thwarted the rapid development of the continent’s
most popular sport.
A major part of the problem lies in the control
of the Confederation of African Football (CAF)
by Arab and some West African States. CAF
was founded in 1956
by Egypt, Sudan and South
Africa with Ethiopia taking part in its official
creation the following year. Other countries
such as Ghana, Nigeria, Tunisia and Cameroon
soon joined to give the tournament a reasonable
accommodation for

claim to continental status.
Southern African countries in

particular came
principally because of their late
attainment of independence and nationhood. As
late comers, they were not in the CAF main
decision making structures which were the
preserve of the North and West Africans. This
remains the position today. Southern Africa’s
representation in CAF does not go beyond Ismail
Bhamjee who is the regions’s sole member of the
late

on

the

scene

executive committee.

The real power of

CAF’s executive is vested

in four men. President Isa Hayatou

and his two vice

of Cameroon
Presidents, Mohamed Ahmed

and 0.0

Oyo of Egypt and Nigeria respectively
Secretary-General Mustapha Fahmy, also
from the land of Pharaohs. Since its inception
successive Presidents came from Egypt, Sudan,
Ethiopia, andCameroon. All Secretary-Generals
have been Egyptians because of the location of
CAF’s headquarters in Cairo.
Even more important. Southern Africa has
only three members in CAF’s fourteen
and

committees

Zimbabwe’s

Nelson

Chirwa(referees), Swaziland’s Adam Mthetwa
(technical development) and Bhamjee.
Without detracting from the ability and greater
experience of the West and North Africans, the
fact since the Cup of Nations was launched in
1957 it has

only been

North-West axis

won

twice outside the

both times

by Zaire — has
given rise to a strong belief that the dice is loaded

in their favour.
32

—

Egyptian goalkeeper Ahmed Shobeer picks up the ball to thwart Zimbabwe’s Agent Sawu
during a World Cup qualifying match played in Harare

With South Africa’s re-admission and

Namibia’smembership following independence
three years ago, for the first time the region has
full affiliation to CAF. It must, as a bloc, seek

higher representation in CAF through its regional
body, the Confederation of Southern African
Football Associations (COSAFA). It would be
in a stronger position to ensure that the spirit of
fair play off and on field is applied and that
pitches and facilities are brought to internationally
acceptable standards.
Other issues also need to be addressed. Too
many

African national and club teams

are

withdrawing from international games. Serious
consideration should be given to having initial
stages of all competitions played at a regional
level to cut down

on

travel costs. A team from

Swaziland is likely to

play a first round match
against any of the states in Southern Africa but
would most probably decline to play further
afield because of financial constraints.

However, teams who emerge victors in their
regions will have sufficient incentives to seek
funds to play at advanced stages of competitions.
What is crucial for the development of the game
throughout the continent is for all nations to
participate in continental competitions.O

AFRICAN WORLD CUP DATES
The groups for the second and final
the Africa qualifying tournament for

phase of
the 1994

World

Cup Final in the United States are:
Group A: Algeria, Ivory Coast, Nigeria; Group
B: Zambia, Morocco, Senegal; Group C;
Cameroon, Egypt, Guinea. Matches will be
played between April and October.
April 16,17,18
Group A: Algeria v Ivory Coast
Group B: Morocco v Senegal
Group C: Cameroon v Guinea
April 30, May 1,2
Group A: I. Coast v Nigeria
Group B: Senegal v Zambia
Group C; Guinea v Egypt
July 2,3, 4
Group A; Nigeria v Algeria
Group B: Zambia v Morocco
Group C; Egypt v Cameroon
July 16,17,18
Group A: I. Coast v Algeria
Group B: Zambia v Senegal
Group C: Egypt v Guinea
October

8,9,10

Group A: Algeria v Nigeria
Group B: Morocco v Zambia
Group C; Cameroon v Egypt
Sapem March. 1993
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KENYA: OPPOSITION LEADERS PLAY INTO
HANDS OF KANU
MICHAEL CHEGE

A

Electoral Obstacles

AS AFRICAN countries make the
difficult and painful move to multi-party

All this is

democracy, it is becoming gradually
clear that this process is imperilled notjust by the

ordinary citizens of Kenya have made in order to

competitive politics
within the old-fashioned single ruling parties
like the Kenya African National Union (KANU),
but also by divisions, naivety, and poor strategy
among opposition leaders. The situation has not
been helped by poor judgement, equivocation
and incompetence among international observers
self-confessed enemies of

who

now come

return the country back to multi-party democracy.

The “restoration of

dead in the Saba Saba

into Afirica to determine whether

Kenya, Cameroon, Nigeria, Congo
salutary lessons to those now
travel that road and they need to be “

carefully read and digested by African democrats

if the continent is
ever to break the cycle of dictatorship, poverty,
chaos and yet more of the same, which now so
unfortunately threatens to engulf huge chunks of
and their external supporters

the continent.

1990 following the arrest of the
leading multi-party advocates of the day —
Kenneth Matiba, Charles Rubia and Raila Odinga,
the

To the uninitiated, the results of the December

something of an enigma. In the presidential poll
as distinct from the parliamentary vote — a
total of 1,927,640 (34 percent of the total) votes
were cast for KANU’s Mr Daniel arap Moi, yet
MatibaofFORD-Asilimanaged 1,354,856 votes
(25 percent) while his compatriots in the
opposition, Mwai Kibaki and Odinga Odinga,
got 1,035,507 and 903,886 votes respectively.
Both Kibaki and Odinga are former KANU (and
Kenya) vice presidents. Kibaki now leads the
Democratic Party (DP) while Odinga heads
FORD-Kenya. After the poll results were
announced, Matiba, Odinga and Kibaki
denounced themfuriously and alleged that KANU

—

had

rigged the ballot. (This had occurred mostly
Yet even after

in safe non-controversial areas).

putting all the

many

complaints surrounding

these numbers aside, the fact is
million

cared to vote

—

that

some

3.3

66 percent of those who
cast their ballots against Daniel

Kenyans

—

This critical mass would have ensured
the opposition a victory even with the underhand
tactics. But the voting majority will now have to
arap Moi.

Sapem March, 1993

son

FORD-Kenya leader.

of the

Many

dissenters had suffered death and incarceration

Daniel arap

Moi; Two-thirds of the electorate
against him

cast their vote

before and after that date.

KANU and its leader had never
democracy.
When they acquiesced to it in November 1991, it
For its part,

hidden their distaste for multi-party

endure KANU’s rule for another five years.

The

puzzle extends to the parliamentary poll.

Of the total votes cast formembers of Parliament,

KANU received

29th, 1992 general elections in Kenya are

demonstrations which

took place in July

and Ghana offer

destined to

democracy” which the

original FORD was an acronym for, summed up
the aspirations of a majority of Kenyans after
years of despotic rule and economic
mismanagement. At least 28 people were shot

multi-party elections were free and fair. The
events surrounding the return to multi-party
elections in

particularly irksome when one

considers the tremendous sacrifice which

some

1.2 million

—

that is 23

but nevertheless took 100 seats (53
percent) out of the 188 overwhelming majority
of the parliamentary votes but nevertheless lost

percent

—

the election and could not even muster a

simple

was

due to the termination of external aid to

Kenya by her major Western donors.

That

KANU conducted the elections in the manner

ought to have come as a surprise to
nobody who has followed the events in the
country over the recent past.
As a matter of fact, the most damaging electoral
that it did

majority in the legislature. One could of course
rightly object that in the parliamentary elections,
the operative rule was the British “first past the
post” principle and therefore asubstantial number

malpractice took place long before polling day.
Consequently, there was much controversy about
the manner in which the registration of voters
were done. Some one million newly-eligible

of KANU members of Parliament were returned

young voters may

opposition votes. That
opposition brought defeat to
Parliament in much the same way as it

courtesy of the scattered
is, in short, that the
itself in

did in the Presidential

poll. While correct, this

interpretation, absolves the real culprit behind
this state of affairs
the gerrymandering of
constituency boundaries, uneven voter
representation, and a battery of blatantly unfair
electoral practices which KANU has over the
years put in the way of the opposition, and which
the new parties ignored ultimately at their own
peril. When the elephants fight it is the grass that
—

suffers and in this case the real victim was

democracy in Kenya and the will of the majority
of voters who clearly wanted a change in
government.

because

have been disenfranchised

they lacked national registration cards

aprerequisite eligibility which the government
unwilling to issue. Constituency boundaries
gave pro-KANU areas more seats per capita than
opposition strongholds like Nairobi and central
Kenya. In specifically-targeted pro-opposition
constituencies, KANU voters were brought in

—

was

Irom “safe” constituencies to enrol in droves.

In

one

such

a

constituency, Nakuru West, an

international observer with the (US) International

Republican Institute noted hundreds of Kalenjin
(Moi’s tribal group) voters who had been
registered to a single address in a neighboring
constituency. In addition, until the very end the
opposition parties were routinely denied permits
to hold meetings. In all cases the new parties
35

banned from campaigning

were
areas

which

were

in “safe” KANU
openly designated ruling party

“zones”. These included the

Wangari Mathai, went unheeded. That is until it
was

Kalenjin districts of

too late;

for on the morrow of their defeat the

three opposition leaders announced the formation

the Rift Valley

Province and sparsely-populated
proportionately over-represented nomadic
Somali, Masai and coastal areas. Furthermore,

of an alliance of their parties

and pledged to work
together. Their followers rightly said this came

but

a

week too late. Yet even that collaboration

was

'

the civil service and the

proving difficult, with recriminations flying left,
right and centre, thus feeding the popular

police played nakedly
partisan pro-KANU roles.
The Electoral Commission

was

set

up

unilaterally by the KANU government and was
accused of pro-KANU sympathies even
by some
of its members.

At

one

point,

a

District

Administrator in the Western Province physically
threatened to
one

whip Mwai Kibaki, while another

ordered the police to shoot into an opposition

and their leaders have

no

realistic alternative to

frustrations mentioned above.

offer.

Lessons

The

opposition’s road on this destiny of grief
began with the bickering within the unified FORD
about the primary elections to determine
party
leadership. It was not essentially a battle of
“tribes” for power as

Kenya’s ruling party and
it. If Kenyan

It will take

little while before concrete

a

objective lessons for the democratic
in

Kenya and Africa

can

movement

be distilled from this

experience. For the moment, suffice it

to note

that elections in and of themselves are clearly not

crowd.

most of

was

ethnic groupis detested each other so much, there

adequate to usher in democratic mle. Second, it

would not have been

is sheer self-delusion to underestimate the

(Wiser, the police ignored him). Odinga
stopped from addressing crowds while

KANU used

government resources to do

so.

the media have portrayed

a

FORD in the first

place.

Public funds and relief food for drought-stricken

The party had genuine trans ethnic representation

used to buy votes. On the eve of the
election, FORD-Kenya produced evidence to

and its rank and file remained united in their

areas were

the Commonwealth Observers

Group of bribery
to get opposition candidates to
opt out and give
KANU a walk-over. But perhaps the most
devastating long-term damage to the country
and to democracy was caused by the violent
eviction of ethnic groups suspected of opposition
leanings — Kikuyu, Luo, Luhya, Kisili — from
the Rift Valley by the Kalenjin. At least 800
innocent lives were lost in the process and 60.000
people rendered homeless. These people are still
located in internal refugee camps. Nobody so far
has been

prosecuted for these crimes, and it

would have been sheer delusion to
expect

fair

voting in the constituencies involved. In short,
there

were no

level playing fields or fair rules to

begin with.

by such an array of obstacles, you
imagined that the opposition would

have closed ranks and faced KANU

as a

unified

thus defeating it by sheer weight of

numbers, the only weapon they possessed in
addition to moral force.

Instead, the

new

opposition groups proceeded to do precisely the
opposite and have continued to splinter even in
their defeat.

This

came

as

KANU and it has been the

a

godsend gift to

source

of frustration

and

despair to democratic-minded Kenyans and
all their supporters outside the country.
Anybody who cares about the future of the

Odinga

the

minority of the vote. Thirdly, the factional
nature of the opposition and the
amazing ability
of each group to delude itself that it can triumph

course

over

elections in contrast to

Matibaand Martin Shikuku who preferred to “let

people decide” in nation-wide primaries. Of
within no time, their respective supporters
began to read ulterior motives in their internal

inclinations of the one-party one-leader one-idea

And
not

if one major split

in the opposition was
enough, Mwai Kibaki jumped ship from
as

never

been

worse.

(This applies to Ghana and Cameroon

as

well).
All these realities must be juxtaposed

against

KANU in December 1991 and founded the

the greater

Democratic Party (DP) only when it was safe to
do so, and after having
routinely condemned

vote for non-ethnic reasons by

advocates of multi-party

rulers. To argue as numerous African academics

politics for most of that
year. Like Matiba, Kibaki is a Kikuyu and his
support, as the results showed, was concentrated

Kikuyu heartland and cognate
areas of Eastern Province inhabited
by Kikuyu
ethnic cousins
the Embu and Mem. (These
three groups formed the backbone of the 1950s
Mau Mau liberation movement).

In other words,

the DP mobilised support at the expense of
FORD rather than that of KANU, and thereby
weakened the democratic forces from within.

The final blow to the unified

opposition came
August when to the consternation of
opposition sympathisers, the Odinga and Matiba
factions of FORD agreed with a KANU
last

government solution to their stalemate and
consented to

register their groups as separate
opposition parties. From then on, the outcome of
an election in which the
government machinery
was heavily biased towards the incumbent, and

conclusion. Pleas for the

has

the incumbents, amounts

to democracy as the autocratic

rule.

is that

the state of the economy

over

accusations of tribalism.

divided

despite all the sacrifice, the suffering
continues, there is no solution to their problems,

its rivals and

to as great a liability

opponents and hence the accusations and counter-

country must now reckon with the widespread
sense of anger and
despair that characterises the
popular ranks of the opposition. For the feeling

36

not agree.

—

Confronted

group

however, their leaders would
wanted indirect primary

in the northern

Fragmented Opposition
would have

hostility to KANU. On the issue of leadership,

manipulative capacity of the incumbents as well
as the
popular support their patronage is able to
secure. Even after
taking stock of ballot-rigging,
KANU genuinely secured a sizeable ethnic

in

which

—

further

—

KANU faced three

opposition parties, was a foregone
opposition to field one
presidential candidate from numerous opposition
personaUties like the environmentalist. Professor

factor of ethnic mobilisation of the

and true masters of the art

(and many Kenyan leftists)

both the opposition
—

are

the one-party

wont to contend

that all this is the weakness of “petty

bourgeois”
political leaders who habitually deceive the left’s
beloved “peasants and workers”, flies in the face

of

reality.

The radical fringe of Kenyan

intellectuals that cared to contest these elections
on

that platform

did a whole lot worse than any
in the most favourable of

other group even

circumstances. Those who support democracy
in Africa must now begin to recast their

conceptual apparatus and strategies afresh. That
requires a laying of ghost of the wicked

imperialists and their petty bourgeois allies as
much as the shibboleths of one-party dictatorships
and the

glories of the all-knowing leader. For
really a
product of both.
truth to tell, the African disaster is

(Views expressed are those ofthe author and not
of the Ford Foundation).
Dr. Michael Chege is the Resident
the Ford Foundation in

Representative of

Harare, Zimbabwe
Sapem March, 1993

DEMOCRACY AND MULTI-PARTYISM IN
ZAIRE
Earnest wamba-dia-Wamba

s

even

Lumumba

Table Conference, was an extra

(17/1/1961) by the pohtical
class serving the West in the localised
struggle against the Communist World, a class
formed through a Western imposed variant of
parliamentarism and encouraged to use physical
elimination of political adversaries as a method
of political rule, people’s resistance against the
Congolo-Zairean neo-colonial state has been
protracted. Lumumba incarnated, atleastbriefly,
a

independence granted through the Round
gift of colonial
Civilisational mission
a sign that one has
evolved ie. become completely evolue - and not

INCH THE assassination of Patrice E

politics under the condition of complete

subjective independence, a break with evolue
consciousness (eg, letter to Pauline) whose
practical impossibility for its realisation led,
among other things, to his being murdered.

-

abreak withextemal intervention in one’s affairs

(Conquest). The universalist significance of
multi-partyism - if any-could become apparent
to resisting “natives” only after a real cultural
revolution and complete freeing of their colonial
subjectivity.
This limited multi-party system, openly
principally to evolues (including colonial chiefly
allies) became just an occasion for the
Africanisation (replacing white colonialists from
the colonial state apparatuses) of the

Constitutional Framework
The first Constitution of

consensus, a

multi-party system can become
indeed. Very much so, when it

very repressive,

is, like the one introduced in the ‘decolonisation’
process, grafted on a colonial, essentially
undemocratic (variant of apartheid) state.

Second

Independence Movement

Very soon, the large masses ofpeople realised
independence had been sold to imperialist
powers by the murderers of Lumumba and they
had to struggle for the second Independence.
that

The constitution of the Conseil National de
Liberation ( CNL) opened up

the sequence of the
Independence reaching the peak with
Mulele’s Second Independence politics under

Congo-Zaire, The

Second

Loi Fondamcntale, was patterned on the Belgian
model.

the condition of armed

It had juridical

implication exactly like
those of the Belgian monarchical
constitution: a head of state who 'rules ’

That was the framework through which multi-

partyism

was

grafted

on

to Kinshasa and his assassination.

Modern state structures in Central Africa were

fundamentally erected on the basis of military
conquest as required by primitive accumulation
for Western powers and economies. They had,
as a backbone, praetorian militarism. Popular
attempts at reversing the situation, since
independence, to create civil institutions as the
backbone for those State formations, have been
almost everywhere
In this context,

opposed by coups d’ etats.
multi-partyism could only be

limited to evolues ie. westernised,
urban people,

the state of

principally

who had accepted and internalised
having been conquered. To them.

Sapem March, 1993

The pro-west

during this sequence, was on
the verge of collapse. With western direct and
indirect interventions (military, financial as well
as mercenaries), the state had to be reorganised

through a coup d’etat (1965). As long as the
people’s organised resistance continued, ruling
the country was just an ctemisation of the coup
t/’etor ie. apermanentor protracted organisation
of the usurpation of peoples’ sovereignty ie.
peoples’ political capacity when they are
constituted as a political subject - democracy.
Different forms of political organisations
incarnated the pursuit of people’s resistance Patrice Lumumba; Head

of the first national

government of Congo

imposed structures of

conquest.

insurrections and

neo-colonial state,

but does not govern; a government

supervised and able to be dismissed by the
head ofstate; an over-large and relatively
powerless parliament consisting of a
chamber of representatives and a Senate.
There was furthermore a colonial Force
Publique more in the nature of an
expeditionary force than the basis fora
real national army; and a carefullyworked
out limitation to the powers of the central
government, which would enable the
provincial authorities to make decisions
against the national interest, but to the
advantage offoreign big business.

mass

ending with his capture in B azzaville, extradition

after the defeat of the armed

mass

insurrections

against the perennisation of the coup d’etat as
a form of rule with ‘repression of policy’. This
was so under the MPR
fait prive state, the

-

-

‘independent’ limited variant of parliamentary
post-colonial state. Parties defined through that
framework were not fundamentally different
from those sponsored by white colonialists.
Those which were based on repercussions of
emancipative politics (the Ngunzist element for
AB AKO, etc) run into crisis while trying to fit in
this multi-partyism.
By insisting that his govenunent had to have
a programme (for the interests of the oppressed,
for the complete abolition of conditions of
colonial life-June 30th 1960 speech), Lumumba
bad to go; he did not abide by the authority of the
consensus.
To protect the authority of the

Authentic neo-colonial state, the MPR Parti Etat
state

as

well

as

now

the

‘split personalised

collapsing’ Mobutiste state. Those organisations
included; religious movements, student
movements, 13 parliamentarians’ second party
movement leading to the creation of UDPS,
‘armed struggles’ movements (FNLC, PRP, etc),
peasant mobilisation movements and other socalled ‘Civil society’ organisations (I’Ordre des
medocins, e»). As long as the Cold War existed
supporting the neo-colonisation based on
-

militarism

of

polulation (eg
1990) were
acceptable to the western sponsors of the state.
-

even massacres

Kwilu etc) or students

(1969

-
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Mass Movement for

Democracy

By 1990, of course, after the end of the Cold
War, the concentration and convergence of the
resisting people’ forces galvanised into a strong
mass movement for democracy ie
people’s
sovereignty againstthe increasingly personalised
Mobutiste state which has continued to usurp it.
What happened in countries of Eastern Europe
since December 1989 marked the collapse of

representing

more than themselves.
The
(Executive Committees) of most of
these Parties were never elected by any Party
congress at all. In Kinshasa, at least, one felt a
strong presence, inside the people, of UDPS,
PALU and to a lesser extent, MPR (where some
cadres are but State security agents).
The main objective of the struggle for the
opposition elements of the Zairean political class
organised or not in various Parties - is to force
Directoires

opening

up the epoch of post-socialism.
Celebrants of capitalist triumphalism have seen
in this “the end of

History”, the triumph of
capital and single transition from planned
economy to market economy and have proposed
to the countries

of the World the shock

therapy

advice on classical capitalist property rights. The

centrality of the question of the state has thus
been hidden. When a state collapses (or is in a
dying crisis for thatmatter), does the combination
of multi-partyism and marketisation constitute
an emancipative solution?Is this solution
applied
in countries in the framework of post-socialism
state and societies doing
any miracles? The
movement for democracy is being offered this
solution by the West and its local allies. Despite
some reluctance, Mobutu himself
accepted this
solution
under the condition that it be grafted
-

on

Political

Camps

in the Zairean

politics: the

camp

of those in

power and around Mobutu self-called
"Mouvance Presidentielle”; the camp of the

political class elements in the opposition
organised in four fronts: Union Sacree Radicale
(led by UDPS), Union sacree liberale. Front
national progressiste and Union de Forces
Nationalists Lumumbistes; and the people’s camp
which constitutes a terrain of struggles. In the
absence of documents, it is difficult to

analyse

and

classify the 300 Parties or so contending for
power. Parties which have remote connections
with past mass upsurges (UGEC students
movements, Mulelistmass armed

insurrections,

MNC Lumumba, UDPS) seem to have organised
links with the
than

others.

large

masses of people, more so
Parties of the mouvance

presidentielle are just mediations inside the
people and the State of Mobutiste dictatorship.
Some parties in the opposition are led by former
collaborators of Mobutu, who have become very
rich

by dubious means, but have become
disappointed with Mobutu.
In the main, most of the self-styled Parties are
not Parties at all, but clientalist, family and
corruption-based Stateorganisations (in the sense
that they are geared to the sharing of the State
power). It is difficult to say that the
representatives of some of these parties were, in
the Conference National Souveraine,
38

a

certain sense, Etienne Tshisekedi has

subjectively and publicly stood up against
Mobutu, appearing to incarnate the politics under
the condition of courageous unshakable principles
breaking with Mobutism (the system of antivaleurs). This is wha thas made him very popular
more

and has been

seen as

the “hammer to crush the

rock which is Mobutu.” Does the post

of Prime

the Mobutiste State, based on bis clientalist
network and Western

politics?

sponsorship, to open up to
dynamics of
power sharing as even suggested by his Western
sponsors. The call for democracy, coming from
the mass movement for democracy, is politically
interpreted as signifying the return or the
realisation of the multi-party system, ie. a
parliamentary form of the state stripped of
Mobutiste militarism and extravagances, but not
necessarily ofits Western sponsorship. Elements
of the Binza group, the CIA-sponsored Zairean
power broker, became increasingly very active
in this tendency.
At face value, this is a
considerable change in relation to the existing
State before the acceptance of multi-partyism. It
is, however, clear at this point, that Party pluralism
does not strip off militarism and extravagances.
other members of the class in the

The National Conference
The org anization of the Conference Nationals
Sourveraine (CNS) was exemplary in revealing
the various forms of consciousness
the

mass

Mobutiste

operating in
democracy. The
State Camp (Majority Presidentielle,
movement for

Fasille Presidentielle and

nov

Mouvance

Presidentielle) put up aprotracted struggle against
the holding
of the CNS in favour of a
Constitutional Commission (statist solution),

against the success of the CNS once it took place
in favour of immediate elections, forced the
CNS to close in camera without having discussed
the reports

appealing arenas for those class elements’ appetite
for accumulation. The competitors of Mobutu,
in terms of wealth (Kengo wa Dondo, Thambwe
Muamba, etc. regrouped in UDI) are in the
Union Sacree Radicale pushing for market

of the sensitive commissions (illacquired property and assassinations and
violations of human rights) and now trying to
ignore the CNS decisions and the Haut Consell
de laRepublique (the interim parliament) which
came out of the CNS. Controlling the national
radio and TV, it has organized a systematic
erasing of any independent political thinking in

economy.

favour of the etemization of Mobiäiste State

The State and the market constitute two

his state:

We can very roughly, differentiate three camps

nothing but ‘authentic neo-colonialism’!
In

Minister, in the present context, provide the
operator for the practical realization of that

-

Socialist States and the break with socialism,

be

to

Stalinian Parties, in this perspective, are unable

Consciousness.

operate successfully as their politics conflicts

Against that, even Parties of the opposition
those of the Union Sacree Radicale included

with the articulation between multi-partyism and
marketization.

Marxist-Leninist

sounding

Parties, to function, become even more Statist, as

they incarnate functionally a ‘Socialist State’ ,they
want to be exclusivist in the functioning of the
State as their project of the State is not based on
consensus but on a programme of ‘an abstract
proletariat’, it is true. What opinions conform to
parliamentarism can they organize in
subjectivity?
The Congolo-Zairean political class - whose
main elements originated from the decolonizing
process of replacement of colonialists and from
the enrichment through theZairianization scheme
of the 1970’s
has always preferred treating
political matters behind closed doors (in camera)
from the Round Table, Coquilhatvilla,
-

-

-

Tananarive, Lovanium conclave to Palais de
Marbre

Conferences

away from the
participation of the large masses of people. This
is partly due to the fact that their form of
consciousness is just a repercussion of their
Western sponsors. They have failed to exercise,
with confidence, any cultural hegemony at all.
Even the so-called ‘Authenticity’ turned out to
-

-

have done very

Ettle if at all anything to push for
a politics based on the notion, “people think”.
For along time, their politics could be summarized
as politics under the condition that “Mobutu
must go.” No clarity was possible on whether or
not

neo-Mobutism without Mobutu

was

democracy at all. The replacement of Mobutu by
a leader of the
opposition in the State was thought
to be

enough for democracy to come about. The
operator for such a politics became the “hammer”
Etienne Tshisekedi whose election
had to be obtained

at the

CNS

by threats of death or by
corruption - “au tauux du jour". In fact, the
election of Etienne Tshisekedi, very popularly
supported, was, nevertheless, the single political
event which restricted democracy to the mere
stripping off of Mobutu from the State. A major
campaign was organized in the press controlled
by UDPS against potential and real candidate for
the post of Prime Minister. Reminiscent of
Mobutism, a unique candidacy was pushed and
acceptable. Had Tshisekedi been defeated,
even

bloodshed would have been inevitable.

Before the masses of people succeeded - at the
Sapem March, 1993

price of their own blood (Feb 16.1992 massacre)
reimposing the reopening of the CNS (April
1992), the Union Sacree Radicale had its Nganda
Congress at which they decided that Mobutu had
to stay to reign without governing. This was,
apparently, based on the advice from the Western
partners, completely ignoring the desire of the
large masses of people. This decision, conforms
to the “power sharing” scheme proposed by the
West, this “Mobutu reigns and does not govern”
became the guiding principle of organization of
the process of transition to democracy i.e.
parliamentary State - ignoring the people’s
conception of the transition:r/ie necessity of a
genuine national reconciliation informed by a
critical rereading of the country’s history
exposing
individual and collective
-

responsibilities, discussed through

a

deballage

(pubic self-critical palaver)forcing the accused
to admit their wrong-doing, amend themselves,
seeking for and obtaining pardon ctfter having
accepted to repair the damages, etc.
Power
The national

Sharing

universalpalaver in which the complete and free
realization of the principle “people

place. In principle, a universal palaver has
many sites and not just one physical location.
The Mbongi which emerged outside of the Palais
du People were as many universal palavers as the
one taking place in the Palais. The sad thing was
that, especially after the election of the Prime
Minister, not many Mbongi were organized.
The Parties saw in this CNS, an enlargement
of the Stateor a preliguration of the parliamentary
form of the State

monument built for the purpose,

did not take
place. Reports containing the crucial critical
rereading of the country’s history were not read
and discussed. For obscure political reasons, the
reading of the report ofthe Political Commission
was stopped, providing excuses to the MPR
representatives to leave the CNS. The direction

(I'Etat de Droit) to construct -

with or without the people’s involvement.

Rules

for rules, courtesy, etc were more important than

political truth, to achieve consensus. Every
opinion was seen as equal to every other opinion.
Opinions ofoffenders (murderers or human rights
violators) and those of the offended (orphans of
arbitrarily murdered fathers, etc) were put at the
level.

same

The CNS

was

hardly

seen as a

prefiguration of the new society in which rules
are rooted in political truth ofpeople’s sovereignty
and equality. Some participants saw in the CNS,
a substantive per-diem.
by forms of State consciousness
(protection of ‘State secrets’, legalism, church
pastoralism, etc) incarnated by Parties as well as
State representatives (Institutions Publiques and
Dinosaurs), although the CNS accomplished
many important things, people’s fundamental
demands for the deballage, transparency, national
reconciliation, were not upheld. Disoriented by

an

reconciliation, despite the

think” would

take

occasion to have

Dominated

shed.

politics of occupation of the State positions,
(the coordinating
committee chairman of the Sociere Civile group),
the Societe Civile group was unable to correctly

the

continue to orient the direction of the CNS as it

of the discussions at the CNS

became

subordinated to pleasing, or at least not to offend,

Mobutu, supposedly to avoid the danger of blood-

Important acts of the CNS favourable to
profound aspirations of the large masses of
people and to democracy are failing to be
implemented due to this conception of consensus
based on “power sharing” with a dictator.
The oppnressed and militarily terrorised masses
of the Zairean people profoundly want
fundamental change - including the permanent
disappearance of Mobutu, the “Zairean evil/
devil” (le mol zairios, le Satan"). To achieve
this, it is not enough to enter the Mobutiste State
on the basis of “power sharing” - no matter how
good those people entering it may be. The
reconstruction (reorganizing, limiting of its power
and subordinating it under the large masses of

people’scontrol)ofthecollaf)sing’ ‘personalized’
State

“on

the

basis

oUransparency,
accountability-from-below, eradication of
‘negative values’ (a7iXi-va/uers)-publicpolitical
hygiene - and true national self-determination,
is required.
The people agitated for an emancipative
politics under the condition of people’s
sovereignty and political capacity achieved on
the condition of subjective break with all forms
of ‘structural’ consciousness. They, thus, called
for the Conference Nationale Sourveraine as a
Sapem March, 1993

the

the death of Dr Numhi

did at the

beginning. Disoriented by the victory

of Etienne Tshisekedi

hope
the

was

mass

on

whom tremendous

placed to alleviate people’s miseries,
pressurize the CNS

movement failed to

from the outside.

The defense of Etienne

Tshisekedi’s govenunent
the

took precedence over
independent people’s self-empowerment.

When the CNS

was

forced to close

December 6, 1992, in camera

people viewing the
media - there

was no

-

on

without the

ceremonies through the
organized people’s protest

and the President of the CNS had to concede,

without

assuming full responsibility for it, in his
closing speech, that the national reconciliation
did not take place. The criticism, which was
voiced by the CNS participants shortly before
the closing of the CNS leadership, was hardly
internalized and the President was already being
elected to the HCR Presidency by acclamation.

the sequence of the CNS emancipative politics.
Even the movement declaring Mobutu dead

(December 18,1992)was unable to conceptualize
how to carry its execution - as the opposition
Party leadership still upheld the notion “Mobutu
reigns and does not govern for two years of the
transition”. Contemptuously Mobutu never
appeared at the CNS - neither at its opening nor
its forced closing. The people’s capacity which
forced the CNS to be held despite the systematic
opposition of the Mobutiste State seems to have

disappeared: after all, why continue dying in
vain? No path for the continuation of the
emancipative politics seems to have been found.
While the mass support of the Prime Minister
and the support from the HCR are not enough to
drive out Mobutu from controlling positions,
appeals are being made for the intervention of
the external partners.
Some people were
advocating, as a liberation solution, the
intervention of Belgian troops.
The main difficulty seems to be the eradiction
of the independence of people’s emancipative
politics from the State after the election of
Tshisekedi as Prime Minister. The Union Sacree

Radicale became the

opposition fraction of the
ruling class within the State. Its politics could
not go beyond the very State it has, at the same
time, to protect - by only driving

Mobutu from

certain State structures, the Central B ank and the

The HCR in charge of
controlling the functioning of the government,
even headed by Tshisekedi, is forced, against
Mobutu, to support it. The Split in the opposition
movement in favour of a subjective break for a
politics, independent of the State, - even in its
presently divided form - will again lead to a new
Direction of taxes.

sequence. Outside that, the killing will continue
without any breakthrough in sight - unless the
West intervenes militarily or the Zairean armies

thoroughly divided in such a way that
Being part of the
State, the opposition has been unable to conceive
methods of creating parallel radio and TV and
let alone organize a pro-people army. Does the
failure of the CNS point to a politics under the
condition of armed insurrection? Hopefully not.
After Mobutu has discharged Tshisekedi as
are

Mobutu’s control is broken.

“Formateur d’un gouvernement
nationale” (6/2/1993)), both the

d’union
interim
parliament (HCR) and Tshisekedi have decided
not to take into account the

Head of State

decisions any more. Is this the end of the politics
of ‘ ‘power sharing’ ’ or the gradual implementation
of the decision to

impeach the President?0

The critical evaluation of the CNS remains to be
Professor Earnest Wamba-dia-Wamba is in tlie

done.
The fact that, despite
the

the threat of violence by

Mobutiste State, the movement for the

History Department at the Uni ver-sity of Dar-es-Salaam,
Tanzania.

deballage in line with people’s fundamental
demands subsided, is indicative of the closing of
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THE BASES OF THE PTA-SADC DISPUTE
IBBO MANDAZA

I

T BECAME evident at the recent SADC

Consultative Conference held in Harare

on

January 27 - 29,1993 thatmostof the SADC

prepare for the eventual inclusion of South Africa
itself in the proposed Southern Africa Economic

Community.

countries have retreated from their earlier

There will be need to consider further the full

commitment, made at the SADC Summit in

import of these developments, let alone whether
such a strategy will go unchallenged within the
PTA-SADC region as a whole. But at this stage,
suffice it to examine more closely, albeit briefly,
the background to the PTA-SADC dispute; and,
in doing so, contextualise it with respect to the
key factors in this whole business of regional
cooperation in Southern Africa.

August last year, towards a PTA-SADC merger.
Up to now, it had seemed obvious and most
rational to merge the two in the interests of the
goal of regional cooperation and integration; it
appeared essentially anomalous - and even
counterproductive to that goal - to have the two
organizations exist side by side while pursuing
much the same objectives, and in the service of
countries a significant section of whose
membershipoverlapped both organizations. That
the situation had remained

so for so
long was
perhaps, only to the political and
diplomaticexpedienceof

attributable

member

The PTA-SADC

Rivalry

by

were

it not for

one or

some

-

so far at reconciling and
merging the two
organisations. But more important, even this
personality factor itself is derived from both the
historical and political factors within which the
two organisations evolved from the late 1970’s

made

A fair indication of the extent of the current

evident in the fact that

-

does constitute one of the obstacles in the attempts

rivalry between the PTA and SADC might be
minute intervention

organisations, and it is doubtful that there exist
any contacts between Bingu-wa-Mutharika and
Simba Makoni. Understandably, the rivalry and even antagonism - appears to have been
enhanced correspondingly with the growing talk
about apossible merger, with each faction hoping
to emerge the victor in such an exercise.
It is no surprise, therefore, that many analysts
have reduced this PTA-SADC rivalry to that of
these two personalities. Nodoubt, the relationship
or the lack of it
between these two gentlemen

last

the other of the

onwards. Herein lie the

states,

two major problems that
currently hinder the
merger of the PTA and

concealing their failure
to confront and resolve

the

problems that hinder

SADC: the historical

the merger.

No
But

ever

SADC

origins of the respective
organisations, at least to

Merger!

the extent that each has

since the

been identified with

Consultative

particular countries and/

Conference of, there has
been a significant shift

or

Heads of State; and

the role of the donors,

from what President

particularly with regard
not only to the history
and development of

Mugabe referred to in his
at
the
speech
Consultative Conference
as “the
possibility of
merging the two”, to the

SADC but also the closer
more

intimate

virtual decision not to

interest they

have had in

merge the two. (See
Minister Christopher

the latter than in the PTA.

and

The South Africa

Ushewokunze’s

Factor

“Minister

statement:

Says No Merger”: The
February,

Simba Makoni:

Bingu- wa-Muiharika

PlcZlANA

There is

Herald: 9th

1993). If that is indeed
so,

matter of the harmonisation and rationalisation

of the two

organizations” (to quote President
Mugabe’s speech again) might suggest less the
need to reconcile the PTA and SADC than

a new

initiative that will see the PTA divided: between,
the one hand, a SADC that includes such new

on

as

Uganda, Kenya and

even

Djibouti,

Rwanda and Zaire; and, on the other, the northern
half of what consists of the rest of the PTA

membership. The latter would become the PTA
in

essence

while the

combine under it the
40

new

third factor

the issue of the much

then even the “urgent

members

a

in this PTA-SADC saga:

SADC could

now

PTA-type functions and

member states of both

organisations, the two
organisations might have as well hosted their
respective meetings early this year on

that country might relate to either SADC, PTA or

simultaneous dates.

state itself might have

The PTA’s

awaited

post-apartheid South Africa and how

amerger of the two organisations.

The apartheid

meeting was
held in Lusaka on January 21-23; and the SADC
Annual Consultative meeting on January 27-29.
But clearly, there was no attempt at consultations
between the PTA and SADC Secretariats, nor
did the respective Executive Secretaries attend
the meeting of the other. Indeed, there has been

been aware of the political
capital to be made out of the saga. Certainly, she
tried to woo the PTA through some contacts in
Zambia and Kenya; and it was about the same

little

North), South Africa (in the Sou th) Kenya (in the
East) and Nigeria (in the West) - was gaining

or

no

Secretariats

communication between the two
ever

since the

inception of the two

time that there

was

talk about Egypt

also joining

the PTA. The argument for a continental bloc
made up of the four major poles - Egypt (in the

Sapem March, 1993

in the wake of that post-apartheid
euphoria that was the aftermath of the release of
Nelson Mandela in February, 1990. As has been
indicated previously in both SAPEM (See, for
example. Editorial, Vol. 5, Nos. 5 & 9) and in
other SAFES (Occasional Paper No. 1)
currency

publications, it was euphoria that would dissipate
as post-apartheid failed to arrive.
The i»ew
strategy foundered with South Africa’s failure to
gain entry into the OAU at the Abuja meeting
{SAPEM, Vol. 5, No. 9). Some members of the
PTA further north will have welcomed South
Africa’s admission into the PTA (and even

into
of them are likely to
be about the perceived advantage of trade links
with the “economic giant” that they believe
South Africa to be! Perhaps, even the PTA
Secretariat may have warmed up to these
sentiments (See Mandaza: SAPEM, Vol. 5, No.
11.), especially if it offered the opportunity of
outwitting a SADCC that appeared so inflexible

the OAU),

excited

as many

member countries tend to take
vis the PTA-SADC issue.

summarize the
The PTA

key elements

was

currently vis-a-

We will attempt to
as

follows.

the brainchild of the UN

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA);

under
Adebayo Adedeji, then Under
Secretary-General for the ECA and an ardent
African Nationalist who, therefore, inevitably
the direction of

earned himself enemies among many

liberals in

the international

community; and through the
guidance of Bax Nomvete, a South African exile
then working at the ECA and one to later become
the Executive Secretary of PTA.
But the PTA idea feU firmly within the OAU’s
Lagos Plan ofAction, devoted as the latter was to

particular had become a key factor
in South Africa’s international relations and

an

Bernard Chidzero: SADCC sponsors
him to be the Head of the Secretariat

a

wanted
pic ziana

continental economic community based on

the

South, East and

West and Central. As the first

follows shows how the role of the donors becomes

extant.

history and development of
SADCC/SADC; and the extent to which it is
bound to pervade and influence not only the
almost central in the

outcome of the

PTA-SADC

dispute but also the
content and direction of regional economic
cooperation and integration in Southern Africa.
The

Origins of PTA

process

-

origin in three or four nonmainly British - who have had

significant contacts with Africa, particularly as
liberals opposed to racial domination in Southern
Africa and therefore strong supporters of the
African struggle ever since the late 1950’s.
Notable among these were Maurice Foley then
(in the late 1970’s) aBritish Commissioner to the
European Economic Community, and David
Anderson who became a very key and active
figure in the development of the SADCC from
1978 to the time that the first SADCC Executive

Secretary (Arthur Blumeris) was appointed to
the Secretariat in Gaborone in 1982. Prior to

run

that date, SADCC was ran from an office housed

For, these black states of Southern Africa
the BLS countries, Mozambique, Angola and

variously in London at Northumberland Avenue,
King Street and in David Anderson’s office at

Zambia- lay vulnerable to the military, political,

the Commonwealth Secretariat. In its earlier

and economic

phase, the organisation was viewed more as a
source of support for the beleaguered states of
Southern Africa; and its original name —
SouthemAfricanAid Coordination Conference
(SAACC)—is evidence that, unlike the PTA, the

-

hegemony of the white-ruled

countries of South Africa and Rhodesia. Zambia
in

particular lay at the centre of a region of

conflict

as

she had to shoulder the immense

political and economic hardships that arose out
of her commitment to the liberation

struggle in

(Mandaza and Tostensen, SADCC:
The First Ten Years) to be published (hopefully)
soon provides a historical background to the

Southern Africa. In general, it appeared evidently

kind of

positions that the Heads of State and/or

to a “northern

Sapem

March, 1993

A book

Origins of SADCC

SADCC has its

“regional cooperation” in Southern
Africa was fast fading against the unfolding
post-apartheid scenario. The account that

d'etre of

an

African initiative.

Africans

phase in that
towards an African Economic
Community, each grouping would have to
engender and develop economic unions at the
sub-regional level. According to Adedeji and
Nomvete, it was necessary at the time to include
the independent black states of Southern Africa
in the PTA that was essentially East African in

Africa factor itself protrudes only in relation to
the key Western countries—and to many donors
in that regard — for whom the original raison

direct threat to

was

The

five regional groupings - North,

this South

as a

essentially “home-grown” on
the continent. To extrapolate from discussions I
held with Adedeji and Nomvete, SADCC was a
counter-offensive designed at best to hegemoni.se
initiative that

balance dramatically against such developments.

even

particularly Zambia - that were so besieged as a

viewed the SADCC idea

The ANC in

foregoing account nevertheless also

-

important features that render Zambia a central
relationship to
the SADC. We will return to this theme shortly
in the brief account on the origins of SADCC
itself. But as I pointed out in the book (already
referred to above), the protagonists of the PTA

Liberation Movement in South Africa tilted the

But the

“northern corridor” for countries

factor in the PTA and colours its

against thatcountry; and Makonibegan
complain at the extent to which SADCC was
being undermined by this post-apartheid
euphoria {SAPEM, Vol. 5, No. 2.)
At any rate, the position of the National

reveals the extent to which

a

in 1981, some three years or more since the idea
was bom at the ECA. This is only one of the

to

Africa.

need for

of the PTA and Lusaka became its Headquarters

sanctions

particularly if the member states were to preempt the apartheid state in its attempt at dividing

development of both the PTA and SADC.
President Kaunda was easily mobilised into
supporting the PTA. For the reasons already
referred to, Zambia stood to benefit from such a
grouping, particularly now that the country was
so linked to East Africa through the TANZAM
railway. It should be recalled that the TANZAM
railway itself had been heavily predicated on this

the outset. President Kaunda became a key patron

Africa. Besides, most of the donors were turning
to South Africa, behind the call for the lifting of

reconciliation between the PTA and SADC,

have been

result of the conflict in Southern Africa. From

in its traditional attitude towards apartheid South

thereby further marginalizing the apartheid state
itself in the same sector. More important, both
the ANC and PAC maintained a strong and
visible presence within the SADCC/SADC fora.
This brought everyone back to base, so to speak,
and threw into sharp focus the need for some

grouping that might
envisaged for a Southern Africa
withoutTanzania (and Zambia) as central factors.
As it turned out, it would be Tanzania and
Zambia that would determine the history and
Eastern Africa than to any

reasonable, during the late 1970’s, that the black
states of

Southern Africa would be better linked

corridor of freedom” that

was

SADCC to-be had more to do with the

of donor support than
“Development”, a concept that emerges some
two years later at the inauguration of SADCC in

mobilisation
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Lusaka

on

1st

in

April, 1980.

From the outset, the sponsors of SADCC

spite of the ECA and the PTA and, it would

understood the need to have the

appear, even without the sponsors consulting
him in the early stages of the exercise. But so

become

effectively had the SADCC

organisation
African. The strategy was to identify
well-placed Africans in international
organisations, particularly those from Southern
Africa and therefore also likely to have access to
the key political actors in the sub-region. Bernard
Chidzero, then Assistant Secretary-General at

sponsors worked in
their mission that President Kaunda may have
been confronted with a fait accompli. Besides,
both PTA and SADCC appeared then only to be
ideas, hardly the basis upon which the Heads of

State of the Frontline States would risk their

strong bonds of solidarity and mutual friendship.

UNCTAD, Geneva, became anobvious candidate

And for that matter, not when both organisations

for the role. As

early as 1977, the SADCC
protagonists — Maurice Foley, David Wood (of
the Ford Foundation), John Scott and David
Anderson

—

in Africa”

venture.

—

had to be involved in such

his own words, it had to become A^/con. But the
meeting called by Chidzero in London in early
1979 failed to reconcile the two ideas

—

PTA

which had

already assumed
form. On the one hand, Adedeji and Nomvete
offered a compromise whereby the EEC would
instead support the PTA and thereby integrate
—

the SAACC/SADCC idea into

a

launched in Lusaka in

broader

framework of Eastern and Southern African

Mugabe; Seeking

idea. No doubt the choice of venue will have had

a

compromise

much to do with the need

David Anderson,

Nyerere fully supported the
SAACC/SADCC idea but was reluctant to play
a leading role,
mainly because he did not wish to
be viewed as having a finger in too many pies.
Besides,

one

of his earlier initiatives — the East

African

Community — had just collapsed and
therefore deprived him of the kind of confidence
with which he

might embark actively

on a new

Also, it might be better to have such an
initiative propelled from the Southern hinterland
venture.

and deflect attention from Tanzania. Accordingly,

Cooperation. On the other, the EEC delegation
(mainly Maurice Foley and David Anderson)
hoped to have the ECA bless and support the
SAACC/SADCC venture and thereby shelve the
PTA issue. (According to Adedeji, it was just

recalled, had
already begun a diplomatic offensive that would
make his country one of the Frontline States of

about this time that

elements in the EEC

Masire would chair the first SAACC/SAEXHC

busy trying to launch an East African
Community that would not only succeed the
earlier and now nearly defunct version, but also

meeting in Arusha in July 1979; and from then on
Botswana emerged as SADCC’s Chairman. It
was at the Arusha
meeting that SAACC was
dropped, in favour of SADCC.

some

were

include the islands in the Indian Ocean. It would
appear that this EEC offensive was designed also
to contribute to the demise of the EC
A-sponsored

PTA). From then
venture

the ECA pursued its PTA
and the SAACC/SADCC sponsors now
on,

sought to circumvent — and even ignore — the
ECA, by turning directly to the Frontline States
that would two years later inaugurate SADCC.

AfricanLsing SAACC7SADCC
Africanising the SAAC/
begun with that abortive
meeting that Chidzero had convened. It would
gain momentum

once

the sponsors received

Nyerere’s blessing for the SAACC/SADC idea
and
the

assume
venue

form with the decision to re-locate

of the first meeting

Stockholm in

by moving it from

Europe to Arusha in Africa.

So, after some consultations between Chidzero
and

Nyerere, David Anderson undertook his
special mission to Africa, at first to Dar es
Salaam and then
42

on

Nyerere advised David Anderson

to

Gaborone.

According to

to

approach

Seretse Khama who, it will be

Southern Africa. Botswana’s

Deputy President

Now Botswana would have to mobilize

membership for the new organisation and prepare
for its formal launch a year later. There had been
problems with mobilising Angola and
Mozambique both of whom will have initially
viewed SADCC as an “imperialist” plot.
Botswana’s Foreign Minister (Archie Mogwe)
complained at the time (1979) that these two
countries “had doubts” about this

But Chidzero’s intercession

The process of
SAEKZC had now

formally
April 1980 is, perhaps,

proof that Kaunda had become reconciled to the
President Robert

a

Chidzero became sold to the idea but, in

and SADCC

extent that the SADCC would be

tried to

prevail on Chidzero to
become virtually the Head of the Secretariat of
the SADCC to-be. Chidzero exercised caution,
seeking to know more about this new creature
and insisting that the ECA — as “the economic
arm

appeared to have different but beneficial
objectives for all members concerned. To the

new venture.

overcame

this

problem; he told the Angolans and Mozambicans
that there was nothing to fear, provided that
Africans converted this foreign idea into their
own and implemented it
accordingly.
It is notclear as to what stage President Kaunda
would have been mobilised into the SADCC
idea nor is there any indication as to how be
might have tried to reconcile the PTA and SADCC
once he found himself
having to subscribe to the
latter. There is evidence to suggest that President
Kaunda was not happy about the manner in

which the SADCC issue had been steered: almost

outcome

even

SADCC

a

to ensure such an

if, in doing so, it will have given

fantastic head start

Herein lie the

over

the PTA.

origins of that policy, at first

unstated in that it

was a

reflection of the close

relations among the Heads of the Frontline States,
of having to

live with the two organisations side
by side ; of “harmonizing” and “rationalising”, in
the hope that one day things would work
themselves out. So it would be as long as both
the PTA and SADCC reflected, largely in their
diplomatic and political existence, the very close
relations between the founding fathers of the
Frontline/SADCC states.
Not surprising,
therefore, that with the departure of Seretse
Khama, Machel, Nyerere and Kaunda, there
would inevitably arise such tensions as should be
expected of such regional cooperation ventures
in this

era.

Mugabe’s Role
Therefore, the process of institutionalising
(eg. the conclusion of a SADC Treaty in August
1992), “rationalising” and “harmonising” the
PTA and SADC becomes essentially adiplomatic
exercise

designed to pre-empt and constrain
possible areas of antagonism and conflict among
the member states of the region. As al.so Chairman
of the Frontline States, President Mugabe has
inherited the role of the founding fathers,
delicately seeking to reconcile different
tendencies within the membership that overlaps
the PTA and SADC.

This has become

increasingly evident in the course of the PTA and
SADC meetings this year. For example, the
main contending positions in the current PTASADC dispute would appear to be Botswana and
Zambia. The latter has been pushing for the
PTA-SAEXr merger and would no doubt prefer
SADC being integrated into the PTA. On the
other hand, Botswana has never joined the PTA
and has made no secret of its opposition to the
kind of merger being proposed by Zambia.
Zimbabwe finds herself
two

caught between these

positions, desperately trying to conclude
compromise.

a
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Accordingly, the PTA-SADC disputation
became central in the January meetings of both
organisations; and it iiught explain why there
was

such

a

contest for dates between

Zambia tried to capitalise on the
meeting, with its press trying to urge
Zimbabwe into a decision that would have quite
obviously clinched the deal in their favour;
“Mugabe for Merger”, read one of the Zambian
Secretariats.

newspapers on the eve of the PTA Summit.
While this was far from the truth, it left Mugabe

having to straddle the two positions during the
PTA meeting; and accounts for the almost
ambiguous statement be bad to make a week
later at the SADC Consultative Conference:

Distinguished delegates, you will recall
that the SADC Heads of State agreed at
Windhoek last year to commission a study
to look into the matter ofthe harmonisation
and rationalisation of the SADC and the
PTA. Very recently, infact only last week,
the Heads of State of the PTA at their
Summit meeting in Lusaka also agreed to
appoint a high-powered commission
comprising three ministers eachfrom the
PTA and SADC member-states to look
into the urgent matterofthe harmonisation

rationalisation

of the two
organisations but, now, with the added
task of looking into the possibility of
merging the two. I will accept the
observation that the international aid

community is somewhat worried, perhaps
bewildered, by the existence of the two
organisations which, onthewhole, appear
to be carrying out tasks in a duplicative
manner.

However, it is my considered

position that if we of the SADC and the
PTA proceeded as outlined above, we
shall allay theirfears and settle the matter
in a manner satisfactory to them and,
more

importantly, to

The question

us.

is whether Mugabe will succeed

delicate exercise in diplomacy. It is
possible that Zambia will accept the new
compromise, namely this new SADC that will
include Uganda, Kenya, Djibouti, Rwanda and
Zaire. (And why not move the headquarters to
the

new

SADC to the PTA offices in Lusaka, if

that will assist the

process?) But it does offer
Mugabe the opportunity to develop closer

relations with the
recent

new

Zambian President. The

flurry of diplomatic activity that the

Zimbabwean

Foreign Minister, Nathan
Shamuyarira, has been having with his
Mozambican,

Zambian

and

Botswana

counterparts cannot be unrelated to the need for
developing not only consensus on the PTASADC issue but also forge stronger links among
the three

key countries of the sub-region.
Tanzania is already sold to the idea of this new
SADC, and like the other SADC states, will have
concluded that there is more to
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The Role of Donors
This is not to suggest that the PTA-SADC
dispute will be resolved on the alter of economic
expediency. It is simply to affirm the point that
the role of the donors will be

one

central factors in the birth of the
is

now

of the most

new

SADC that

being actively canvassed. In this regard,

there are reports about a team of American,
British Consultants/Academicians having been

already commissioned — and, perhaps, funded
by some donor — to assist the “high-powered
Commission”. Clearly, the new SADC is a kind
of compromise

that the donors would welcome,
particularly as it would put paid to the glaring
dichotomy that existed, in their perception,
between the PTA and the SADCC. As we have

explained in the historical background to the
birth of both organisations, it was a dichotomy
the basis of which the donor community itself
had established, fuelled it, and virtually isolated
PTA as they annointed SADCC as the model for
regional cooperation. The SADCC itself —
particularly the Secretariat — welcomed and
warmed up to these sentiments, imbibed and
internalized the language and vocabulary of the
donors, and even developed the belief that
Southern Africa was different from the rest of
Africa, not least from those that constituted the
“generality” of the PTA.
It is interesting to note that at the height of the
post-apartheid euphoria Simba Makoni would
complain in 1991 about the new duplicity on the
part of the donors (SAPEM, Vol. 5, No. 2); and
this was echoed in the SADCC Annual Report
for 1990-1991.
There is

growing campaign both from
region and South Africa to

within the

establish contacts between SADCC organs
and state and private institutions in South

in this very

gain immediately

paradigm offuture relations in the region
post-apartheid.

particularly in terms of donor aid — from the

SADC than from the PTA.

the two

earlier

and

—

Africa. There have been questions from
both within the region andfrom SADCC’s
cooperating partners regarding future

regional relations post-apartheid. Some
cooperating partners want the region to
move faster to establish ties with
institutions in South Africa Many of
SADCC’s partners have already
established a presence in South Africa
and others have been lifted to allow,
among others, for foreign investment in
South Africa In this context, there are
countless initiatives by SADCC’s
cooperating partners, including studies
on relations in the region post-apartheid.
It is certain that these developments will
have a major impact on future relations
between SADCC oral its cooperating
In the light of these
partners,
developments, it is critical that SADCC
and member states formulate their own

Now the new SADC (of Eastern and Southern
Africa) might be the happy compromise that
everyone has been waiting for, especially for
most donors since it offers the prospects of
placing (post-apartheid) South Africa at the

of a Southern African sub-system
developed pari passu with imperialist
strategy in this part of the world. The donors
appear to support the proposed Commission on
PTA and SAEXI! relations. In a speech at the

very centre

that has

SAE>C Consultative Conference, Canada in

particular called for “a coordinated third party
approach” to advise on how best to harmonise
relations between SADC and PTA and hinted

directly or indirectly at the need for SADC to
begin linking with South African institutions in
preparation for the eventual entry of (postapartheid) South Africa into the organisation.
Towards a SADC of Eastern and
Southern Africa
The

coming months, therefore will indicate

the extent to which the SADC Consultative

Conference may

have put into motion

a new

process within which the PTA-SADC dispute
will be resolved. The Heads of State will want to
ensure

that the initiative remains in the hands of

the member states concerned, even if the donors
the International Cooperating Partners (ICP’s)!

-

marginal in the exercise.
proposed new SADC of Eastern
and Southern Africa might come as no surprise
at all given the historical and economic
development of that part of Africa ever since
colonial times. In the book already referred to,
we indicated the possibility of aregional grouping
of Eastern and Southern Africa quite similar to
the one being proposed now. However, our
analysis was based less on what might appear in
present circumstances to be based on political
and diplomatic expedience than on the need to
establish regional groupings that reflect the aims
and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action and
the proposed African Economic Community. In
our view, any regional cooperation venture including that being proposed under the new
SADC (of Southern and Eastern Africa) - that is

—

are

not so

Indeed the

not

derived from those agreements, might cause
division than we have witnessed hitherto in

more

the form of the PTA-SADC dispute.
that the

Our hope is

(African) architects of the new SADC

keep that pan African goal in mind, act
boldly to ensure the establishment of working
will

relations between the PTA and SADC Secretariats

currently constituted, and prepare the kind
leadership that wiU propel the
regional cooperation enterprise towards a more
substantive level than has been the case so far.O
as are

of structures and
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REDISCOVERING MALCOLM
Grace Cachi

T

HERE ARE many
about Spike Lee’s

he turned to

noteworthy features
film, “Malcolm X’

a

life of crime.

Imprisoned: he read hundreds of textbooks
from a Library adjourning the prison and turned
away from crime and into the Nation of Islam, a
religious sect, which preached moral reformation

which will soon be shown in Zimbabwe.
In the first instance, Lee has succeeded in

recreating that period in African-American
history when Harlem in New York and Roxbury

and black nationalism. While

a

member of the

in Boston were the centers of African-American

Nation of Islam, he

vitality. Harlem, in particular, was home to the
Apollo Theatre, jazz musicians, novelists,
“Blues” singers, dramatists, poets and dancers of
the “Lindy” at the Savoy Ballroom. For some, it
was a place for
scholarly work and creative
activity. For others, it was all-late-nights and no
getting-up-early in the morning. It was a time

Little to X because African slaves in the United
States

stage from women and staid, conservative men.
Rites of passage, in Harlem, dictated that the
flashy zoot suit, the glittery gold pocket-watch
with

dangling chain and snazzy hat were
acceptable, fine attire for young men to wear.
Furthermore, throughout his brief career as
director-playwright. Spike Lee has been helping
African-Americans to move out of their rut as bit

last. Black audiences were able to see themselves

ordinary people. Lee’s direction of
a 3-hour, 21 minute
epic about Malcolm
establishes him as an influential figure in the film
industry.
on screen as

Much of the content for this film

comes

from

Alex

Hailey’s book. The Autobiography of
Malcolm X which was published in 1965. Earlier,
the writing of a movie script about Malcolm was
started by the late James Baldwin. When Malcolm
assassinated, Baldwin gave up in despair.
Attempts at scripts by such giants as David
Mamet, Charles Fuller and David Bradley were
also shelved. It was Spike Lee working with
Baldwin’s script in 1990, who literally rescued
the Malcolm script from Hollywood’s dustbin
was

and fashioned it into

a

memorable film.

Lee’s achievement is

particularly significant

because few stories in the United States

accorded the

surname

names

of

from

plantation

Therefore, he reasoned, his

surname

unknown

entity.
During his post-prison years, it was from the
platforms of Nation of Islam temples, as a
minister, that he found an audience for his newlyresearched postulates. From that vantage point,
he spoke eloquently of the need for quality
education, the right to register and vote, the
importance of reverence for black womanhood,
the need for protection from police brutality and
of security from arbitrary arrest.
Understanding as he did, the alienation of the
street-wise hipster, Malcolm, in his new role of
was an

when fashionable Black males had stolen centre-

players in white stories, which Hollywood
grudgingly doled out to them, and into roles as
stars where they tell their own stories. Lee’s
previous five films were about young couples,
single people, architects and grandmothers. At

were

owners.

changed his

virtuous minister, was able to reach those
disaffected members of African-American

society heretofore unreachable by the middleclass leadership of the civil-rights movement.
For them, he was able to pose such questions as:

Malcolm X: “If you hear me say
means

necessary

I mean

‘by any
exactly that. ”

If African-Americans landed

Malcolm, virtually, for every persuasion.”
As a consequence, African-Americans will
be eternally grateful to Denzel Washington for
having portrayed on screen the many facets of
this complex man, Malcolm. The role was not
entirely new to Denzel as he had portrayed
Malcolm in aBroadway production several years
ago. Yet, for this film, he sought out additional
information from Malcolm’s brothers, sisters
and friends. He ren-ead the “Autobiography”
and studied the F.B.I’s files

Eventually he knew his subject

on

Malcolm.

well that, as
the Harlem colloquialists would say, he was able
to “get real”. Denzel got so real that when film
clips of the real Malcolm were interspersed with
his performance, there was no interfwence.
But, who is this person, gone from the scene
for a quarter of a century, who can so recapture
so

on

shores of the United States at the
the Puritans landed at Plymouth

the southern

same

time that

Rock, and since

slavery has been abolished for hundreds of years,
then why is it that today African-Americans
earn only half the salaries that whites earn?
After 12 years ofdevoted service to the Nation
of Islam as a “national minister”, Malcolm split
from that organisation in February, 1964. The
cause of the split was,
ostensibly, the remark
made by Malcolm in December, 1963, following
the assassination of John F. Kennedy. Although
this brief independent period in Malcolm’s life
only lasted 50 weeks (half of which were spent
travelling abroad), it constituted for him a period
of spectacular growth marked by many changes
in direction. For instance, three months after the

split, he formed a religious organisation called
Mosque, INC. A month after that he
founded a secular organisation, namely, the
Organisation of Afro-American Unity (OAAU).
Muslim

are so

the adulation of 30 million African-Americans

precious to black folk as the life-changing,
inspiring story of Malcolm X who transformed
his code of conduct from pimping, drug-dealing

that they now wear caps and T-shirts in his
honour? He was born Malcolm Little in 1925, to

parents who had been hounded (one into a

Islam, Malcolm dutifully preached the doctrines

lascivious behaviour to decorous, studious, role-

premature, mysterious death; the other into

of that religion and practised political abstention.

modelling behaviour. The details of that tortuous
transition are cherished pieces of information

asylum), for their political beliefs. He was raised
in an orphanage. InteUigent: he was, nonetheless,
discouraged by teachers and was not taught
beyond the eighth grade. Living inBlack ghettos.

which touched the lives of Blacks from all walks

of life. James Baldwin
44

once

wrote “...there is

a

an

While he

However,

was

member of the Nation of

a

as a man

with

an enormous

thirst for

knowledge, he could not remain at that level.
Also,

as a man on

his own, he had to start

thinking for himself. Soon, he

was

calling for
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instead of you running downtown
picketing city hall, you stop andfind out
what they do over there to solve their
problems... What they do in Africa and
Asia is not capitalism. So what you and I
should do is find out what they are using
to get rid of poverty and all the other
negative characteristics of a run-down

K,::

i
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»(tor
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society.^
By 18 January, 1965, Malcolm was even more
graphic in his use of bestial imagery, in an
interview where he indicated:

collaboration with Martin Luther King

and other

politically active

groups. Shortly thereafter, he
stated his intention to work with labour unions or

now

socialist groups.

able

As

of his two trips to Europe,
Asia and Africa during this period of
independence, Malcolm’s experiences during
those journeys helped him to grow from one who
was initially concerned with local issues, to one
collaborating on national issues and, ultimately,
to one who was international in his scope. It was
upon his return from Ghana in May 1964, for
a

Capitalism used to be like

for the secular

organisation the OAAU. He

more

they

an eagle, but
vulture. It used to be

to

suck

helpless.'
Earlier, on 24 November, 1964, Malcolm - in
his criticism of

members of the Nation of Islam

the

solely responsible for it.
Given the complexities of Malcolm’s life as
described above, one can imagine the difficulties
facing a film director who tries to portray the
many facets of such a life in a 200 minute film.
Also, by beginning this film with the beating of
Rodney King by Lx)s Angeles police. Spike Lee
aptly demonstrates another one of the issues
raised by Malcolm which still plagues AfricanAmericans today; namely, 28 years after
Malcolm’s assassination, police in the United
States are as colour-hostile now as they were

Lyndon Johnson’s bombing of
Congolese people and in his disdain for

Tshombe’s
conflict

use

We

of white mercenaries in the

demonstrated his keen

-

international
...

ofthefirst things that the indigenous
African nations did was to form an
organisation called the Organisation of
African Unity. This organisation consists
ofall independent African states who have
reached the agreement to submerge all
differences and combine their efforts
toward eliminating from the continent...
all vestiges of oppression and
exploitation... theyfo rgot theirdifferences
for the sole purpose of bringing benefits
to the whole... Once we saw what they
were able to do, we determined to try to do
the same thing here among Afro-

a

were strong or not.

explained:
One

like

anybody’s blood whether
But now it has
become more cowardly, like the vulture,
and it can only suck the blood of the

consequence

example, that he conceptualised the framework

it’s

might put

Harlem

awareness

of

problems by stating:

to

on a

raise

mercenaries to take

drive right here in
up some black
there (to

over

the

Congo) to show them what to do.

S
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of the
Organisation ofAfro-American Unity is
to unite everyone in the Western
Hemisphere ofAfrican descent into one
united force.'
In other words, Malcolm had become an
advocate for all in the African

diaspora. He was
including in this group people of African descent
in Latin America, Central America and the
Caribbean.

referring to

Scandinavian countries where there

was

...

if those countries that

so

are poor can

up with a solution to their problems
that there’s no unemployment, then

come
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Unfortunately, Spike Lee used literary licence
portray Malcolm, during his prison years, as
being tutored by a fellow prisoner. In reality,
Malcolm was a self-educated, self-affirming
man. This error is deserving of correction in
view of the fact that, if there is a message in the

no

general, it
need to

is this: Teach

yourselves all that

know about

leaders who believe in African

you

Surely, if Malcolm could address AfricanAmericans today he would be urging them,
similarly, to go to Luanda, to face Jonas Savimbi

unity... and pay homage to them in perpetuity.

and his white South African mercenaries and to

unveil world-wide

chase them out of Angola.
aman

Do this,
who

especially, in remembrance of those
paid with their lives for their activities to

Malcolm had become

hours.
Two weeks before his death, Malcolm was
scheduled to

speak in Paris before the Congress
plane landed on 9
February, 1965, he was told he could not
disembark. Referring to this incident two years
later in February, 1967, Eric Norden wrote in

oppression.©
Notes

of thecontinentof Africa in his final, finest

of African Students. When his

poverty, he stated at a rally:

said to be

to

film for Zimbabweans, or Africans in

the purpose

On 24 December, 1964, while

were

before.

Americans who have been divided by our
enemies...

InApril, 1965,myinterestinMalcolm’sdeath
aroused by a highly-placed North African
diplomat. This official, who insists on anonymity,
said that this country’s intelligence department
had been quietly informed by the French
Department of Alien Documentation and
Counter-Espionage that the CIA planned
Malcolm’s murder, and France feared he might
be liquidated on its soil.'*
Malcolm’s assassination ultimately took place
in Harlem on 21 February, 1965 and three
was

1. G.

Breitman, By Any Means Necessary: Speeches,

Interviews and

a

Letter

by Malcolm X, Pathfinder

Press, Inc, New York, 1970, p. 36-38.
2. G. Breitman, Malcolm X Speaks, Merit Publishers;
New York, 1965, p. 128-130.
3. G. Breitman, By Any Means Necessary, Patlifinder
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Ibidp. 167-168.
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I ROM OUR SC HOLARS

SOUTH AFRICA’S POSITION IN THE WORLD
Sam C. nolutshungu
The ‘Market’ Discourse

HE COLD

war having ended with the
disappearance of virtually all the
Communist Party States, and for the time,
at least, social democracy in the West in sustained
retreat. South Afiricafaces aconjuncture radically
different from the world in which the system of

T

What is at stake is, of course, more than
discourse butthe worlds of action comprehended
in its

flourished, and the black opposition transformed

layers: the impossibility of opposition
implicit in the idea that there is no alternative to
the range of economic responses dictated by “the
market”, and no way to interpret, decipher,
criticise those responses except with conceptual

itself into

constructs

white domination

a

was

consolidated and

movement of “national

liberation”,

deriving from that world the

very concepts
liberation that defined its mission.

of

This

determinism, indeed, a totalising
discourse, posits the inevitability of economic

Apartheid in a Changing World
Apartheid was made possible by a certain
distribution of power in the world and the alliances
that

expressed it. Part of the colonial process in

Africa, both economically and strategically, it
became a part of the West in the post-Second
World War

period, attractive

as an

economic

partner, a place to invest, trade and emigrate to,
despite the oppobrium in which its system of
distribution was, avowedly, held.
Apartheid became untenable at the very time
that the Cold War itself was collapsing. In one
perspective, the West had triumphed as the total
disintegration of the Soviet state and its system
of subordinate states in Eastern Europe showed.
But, in another way, the capacity of the West to
secure its dominance by military means and the
discourse of legitimation provided by the context
race

of the Cold War

was

also undermined.

Paradoxically, the collapse of Soviet
Communism was accelerated by Western
weakness which had led to the policies of détente
that enticed the Soviet Union and its allies into

a

closer

cooperation with the West, the effect of
which was not only mounting indebtedness on
the part of the Eastern European countries, but a
growing exposure of people in the Soviet bloc to
the attractions of Western economic life and its

representations at the levels of culture and
ideology. The West, nevertheless, was also in
decline, becoming less able to prevent revolutions
threatening its influence around the world while,
at the same time, assuring the levels of growing
and social improvement within Western countries
that had come to be taken for granted in the postwar

decades.

The

United States

over

the destabilisation of the

would-be Marxist states of Southern Africa

particularly in Angola, derived in large part from
a sense of America’s incapacity to influence by
more direct means the options for political
development in outlying areas and Reagan’s was
merely an alternative response to the problem
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The political order to be developed and
dreaded after apartheid is likely to be highly
coiäested internally

already faced by every US president since Nixon. ‘
The triumph of the West over the Soviet
Union also deflected attention from the steady
erosion of the United States’

economic

superiority within the Western bloc. It came at a
time of prolonged recession in the West where,
as in the Soviet Union, growing economic
insecurity produced not the radicalisation which
might be expected to accompany the crises of
world capitalism, but a reaffirmation ofcapitalist
disciplines in the form ofthe economic liberalism
which has dominated thinking and policy since
the 1980s. Itis well to recall that the first countries

undergo “structural adjustment” in this sense
the major capitalist countries themselves
though, of course, being developed, they could
absorb its social and political repercussions better
to

were

than the third world countries.
The

collapse of the Soviet Union, then,
a major restructuring of world
at all levels which has its counterpart in

coincided with

cooperation between Pretoria and the

derived from the model of “market”.

power
the dense discourse of “liberalisation”. Both in
the West and in the less

developed countries,
including South Africa, the intellectual adaptation

new

conformity and the rational impossibility of
genuine political action in so far as this is not
confined to creating the conditions of compliance
with market rationality.
From the point of view of themajoreconomies,
this new thinking was undoubtedly a defensive
response to the global crisis even more than an
expression of the ideological ascendancy of the
New Right: cutting losses and the costs of social
provision, maximising national competitive
advantage, assuring the freedom of capital to
move where it paid the most or was safest to be
in a time ofboth restructuring and global monetary
and financial instability.
Changes in the patterns of physical production
and of its place in wealth creation, closely
associated with the decline of national capitalism,
the historical basis of working class power (via
the enfranchisement of the proletariat in the
national state), also reduced the scope for
sovereign policy, favouring instead the
consolidation of regional economic blocs.
Adjustments in the international distribution
of economic and political power had structural
ramifications and roots in the national economies

bearing on the construction of the
political. In short the restructuring of the options
of social action, nationally and globally, for the
major Western ecoiKjmies was not arbitrary or
merely episodic, by contrast with the situation of
the less developed economies which experienced
them simply as reverberations of epoch making
transformations elsewhere with barely a
counterpart in their own internal economic lives.
That might be a classic definition of the situation
of underdevelopment and dependence.
of states

The Debate

But, just as the Keynesianism of the
decolonisation period, and, as itnow increasingly
appears, developmentahsm and socialism in all
their forms, had been mere reflections of options

to this transformation has been swift, ifincoherent

materially produced elsewhere, so now, in the

and ad hoc, while traditional radicalisms have

discourse of liberalisation, likewise, the

been reduced to responses

developed countries mere echo what they did not
and could not have produced internally.

disjointed.

that

are even more

least
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So far
there is

as

economic relations

are

concerned,

wealth of literature

demonstrating the
interconnections of economies that had long
undermined the possibility not only of autarky
but of “national” sovereign policy, and, indeed,
national capitalism. Yet, in military and political
a

relations it had also seemed to theorists of both

internalisation (including world system analysts)
and

interdependence, that the spheres of military
political power would remain recalcitrant to
unificatory economic processes, such
recalcitrance being either functional to the global
division of political labour in late capitalism or
being, in Leninist terms, the crisis engendering
stumbling bloc hindering the global
rationalisation of capital. The national egpism of
military and political power was common cause
among Marxists and most non -Marxist theorists.
Now, intellectually, at least that is being
challenged: not only in a discourse of democracy
(and the accompanying critique of previous
“authoritarian rule”) that nudges political freedom
and democracy towards a congruity if not an
identity witli economic liberalism, via the political
market of interest group pluralism, now
rebaptised as “civil society” (as if the reality of
oppression and mismanagement by neocolonial
states could not lie comprehended in any other
way more faithful to the experience and
a.spirations of oppressed people in Africa).2
Implicit in the wholesale denigration of state
initiative is, of course, a thesis on the superfluity
of politics: the market being the matrix of
rationality, politics as subordinating economic
outcomes to socially preferred ends, becomes
irrational, otiose, and even dangerous.
and

One cannot understand a world by the language
with which it describes itself alone, but for

present purposes, discourse provides a first
approach to the way in which people do, in fact,
for

practical purposes, fashion their options and
their programmes of action (or inaction).
The single most importantdevelopmentofthe
period, then, is the shrinking of political choice
both in

the rather obvious

sense

of the

disappearance of the socialist alternative and in
the less obvious ideological ascendency of
economic liberation as a hegemonic, totalising
discourse.

Emerging Contradictions
The
in

paradox is that while this is encountered

some

countries

as a source

is the discourse of people who seek to wield

state

Pic: Afrapix

industrialisation which

began in the Second
protection that served its
Afrikaner capitalist beneficiaries (as well as the
multinational and domestic oligopolies) would
not have occuired
to say nothing to all the
measures adopted to protect apartheid against a
hostile world. Though undoubtedly an integral
pait, and benefiting from power of the West,
white South Africa used its bargaining power to
assert, so far as it was possible, its political
World War and the

power.
The state

serves its new custodians asserting
ascendancy in its self-effacing coyness:
nowhere opposing market rationality, merely
facilitating the uninhibited self-realisation of
civil society. Of course, this is not a declaration
of neutrality in the wars (literally, in the African
context) ofcivil society, but a partisanship against

their

those for whom

political means are the final
appeal against the determinations of the market.
The two South Africas

-

the old

now

dying

and the new, still in its

long parturition,
increasingly those who are the state and those
who hope to become it - show signs of
convergence at the level of intellectuals, at least,
at the market place; some to be sure, bewailing
economic determination, others comforted by
the inevitability of the decline of politics. Both
confront the world against the reality of the order
of power relations which has narrowed choice,
diffident with respect to its economic imperatives,
barely articulate with regard to the realism of
military and political power.

of frustration for

progressive causes, perhaps inspired by aresidual
socialism, in many others in Africa the new
language of economic liberation and its family
of ideas have provided a new knowledge and
language of opposition. The paradox is resolved
when it is recalled that the old orders being
deposed were also once oppositional with a
discourse equally derivative, and that despite the
suspicion of the state, the language of the market
Sapem March, 1993

h this the best means to protect and advance the interests of Whites?

South Africa

Historically, South Africa’s orientation to the
hardly been characterised by either
submissiveness or passivity in the past. Otherwise
the triumph of Afrikaner nationalism and its
world has

withdrawal from the British Commonwealth

would never have happened, nor yet its 40-year
defiance of international opposition to apartheid,

and, at the economic level, the import substitution

-

interests.
A semi-industrial

country with three million
being mere subjects and
potential enemies - South Africa derived its
ability to resist the world from the very fact of its
dependence on the West which it accepted
wholeheartedly and even sought to augment. But
it illustrated that within a dependent relationship
a whole range of bargaining relationships could
exist that provided scope for the gaining and
exercise of power by a state which, from the
point of view of its objective capabilities was
quite weak. Specifically, it demonstrated as Cuba
and Israel, in their quite different ways,
dramatically showed in the same conjuncture,
that the strategies available to a minor power on
issues that are salient to itself are many, varied
citizens

-

the rest

and effective.
The

objectives of South African policy have
always been dominated by its internal politics: a
white regime responsive to the interests of its
citizens (but decidedly not those of its subjects)
and electors not only fought to defeat the
international campaigns against apartheid but to
47

obtain what it needed from the rest of the world
to consolidate the internal order. In doing so it
managed, in the Afrikaner nationalist era, to
achieve a very high degree of internal consensus
within the white polity on foreign policy aims,

whether these related to the militarisation of

society and armed subversion of neighbouring
countries, or to a racist white immigration policy
and citizenship laws; or to making exceptions in
the application of domestic race laws to
accommodate its economic partners of colour,
like the Japanese, or its political clients in Africa.
Ideologically, it was able to overcome a traditional
anti-Chine.se sentiment to cooperate closely with
another pariah state, Taiwan. And even more
remarkable, it sustained

a

lucrative cooperation

gold and diamond sales with the Soviet Union,
then arming the ANC and the Communist Party.
In the end. South African foreign policy failed
to gain acceptance of a permanent order of white

on

domination in South Africa

or

to defeat the

demands fur its dismantl ing .But that was because

the internal order was itself ultimately inviable
domestically - challenged by the oppressed in a
way that eventually shattered the consensus
among Whites about the best means to protect
and advance their interests. Yet, it had gained
space and time - thirty years more than Algeria’s
piedsnoirs or Kenya’ settler’s - to manage under
assumptions of the continued sovereignty of the
racist state, the process of dismantling apartheid
and negotiating the succession to it.
To be sure, all of South Africa’s success in the
field of

deal to the
was being
defended for which, independently of ideology
or any precise calculation of economic
advantages, publics in the dominant countries
had a great deal of sympathy. A government of
black skinned people is not likely to attract either
as much investor confidence or popular sympathy
in the West where, despite the anti-apartheid
campaigns, the silent majorities remained deeply
sympathetic to white South Africa. Indeed, all
the negative presumptions with which the
emergence of black governments has been met
elsewhere will be applied here, also.
Ironically, for all the million of rands spent in
spiralling defence budgets since the early 1960s,
and all the swashbuckling of the latter decades of
apartheid, including the carnage of the total
strategy, military power proved to be of little
relevance to South Africa’s position or the
effectiveness of its foreign policy. Few major
analysts in the West attached much importance
to what it could
add to the West’s military
strength; the arms embargo was the first to be
agreed to by the Western countries (though, no
foreign policy owed

fact that it

was

a

a great
white state that

doubt, often breached for commercial rather that

strategic reasons). If it could lioni.se in Southern
Africa, no one else perceived any significant
military threat to their interests there, except the
United States, under Reagan, which through the
48

Extreme

expressions of white domination

policy of “constructive engagement” encouraged
Pretoria’s aggression against Angola.
But,
military intervention expended more power than
it created, gradually discredited itself, and
aggravated the problems of politics at home .3

militancy of the streets, the economic radicalism
of land seizures, rent boycotts, wage strikes, etc.,
which continues a process that began in the
1970s may be expected to remain. In a country
where state intervention was, for 40 years, the
instrument of enrichment for the whites and of

Post-Apartheid Alternatives

positive immiserization and disempowerment

Whatever may be the constraints imposed by
the international system and by the internal

for African communities, demands for state

economic weakness and social

carry much conviction. The advantage of the
National Party in foreign policy was that of

problems of the
state, foreign policy can only be based on the
assumption of choice and initiative: there are
alternatives. It is very effective when it is rooted
in clearly perceived needs and backed by a broad
consensus on domestic politics. Effectiveness
and power are based not on the attributes of
military strength or even economic power, as on
strategic efficacy and purposefulness.
The political order to be developed and
defended after apartheid will be less easy to
define with unambiguous precision, and it is
likely to be highly contested internally not least
in the one area most important for the major
powers, namely that of economic policy. Since
the distinction between domestic and foreign
economic policy has become utterly blurred,
there is not a single internal controversy that will
not have international repercussions for the
economy. Yet, the overwhelmingly pressing
political issues are going to be relating to the
management of the economy.
It seems unlikely that in South Africa the
arguments ofeconomic liberalism will find ready
popular acceptance. Indeed, the ideological

abstention and low

defending the status
the

successor

public expenditure cannot

quo

while the handicap of

government will be that it will have

to defend new departures of which

it wilt itself be

uncertain and which will in all likelihood be

bitterly contested from one direction or the other
at

home.

What then would be the appropriate role of
government in such a case? To mediate between

the domestic and the external:

a more or

less

honest broker, a function that could
domestic

one

of

replicate a
balancing the interests of the

haves and the have-nots? Or would it be
of partisanship with popular interests

a

role

against the

demands the dictates of “the market”?

Role Of The State
There

seems

little doubt that the

predilection

of the state will be to arbitrate while

seeking to

own autonomy in relation to other
social forces. But it may also, on certain

enlarge its

assumptions, seek to enlarge its autonomy in
respect of external determinations. The two

imperatives of state autonomy do not entail each
Sapem March, 1993

African state has
sought to autonomise itself in relation to society
by embracing external tutelage; equally, many
popular forces have sought to neutralise the
power of the state by advertising their
cosmopolitan readiness to internalise the

that South Africa will have to

discourse of the international economic order. It

interests. Previous South African governments
believed that strength in Africa would gain them

other. To the contrary, many an

is in this

regard that the role of honest broker

or

help to design

identify for itself
of a creative respon.se to
conjuncture.

as part

the international

For South Africans of all races and persuasions,

always been an intuition of Africa as a
potential bloc of states with complimentary
there has

becomes, in the end untenable precisely becau.se

influence in the wider world. That idea,

cosmopolitan dependencies and alliances reflect
back on internal politics and determine the class
partnership at home as well. The autonomy of
the state can then become merely a euphemism
for its weakness in the face of the already

by racist governments always lacked reality,

dominanteconomic forces, internal and external.

been matters of the heart rather than of the head.

The choices

categoric and conclusive,
in fact. Regimes prevaricate
for reasons of ideology and politics. In that
regard, the familiar view that national unity at
home behind the government’s development
effort, a variant of the theme of national unity,
becomes more doubtful. Notonly would popular
contestation challenge the tendency of the state
are

not

either in concept or

to autonomi.se

and, indeed, concreteness, and, in time,
an utterly negative policy of
coercion and destabilisation. With the liberation

degenerated into
movements, too,

strategies of

Yet, in the economic circumstances

now
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POWER-SHARING IN THE NEW
SOUTH AFRICA

mere

very difficult to implement.
On the other hand, it would give support

Pan-African ideals have often

prevailing there are very concrete gains to be
made from practical integrative cooperation,
especially in Southern and Central Africa. But,
such a spiritof solidarity and unity has to translate

itself from its social base, but it

would make the choice of

pursued

practical arrangements for
cooperative work that pays — beyond rhetoric,
symbolism and ceremony. Such cooperation
should help to define a purposeful set of attainable
strategic objectives for foreign policy generally.
itself into detailed

conformity

for

any tendency within the state to define
international positions in terms of their detailed
relation to domestic needs. It would underline
the

necessity of treating external economic

relations

as

well

as

internal

ones

not as the

product of the impersonal work of market forces,
but as tlie field of negotiation, bargained outcomes
and, in that sense, political. Moreover, it would
assert the need for consensus as something to be
achieved rather than presumed, appeals to
“national unity" would not succeed in preempting
the construction of democratic consent. But,
then democratic consensus is impossible without
a

shared

sense

of economic justice.

If tlie state is not able to deliver justice

in ways
ordinary citizens can accept, democracy
itself is not possible. In the sense, the economicliberal state with balanced budgets and zero
inflation may be incompatible with democracy
even in its ordinary Western meanings. If that is
so, on what grounds would the state deserve
united domestic support for its external policies?
The age of ideological blocs is over. In .some
respects that makes life easier for apartheid’s
successors. But it does deprive them of ready
made formulae for dealing with world affairs. At
that

the

same

time, international relations is not

ideology. The restructuring of Western
hegemony is a profoundly ideological process in
without

which lesser states have to consider their

own

positions - whether this relates to regional power
balances, to human rights, “humanitarian
interventions”, economic management by the
G7, or enviromnental issues. But,

as

in the past,

ideohfgical choices are linked to broad alignmenLs
to other states and it is the appropriate groupings
Sapem March, 1993

Afrika math ate

w

11AT WILL be the character of power
which the ANC government

will

inherit and how will the ANC

exercise it?To start with, the Movement needs to
aware that they are negotiating for political
power-sharing and not economic power.
Scholars have traditionally been troubled with
explaining partial changes. Two theoretical
currents which make strange bed-fellows may

adoption of the constitution. This perspective
among other moderative versions of sharing
power, suggests that the organs of the regime are
not to be tempered with.

be

be reviewed in order to view the ANC. One may

attempt to label the movement as a group of
potential bourgeoisies on the way to .sharing
power, or as a genuine liberation movement that
is being overtaken by international events. To
conclude, the scribe will argue that neither
accusation is defensible

as

it stands.

To start with. South Africa is the only country
on

the continent to

experience such delayed
the South

decolonisation. Put in another way,
African state has in front of it,

a

whole host of

learn from. The question
students of
history or do they consider themselves too smart
lessons from the past to

is,

are

black South Africans good

tp learn from others that

they would rather relive

history?
What appears to

be critical here is the
relationship between the ANC and the regime.
The ANC, like other national liberation
movements, hopes to capture central state power.
Its post-1990 relations with the regime is
encouraging a view which may prove to be
entirely delusionary: the 'sunset clause' theory,
which surmises that a provision will be made for
compulsory power-sharing for a fixed number
of years in the period immediately following the

The

Military

make sense for the National
Party-ANC 'Patiiotic Front' government to take
such steps in order to avoid a coup in the future
where a fragmentation of the state machinery
may occur of which the military forms part—the
formation of a new govermnent based on lack of
demilitarisation of the apartheid state does not in
While it may

—

any case guarantee a provision of any
effective system of government.

stable or

even

Imagine going to war for close to a ccntuiy and
identical in membership
to what is supposed to be an outgoing govermnent
such a case will provide a strong indication that
no real change has taken place. At most, a new
regime alters the conditions of life through the
removal of an exploitative regime — even
though when the euphoria of independence dies
away, the new incumbents will fail to deliver the

end up will a politburo

goods.
It would be

meaningless to speculate about

what would have

happened in South Africa had

the liberation movements continued with the

armed

struggle. The irreconcilable strategy
struggle and negotiations is a
part of contemporary reality which cannot be
removed by mere wishful thinking. It is, of
course, necessary to combat arrogant myths
about the might and prowess ofthe South African
Defence Force which is alleged to have forced
between armed

the liberation movements into the

negotiations

process.
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the PAC and

Azapo. Of

course,

without unity

among the organisations opposed to the regime,
the results of an election for a Constituent

Assembly — succeeded by talks between the
ANC/govemment—would be very discouraging
indeed.

Apologising for being racially conscious, and
defining apartheid puppet leaders as the enemies
to be fought against is a waste of
energy and time.
Unity remains the most important target of enemy
activity. At a different level of concern are
questions concerning the emancipation of
women. The erroneous
assumption of mixing up
gender-related issues with apartheid (or plain
capitalism in other countries), limits the concept

Is Mandela’s ANC

negotiating for power-

sharing?

of liberation. The liberation of women may well
be the fundamental necessity of the precondition
for

unity followed by full independence.

allocate the major share

The most important pre-condition for success

'victory' here or there. The primary
responsibility lay more with their antagonistic
relationship to each other. It is perhaps even
important to mention the active involvement of
tire East in the promotion of 'socialism' and that

lies among the oppressed themselves, rather than

It makes little

sense

to

of

of the West in the restoration of

'democracy'.

The fact that the liberation movements with

avowedly socialist aims were prepared to take a
against imperialism, is, indeed, a
remarkable vindication of the quest for liberty
and independence.
stand

Goals of the

Struggle

The rise of De Klerk to power was a serious
setback to both the prospects of democracy and
sociaUsm in South Africa. A new wave of trials
and
is

blundering have been unleashed. The ANC
disregarding the specific goals of the struggle.

The

struggle has become

perverted that
regime do
their ghost walking as private friends and public
so

Monsieur le Soldier and Madame la
foes.

From
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being introduced by oppressors. What matters is
the destruction of racial capitalism and plain
chauvinism. It is bad enough that the ANC
government sharing power, will suffer more
than their just share of droughts,

floods and other

natural disasters, but

will-nilly to create their
own socio-economic and
political-military
disasters remains incomprehen.sible.
In order to reconstruct social order a regime
has to ensure that it directs the economy. In
assessing the amount of hope which the idea of
uhuru has to offer the poverty stricken masses, it
is essential to offer warnings. Firstly, the effects
of reforms are tainted with violence and economic

mismanagement; this indeed is

a

bad omen for a

future government.

Basically, the new ruling class, represented by
the ANC will fail to translate state power into
hegemonic class power; hence the consequent
remainings of the present status quo. To be
certain, something of a gap will exist between
the felt dissatisfactions of urban and rural

insurrectory point of view, the ANC
is suffering from two grave deficiencies. They
are
beginning to lose the majority of the working
class they had so easily won during the
hey-days
of fascism. Secondly, they are failing to accord
crucial importance to the slogan of land
distribution and rely on a class alliance with the
urban middle-class that may at the end, vote for
the 'Democratic Party' (DP)/National Party.
The debate on the land question is handled
with lethargy in the run-up for a negotiated
settlement. Indeed, history the world over,
provides lessons for limits to possibilities for a
broad agrarian reform programme. However,
such awareness does not qualify for total
murmuring on a substantive and delicate matter
of such irmnense importance.
Inter alia, the ANC is attaching little strategic
weight to other liberation movements. They pay
lip-service to the need for a Patriotic Front while
spending their energy on the regime instead of
an

dwellers. Such consequences will lead to political
and economic ciicntili.sm

never

witnessed in the

history of apartheid South Africa.
Reform and Tran.sformation
The controversy between the major negotiating

partners concerns a group of politicians pushing
for transformation and the other opposing it.
Such

paradoxes defy accurate description, since
opposing party claims to be engaged in
reforms. At the moment the two groups hope to
buttress the 'Weberian' political power of the
right with manipulative force of promises.
However, is it possible to marginalise the
behaviour of the extremist right wing and popose
the

a

total divorce from the ideas of Nazism?

Upon closer consideration, this does prove to
be

Was de Klerk’s rise

unwarranted

assumption since there is a
parental link between the extreme right and
government. The President of the Republic
himself was the candidate of the right, perhaps
an

a

setback to prospects

of

democracy?
not in

the

sense

of extreme Nazism,

during the

Botha era. Nevertheless, attempts to rehabilitate
the extreme right and have them reintegrated
into the national mainstream will be

a

welcome

step. This, however, is not the task of the ANC.
They have their own constituency to take care of.
It is indeed the

job of the old right to mask its

tarnished facade in the impeccable tuxedo suit of
moral

respectability.
Many plans and objectives established by the
Movement have not been achieved. Upon
observations made, there appears a deviation
from their long-term position that negotiations
are part of a
multi-pronged strategy, to making
them the only strategy. The Movement seems
prepared to throw away all the good work of
many years outstanding just to be on the same
parliament grounds with a biased government.
The ANC government will inherit poverty and
the masses will reap the bad seeds of apartheid.
This powerful Movement could do well by
struggling to defend and consolidate unity, the
main instrument of the liberation struggle. The
Movement could act to eliminate the tactics of
the enemy and those of the reactionary forces.
AH this can only be achieved once the Movement
is able to define who the enemy is.

Movement is yet to

Moreover, the
define the objectives of the

negotiation

process.
In the much celebrated 'New South Africa' the

military will remain the same, while society is to
change round it. Part of the ANC lumpen militariat
who were once regarded as terrorists by the
regime will become the conservative guardian of
the existing order. Who knows maybe the
'terrorists' who will not be included in the

government structures may need more appeasing
than the white officers as they have the potential
to

destabilise

an

ANC

power-sharing

goveriunent.
After all, an uncared for soldier who

went to

for the liberation of his/her country

will not
take too kindly to seeing agents of the regime
being rewarded handsomely while he or she did
war
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conscious of the ultimate need to

negotiate and
apprehensive about ;my move towards a more
bourgeois and authoritarian state. The ebb and
flow of international politics seeks to perpetuate
the system of dominance in Africa. The best

get a full six months grant upon his/her
arrival at home, lire cadres' slippery cixle of
not

conduct
make

a

brought about by disillusionment may

post-apar theid state governable through

coercion

only

An ANC coalition

alternative to decolonisation has indeed become

government will inherit a

the process of negotiated

post-apartheid South Africa which has limited
and over-exploited resources. The new
government will realise that to share power by
means of controlling the state is not a precursor
to owning the means of production in the market.
The ANC's inability to control the means of

Before the scribe is accused of easy

production and to empower the underprivileged
by means ofjob creation, education, and
so on, will place their hegemony into question.
On the optimistic side, the ANC political
culture continues to demonstrate a credibility

make dramatic differences to the lives of the
masses living under it. Thus far, as a vehicle for
expressing the aspirations of the masses, the
ANC has one great success to its credit: the
'achievement' of holding successive boardroom
meetings with its oppressors.
As pointed out earlier on, the attainment of
independence and neo-colonialism on the rest of
the continent provides the basic parameters of
the learning process. It is not too late for the ANC
to rethink their positions — to speak and act, as
the constant decomposition of the negotiation
process opens possibilities of advance.O

vis-a-vis apartheid authoritarianism;

premature alarm bells can be counterproductive.
Nevertheless, an obvious but apparently

indigestible lesson is that the Movement's
unquenchable tliirst for power-sharing should
not lead to its marginalisation where the oneeyed king will rule with a manipulative National
Party leadership.
Anything short of vigilance on the pait of the
ANC offers little consolation to sceptical citizens

be related to South African

bargaining.
cynicism
of plus ca change, plus e'est las meme chose, let
me hasten to add that some things change, most
others do not. Indeed, if anything can plausibly
be described as ANC victory, they will certainly
can

masses

gap

settlement between the

colonialisLs and "natives". A similar proposition

PAC

President, Clarence Makwetu: will his

party

endorse CODESA ?
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SOCIAL MOVLMENl S

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND LABOUR
RELATIONS IN AFRICA
Lloyd Sachikonye

T

HE FOOTHILLS in the shadow of

increased in most countries and “real wages

Tanzania’s Mount Mem

fallen

are

lush green

at this

time of the year. The coffee,
bananas and maize are doing fine as the rains
have been

good so far. Indeed on the flight from

Harare to Arusha via Lusaka and Dar-es-Salaam
we

heave

we

see

sigh of relief at the promising

a

from the air.

This

different from the disastrous

season

crop
should be

just gone by.
You could also see the majestic Kilimanjaro
soaring high with its lower slopes coated in
dense tropical green.
A

one

tripartite symposium organized under the

auspices of the International Labour Organization
[ILO]

was

held in Arusha in Febmary to assess

Africa. In this article,

we assess

the debates

adjustment and the

low-priced
commodity exports combined with high levels
of interest made the repayment of debt extremely

emerged at the end of the week-long symposium.

Diagnu.sis of Africa’s Economic Crisis
Cunently,
states

more

than two-thirds of African

have resorted to stmctural

(SAPs)

programmes

as a

is therefore
cause,

a

adjustment

short-term

address economic crises. The

con.sequence,

measure to

recourse to

stock had risen to

SAPs

and not the principal

attempted to unravel the elements of this deepdependence

on

These included excessive

agriculture for subsistence and

exports and lop-sided terms of international
trade both in relation to

agricultural and mineral
coimnodities.
Africa’s exports have
been
steadfastly declining in value while imports have
been increasing significantly.
Balance of
payments problems often stemmed from these

deteriorating terms of trade. Another indicator
of the African economic crisis

was

of industrialization: industrial

manufacturing

the low level

production and

poorly developed and
dependent in most cases on itnports ofmachinery,
spare parts

addition,

are

and technological know-how. In

as an

ILO background paper observed,

since the

global economic recession triggered
by the oil crisis in the 1970s, Africa’s economic
difficulties had been
The rates of
52

compounded

as a

was

over

that Africa’s debt

90

result.

unemployment and poverty had

competitive to imports, leading to the closure of
many

local industries [Sunmonu, 1993]. The

Secretary-General of the Pan-African
Employers’ Federation (PEC), T. Ouwor fully
concurred arguing that: “Africa is likely to
become an industrial cemetery with our landscape

dotted with remains of failed
Much of the debate

percent of the

on

the SAP packages concerned

stock

social consequences

recording

an average of

110 percent of the

sub-region’s GDP in 1992.

negative.

While these elements of Africa’s economic
crisis were
at the

acknowledged, there was little analysis

symposium of their relationship with SAP
Although there was some realization

measures.

of the need for structural economic
not debated whether SAPs

contribute

to

these

changes, it
would not

changes. Unfortunately, the
on restructuring Africa’s

enterprises.”

the conditionalities in

continent’s GDP with sub-Saharan African debt

their economic and

which have largely been

The critique of SAPs

was not

fundamental: it wasconfined to the case to modify
and

improve SAPs by minimizing their negative

consequences.

Hence the emphasis

on

the

argument that the crucial elements in SAPs should
be their

objective, magnitude, timing and
sequencing. The inherent problem with most
SAPs

was

that

they had been:

terms of the debate

economies

and

were

hurriedly implemented in response to the
foreign exchange crunch instead of being

then restricted to the content

implications of SAP measures as defined by

the Bretton Woods institutions

progressively introduced as a deliberate
policy to place in motion a well-timed
and properly sequenced process of
institutional reform aimed at poverty
alleviation, more equitable participation
in the economic opportunities by the
population, increased productivity and
improved standard of living [Ouwor,

[The World Bank

(WB) and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF)].

Prescription for the Economic Malaise

of that underlying crisis. The symposium

seated crisis.

One estimate

onerous.

on

which

consensus

people earn living wages”
Finally, the debt problem

exacerbated the crisis. In the 1980s,

was

structural

had

low that few

[ILO, 1993].

the twin

impact of stmctural adjustment and
political transformation on labour relations in

so

As

we

have

economic

observed, the terms of debate

on

restructuring in Africa have largely
by the Bretton Woods institutions.

been defined

The

measures to

have been

encapsulated into orthodox packages

designed by these institutions.
include

Briefly, they
heavy cuts in government expenditure,

trade liberalization,
and

privatization, devaluation
de-regulation of labour and investment

conditions.

Contributions to the Arusha

symposium

were

content and

applicability of the SAP packages.

extremely critical about the

The retrenchments
on

1993].

address the economic crisis

stemming firom heavy cuts

government expenditure had resulted in about

10 million

jobs being lost throughout the
continent, according to the Secretary-General of
the Organization of African Trade Union Unity
[OATUU], Hassan Sunmonu. Furthermore, the

While logic dictated that SAPs should be
country-specific taking into account such factors
as the degree of
export diversification, the level
of development of the private sector and capital
market, the approach of the Bretton Woods
institutions had been to prescribe the same

conditionalities for countries

at

different stages

of

development [Ibid], This created enormous
social disequilibrium and negative economic
consequences for workers and industries alike.
But how have SAPs affected the content of
labour relations in broad temrs? We have already
observed that the

expenditure

heavy cuts in government

were

often accompanied by

substantial retrenchments of

public sector

massive devaluation of national currencies had

workers, and restructuring in the private sector

led to

by more lay-offs. One criticism of the tendency

huge increases in production costs of
locally manufactured goods making them less

towards labour displacement is

that this approach

Sapem March, 1993

design and content of SAPs, There was a broad

is

that industrial relations needed to be

consensus

economically unsuccessful in both the
medium and long term; those who follow
this

recognized

increasingly seen as taking
locking themselves
vicious circle of low skills, low

path

are

playing

a

central role in the

SAPs had weakened industrial relations: there

the “low road” and
into the

as

adjustment process. In the view of most
symposium participants, the implementation of
were

increased restrictions and constraints

on

bargaining and collective industrial
action. More generally, there was increased
government intervention in industrial relations
in spite of the professed commitment to the deregulation of controls on labour conditions,
including the scrapping of minimum wages and
job security. Government intervention has
collective

quality jobs, low wages and low
productivity [Pankert, 1993].
Structural adjustment should not take this
approach, which consists in simply cutting costs,

particularly labour costs, but rather the longerterm approach which aims at really increasing
the adaptive and innovative capacity of the
enterprise or the national economy as a whole.
Suppoi-ting this position were a series of studies
[in Sweden, Germany, and Japan] which showed
that adjustment programmes in which workers

dialogue fostered public awareness and greater
transparency in the management of SAPs.
Fourthly, it was the only way to ensure that there
was an equitable sharing of the sacrifices that
were inevitable in the application of SAPs as
well as any benefits derived therefrom. Finally,
tripartite dialogue facilitated necessary
adjustments and refinements to changing
economic and othef circumstances during the
implementation process.
The significance of the symposium’s
reco

i^mendations

related to their denunciation

of the authoritarianism inherent in the current

/f
Africa is likely to become so
Industrial cemetery because of
SAPs

s/

had been involved and cushioned, had been more

effective than those which followed the mere

Furthermore, other

The absence

studies had indicated that in the United States

effectiveness

cost-cutting approach.

industry and in the North London
industry, where adjustment programmes
mainly based on cuts in wages and other labour

of a popular mandate for SAPs has weakened their legitimacy and
Pic:C. Dcndo

rubber tyre
furniture

costs had been carried out in the

early 80s,

factories had nevertheless to
shortly after these cuts had been

many

close down
made

late 70s and

[Ibid.].

During the symposium there was a good deal
of criticism of the tendency of Bretton Woods
institutions and African governments

for

marginalizing both employee and employer
organizations in the design and implementation
of SAPs. The absence of a popular mandate of
SAPs weakened their legitimacy and

advantage of capital, but
tightened up the industrial relations
regime to the disadvantage of labour. The
symposium also stressed that workers’ and
employers’ organizations should be closely
involved, and actively participate, in the design
and execution of adjustment programmes. It was
important in this connection to strengthen the
institutional capacity of these organizations as
loosened controls to the
it has also

well

reflected in

a

growing number of strikes in some

countries.

Towards Democratic
The

capacity to participate actively in
adjushnent process. Therefore, steps needed
to be urgently taken at the national level to
initiate real and open tripartite consultation and
debate

for structural

Sapem

March, 1993

The
—

on

Tripartism

SAPs.

dialogue between the tripartite partners

government, employer and employee

imperative for several
concluded. First, it
represented democratization of the development
process; secondly, it contributed to the
development of realistic policies and facilitated
their effective implementation. Thirdly, such

organizations
reasons,

symposium debates did not demolish the
adjustment per se. However,
they succeeded in identifying the flaws in the

case

that of Ministries of Labour in order to

the

effectiveness. Indeed, the advent of SAPs had
created conditions for industrial relations crisis

as

enhance their

—

was

the symposium

design and execution of SAPs. The top-down
approach abetted by the Bretton Woods
institutions

was

at

variance

with

the

democratization wave currently sweeping across
the continent.

There

was

only

some

belated

realization in those institutions that the social
dimensions of

adjustment required urgent
on SAPs will undoubtedly
continue.
The symposium’s critique of the
implementation of SAPs stands as a sweeping
indictment of an economic package which has
attention. The debate

been little short of disastrous. Yet it was not

critique of the concept of the SAP itself. But the
Bretton Woods institutions would be very shortsighted if they did not take on board the criticism
expressed about the implementation
ofadjustment. The political consequences of
such a myopia could unravel much sooner than

anticipatcd.O

IxoYD Sachikonve is

a

Senior Research Fellow and

Heail of tlie l.abour S tuclies Department at tlie University
of Zimbabwe Institute of

Development Studies
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Gl-NDIiR ISSlUiS

THE SPIRIT MEDIUM IN ZIMBABWE
"The worst is yet to

come",

says

Ambuya Ndakaitei, the Sixth Spirit Medium of Nehanda.
RUTH MEENA

I

N AN INTERVIEW, Ambuya (grandmother)
Ndakaitei, the sixth spirit medium of Nehanda
(the veteran freedom fighter during the 1896/

97 Shona/Ndebele

uprising), predicted a perpetuation of Zimbabwe's socio-economic and
political crisis, and warned that the country is
still yet to experience hard

During the second uprising (Chimurenga), the
then Rhodesian Prime Minister, Ian Smith,
evicted

Ambuya Ndakaitei’s people from

Mazowe and settled them in Gweshe where she
is

now

operating from.

Nkomo, consulted her and complained about the

of the white men in the country. According to Ambuya, the agreement between
presence

Nehanda the

spirit and the white men was that the
supposed to relinquish their
powers in 1960. The whites did not honour their
white

men

were

contract.

This is

typical of

times. The crisis is here to

the colonialists; fraudulent

stay until such time when the

contracts were entered into

government of Zimbabwe

which were never honoured.

shows respect for the rituals
she proposed be held imme-

At most, African chiefs and

diately after the attainment of

cheated

traditional leaders

independence.
Who is

were

by the white men
through ambiguous treaties.
According to Ambuya,

Ambuya

Nkomo

Ndakaitei?

and

Chikerema

briefed her about their plans

Ambuya Ndakaitei is the
spirit medium of the
wandering spirit of Ambuya
Nehanda. According to her,
Nehanda, tlie spirit medium,
was a sibling sister of Cha-

force to

to use

sixth

white

men

remove

the

from the land.

The

proposal to use force
first, coldly received
by the spirit medium who
was

at

reminded them of the possible costs of such a war in

minuka, the great prophet
who controlled the Chitu-

terms of human andinaterial

ngwiza

resources.

area

during the 17th

century. Nehanda, on the
other hand, was a mediator
between the
the people

gods of rain and
and was in charge

of the Mazowe

area.

According to Ambuya
Ndakaitei, the spirit of
Nehanda has possessed six
people including herselfsince
1898. Signals of being possessed began in 1938 when
she was very young. She went

who would make it difficult

for the Rhodesian soldiers to
locate the freedom

fighters.
she boosted the
morale of the fighters.
ITie role of spiritual leaders and spirit mediums is not
a unique phenomena in the
history of struggles against
colonial occupation and rule

In this way,

without food for thiee months
and lived

on

water

only, but

she did not realise that the

spirit of Nehanda was calling
upon her services. It was only
after her mariage and the difficult births of her only two

in Africa. In the former

Tanganyika territory under
German rule for instance, the

children that she realised she
was

"Maji Maji" war of resisexperienced in the

being called upon to be a

medium of

Nehanda. She

tance

Ambuya Ndakaitei, the sixth spirit medium ofNehanda

then left Seke and went to

Mazowe to the Shararunzvi area, where she went

through several tests before being accepted by
the people as a spirit medium of Nehanda. The
tests included

the collection of old artefacts

which had

people, but

were

Nehanda.
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She however,

agreed to provide spiritual
guidance and support whenever called upon to do so.
She used her powers to intercede with the gods of rain

never been seen by many
believed to have been used by

Ambuya and the Armed Struggle
Ambuya informed us that she provided ritual
guidance to the guerrillas during the
war of liberation. As early as 1960, African

picRuihM^

southern parts was made
possible by Kinjikitile, the
spirit medium who supposedly provided people
with bullet proof medicine. Maji is a Swahili

word for water, and the war was known as

and spiritual

"Maji
Maji” because the medicine which Kinjikitile
gave to the fighters, was supposed to have

nationalist leaders, James Chikerema and Joshua

neutralised the bullets and turned them into

wa-

Sapem March, 1993

ter.

The trust which people had in

the

medicine, facilitated the spread of the war

doing so because they expected their
Ambuya is quite convincing in her
logic when she says that unless land is returned
not only to the spirit mediums, but to the rightful
owners of this country, Zimbabwe will indeed
continue to be in a perpetual socio-economic
bwe,

Kinjikitile and

and gave people courage to fight the Germans
who had superior weapons. Similarly in Kenya,
the Mau Mau movement succeeded
cause

were

land back.

partly be-

of the traditional and spiritual rituals which

crisis.

people went through before joining the move-

The issues of resettling spirit mediums in their

ment.

traditional homes is

a legitimate demand for the
preservation of traditional worshipping cites of
the people of Zimbabwe. People of all nations
the world over, regardless of changes which
have taken place in their belief systems, have
wanted to preserve their traditional worshipping
places. This constitutes part of people's cultural

Spirit Mediums and the Post-Colonial
State
When the war came to an end, Ambuya congratulated Robert Mugabe after the election vietory by giving him piresents which included a
cow, a goat and a sheep. These {H'esents were a
symbol ofhis courageous leadership in the armed
struggle and a recognition of the authority and
respect that he enjoyed among the Zimbabwean
people. The presents moreover, could have been
intended to cement the relationship which existed between Ambuya as a spiritual leader and
the political leadership during the armed struggle.
Ambuya claims that she advised the President
to assemble all those who were

struggle for a cleansing ceremony. She
also recommended to him that all spirit mediums

had to be re-settled in their traditional homes.

ignored.
the part of the
President. It appears that after independence the
leadership decided to distance themselves from
spirit mediums. It is probable that Mugabe's
religious background has forced him to distance
himself from traditional belief systems and also
that during the armed struggle, he did not have a
direct association with spirit mediums. Therefore Mugabe did not base his power and authority on supernatural powers which spirit mediums
were supposed to give to the authentic leaders of
There

was no

were

reciprocity

on

this country.
But even if Mugabe did not personally

believe

in the supernatural powers of the spiritmediums,
the

museum

people whom he led in the struggle did and

with lots of traditional artifacts which

have to be

preserved

as part

of Zimbabwe’s

cultural

Nehanda, the veteran freedom fighter during
the 1890s anti-colonial

wars

P(e: Nakcnd ArchtvM

involved in the

armed

These recommendations

heritage which must be respected.
One of Ambuya's huts, banya, is like a mini-

because

they have been living in harmony with
Every Thursday, women gather to perform a rain-making ceremony called muphuwe.
Gweshe has taught a few experts on the need to
respect traditional beliefs. For example, engineers and land surveyors who conducted a feasibility study for the construction of the Mwenje
nature.

dammust have been shocked when it was realised
that

they could not continue with preliminary

construction because of

a

formidable rock dis-

covered just afew metres from the surface.

Some

of them must have been convinced that this was
a

supernatural occurrence. Local residents and

the spirit medium of the area later informed them

that they could not put their peg markings

in this

specific area because it was a sacred place where
Gwangwadza, the hero during the Ndebele/Shona
uprisings of 1896, was huried. In the area, there
is a green patch of foresUfiri, which has survived

heritage. There is a collection of small
gourds. Some are used to store Ambuya's snuff
which she gives to her visitors in small portions.
She also keeps a collection of traditional pots.
One of the pots is filled with maheu, a type of
traditional drink which she personally serves to
her clients as a gesture of hospitality.
Another hut

serves

as

a

waiting

room

for

are a variety of traditional musical instruments and while you wait

Ambuya's clients. There
for Ambuya,

her aide, "the acolyte" entertains the
entering this
waiting room, clients are served with boiled
clients with mbira music. Before

maize, mangai, in wooden plates.
Although the government ignored Ambuya's
recommendations, there seems to be an open

acknowledgement of the role which Nehanda
and her

spirit mediums played in the war of
Day, for instance, the
spirit mediums are given time to perform tradi-

liberation. On Heroes's
tional rituals.

Several

things have been officially named
maternity wing of one öf
Zimbabwe's main hospitals is named after
after Nehanda. The
Nehanda. There is

a

street named after

Nehanda

in the

capital city, Harare. The national airline.
Air Zimbabwe, has also named one of its planes
after Nehanda. Ambuya found it odd that the
naming of things after her was done without
consulting or inviting her to the naming ceremo-

continue to have faith in

spirit mediums. We
Ambuya that the majority of her
clients are freedom fighters.
The way local communities have been respending to the recent drought and other "natu-

to this dav and no one cuts trees

learnt from

despite the severe wood shortage in the district.
Similarly, local communities in Mazowe have
been associating the numerous road accidents
along the Mazowe road notably close to the

human-made disasters is indicative of the

Henderson Research Station, with the installa-

From the interview, it was clear that Ambuya

done without

is angry because there is little appreciation of the
role she played in the liberation of this country.

ral"

or

power which spirit mediums have in post-colonial Zimbabwe. At the end of 1992, heavy rains
fell in Bulawayo after the long period of drought,

leaving some whitish substance which has
puzzled the minds of scientists.
This rain has been associated with a visit by
Chamasi,

a

rain-maker from Gweshe in the

Mashonaland Central Province, who organised a

meeting with other spiritual leaders and performed
The

some

rituals.

majority of people in Gweshe, the home

of Chamasi the

rain-maker, believe that their

community is not vulnerable to severe droughts
Sapem

March, 1993

tion of the satellite dish which

from this

was

area

consulting the spirit mediums of the area. We
were informed by Ambuya Ndakaitei that this is
a traditional home of Ambuya Nehanda. The
chiefs of this area decided to consult the spirit
mediums who performed certain rituals; it is
believed this minimised road accidents in this

particular

area.
The issue of

resettling the spirit mediums in

their traditional homes, in its wider context,

raises the whole issue of the land

question.
Logically, those who fought or contributed in
one way or another to the liberation of Zimba-

nies.

She noted that the

position and role of spirit

mediums remain undefined in the post-colonial

period. She is convinced that spirit mediums are
a
political force which cannot be ignored. In our
opinion the problem is how the post-colonial
state can accommodate the spirit mediums in the
mainstream political process without undermining the credibility of the "modem" state.O
Ruth MeenaIs Head of the Gender Division at SAFES
Trust.
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I
BOOK Rl'VlliWS

BUILDING DEMOCRACY AND PARTICIPATION IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Constitutional

Development in Kenya: Institutional Adaptation and Social Change, ACTS Press, Nairobi, Kenya, 1990,
by J.B.Ojwang.
State and Constitutionalism: An African Debate on

Democracy, SAPES Books, Harare, Zimbabwe, 1991, by Issa G. Shiyji.

REVIEWED BY JOHN W. FORJE

D

URING THE past few years, there has
been the raging debate on democracy.

simply because their son happens to wield power
in the Unity Palace. What has ha^^ned is that

J.B. Oj Wang's Constitutional Development in
Kenya is a scholarly presentation examining the
development of constitutional law and practice
in Kenya and in light of these and global dynamics
of adaptation, development needs and change.
The book starts by presenting general theories
which bear on the origin and mode of evolution
of the constitution of Kenya. It goesfurther to
trace and give a recorded account of the
constitutional history and of its evolution as a
state
machinery from colonialism to
independence. The third chapter takes up what
could be envisaged as the mostremarkable aspect
of constitutional law and practice in African
countries
the ubiquitous role of the political
party in the design and functioning of the
constitution. The fourth to sixth chapters explore
the executive functions of the state, the legislative
and judiciary machines of government. Chapter
seven is most
pioneering since it defines new
areas of constitutional practice, as well as
arguing

liberators have turned tyrants

that certain novel constitutional entities, with an

The crumbling of states

behind the irongiven new impetus to the subject
particularly to the undemocratic governance
system being practised in Africa. For the past
three decades, no real political opposition has
been allowed to function. Today the concept of
democracy is a household word and the new
democratisation process is being examined in
this pure form — that of vesting national power
into the hands of the people and giving them the
responsibility of charting their own destinies.
curtain has only

In Cameroon, the formation of the Social
Democratic Fronton May 26 1990openedanew

—

political era for the return to functional democracy
in the country. Today Africa is evolving under a
and rapidly changing political climate. Africa

new

will never be the same. France is fast losing its
political grip and control over its colonies 30
years after the granting of independence.
The academic world has not been
the process of forging a new
the people and in promoting

passive in
political order for
democracy at the

grassroots. A new wave of awareness creation is
the move; perhaps as a process of repenting
for the crimes the so-called elite classes have

on

committed

against the people by helping to fan a
has been corrupt,

system that for over the years
dictatorial and authoritarian.

In different ways, political analysts and
researchers

researching and advancing
on how to effectively foster a
common commitment and return to
building
local democracy and making it functional. There
are

different formulas

is

a move towards citizen
empowerment across
the continent. So far, citizen empowerment and

and continue to
tyrannise through the barrel of the gun and under
the auspices of the monolithic party/centralised
government structure that continues to alienate
itself from the problems and needs of the people.
What is the agenda now and what is the
position of the African intellectual in particular
on the new course of
democracy? From the
Harare

Conference

on

Constitutionalism in Africa

State

and

(May 1989), the

Economic Commission for Afnca/NGO Arusha
African Charter for

Popular Participation in
Development and Transformation (1990) to the
African Leadership Forum, Kampala-Uganda
(May 1991), backed with numerous academic
conferences on the subject, highlight the growing

participation has been at a low ebb, thanks to the
'monolithic party structure' that has dominated
the political landscape of the region for a very
long time. But the monolithic party structure
through the barrels of the gun and not through the
voting box, has failed to perform the task of
purgatory of forging national unity and ethnic
integration among the pteople. It has only created

participatory democracy in the
region. Thus in this period of both citizen
alienation and perhaps inaction and of robust
grassroots democracy, a key purpose is to
facilitate communication among citizen action

asituationofdisintegration;ethnic fragmentation.

of

The situation in Cameroon being a typical
example where the ruling CPDM and its Beti
clan believe the country is preserved property
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quest for change to the practice of genuine
functions and

and democratic initiatives.

The books under review could be

seen in light
informing the people of the inevitable quest
for democratic change and participatory

governance that has been denied
custodians of power — the people.

the true

impact on established constitutional organs and
performing a rights-creative function, have
emerged and should be accorded their rightful
place within the body politic of the constitution.
In bis treatise on the evolution of the Kenyan
multi-party system, the author notes that the
brief experience with a multi-party system
(1960-64) hardly revealed the constructive
constitutional functioning of a parliamentary
opposition. The sp>ectacle of a fully accepted
opposition, keeping the government on its toes
and alternating with it in holding the reins of
power, was certainly not the mark of Kenya's
first experience with a multi-party system
(p. 45).
This experience was not only typical with
Kenya; in Cameroon, the multi-party system
immediately gave way to a single-party structure
in 1966. It was a common pattern throughout the
continent as multi-party structures gradually
gave way to the rise of the single-party and
eventually centralised government mechanisms
with no accountability; and with the
manifestations of charismatic leadership in most
of these countries, it was

possible sometimes to
unwrought inactivity of the
ruling party.

overlook the
monolithic
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as

Kar Loewenstein points

out, "the manner of its

coming into existence,

Whatever the case

every constitution is essentially a compromise
between the socio-economic, political and
cultural forces that

Africa

are

responsible for its

Strange enough, most constitutions in

creation".

do

not

reflect

mode

this

of

thinking.Constitutions in Africa, in practice,
function only to the interest of the colonial
mas ters.Onecaneasily question how independent
and sovereign are most African countries when
they are constantly dictated upon from outside.
The Cameroon situation is a typical example;

phase of colonialism — being a
highly fractionalised political culture which
sought to institutionalise conflicts and to
strengthen centrifugal forces rather than to nurture
and cement national unity. And lastly the legacy
in the inter-play between the legal-bureaucratic
order and a fractionalised political process in the
the terminal

arena

of the economy.

Chapter Two — "The National Question and
the Right to Self-determination" takes a broad
view of the issues of how

"colonialism united

different African ethnic groups or

nationalities

France has to decide who should be the Prime

a single territorial and
institutional framework; widened their social

Minister, Speaker of Parliament; when there

space as a resultof greater inter-ethnic interaction

should be

an

election and

so on.

Constitutional development in Kenya presents
an ui>-to-date catalogue of political issues and
problems facing the practice of genuine
democracy in the region. It is a well researched
book which students of political science,
politicians and the general public would find as
educative, informative but above all, a serious
and objective scientific and analytical
contribution to the ongoing debate on the return
to democratic governance in the region. It is very
timely in view of the changes or new wind of
democratic change blowing across the continent.
Issa G. Shivji's State and Constitutionalism is
a collection of contributed papers presented at

the Harare Conference on the

State and

May 22-25 1989. It
brings together a diversity of African scholars of
thought and disciplines. In addition, the book
draws from both the Anglo and Francophone
situations, as well as from the experiences of
countries like Ethiopia and Liberia which were
spared the scourge of colonialism. The new form
of govertunent—military—is adequately treated
giving a comprehensive examination to the ongoing debate on the return to democracy in
Africa, currently in short supply in the region.
Africa's experience with constitutions and
constitutionalism and good governance since
independence has not been a good one. The book
therefore is an attempt to address the many and
Constitutionalism in Africa,

varied issues and

problems of political
participation, judicial discourse of the governing
laws of the state, individual liberties
minorities and national
versus

and rights,

oppression, multi-party

monolithic party systems,

centralisation

against decentralisation, military or civilian rule
among many others.
Divided into five parts; Part One —
"Perspectives of Constitutionalism and
Democracy" discusses the theory of organised
power and the development of the paradox box.
Looking at the paradox box, the author outlines
the distinction between the nature of the

legal
order and constitutional order which many of
these states inherited at the time of independence
and

perpetuated thereafter. The second legacy is
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and

peoples under

through the institutions and practices of the
and thus created a common
historical expression of economic exploitation,
political, administrative and cultural oppression
(p.S8). This section also looks at the issue of
colonial system,

secession and constitutionalism and selfdetermination with reference to

a

number of

Ethiopia and Sudan. The
question in South Africa and

countries like
constitutional

Liberation Movements and constitutionalism in
South Africa receive

adequate attention.

Part Three concentrates

on

one-party-multi-

party politics and national unity. The hazard of
the multi-party system, it is argued, is that it

against national unity; the single party is
forge national unity and the
mobilisation of the population for the common
good. We are all too aware of how this concept
worked

believed to

led to the institutionalisation of totalitarian

regimes in the society, the marginalisation and

participating in the
development process. Good governance was
replaced by authoritarian rule of the few over the
silent majority. Africa today is littered with
monolithic party systems that deny fundamental
human rights to its citizens.
alienation of the

masses

in

Decline of the State
Part

four

addresses

militarism

constitutionalism in Africa. To

emphasis

placed

constitutionalism

as

and

begin with, the

military on
method of effecting

by the
a

political change and routinising the political
process may itself raise questions. The military
in Africa has obtained over-proportioned

significance and meddling in the political process.
The army, trained not to protect the citizens but
to police them, acted as they had been trained and
in the absence of a stronger force, took over
power. The problems of political structure, the
author notes, are that although many immediate
and contextual factors may trigger military coups
and determine the immediate directions of

military constitutionalism in the individual
African countries, the very persistence, frequency

of these schemes of political
point to unresolved problems of

and perverseness

architecture

political structure and process in Africa, the
origin of which may be traced in various degrees
to colonialism (p. 185).
Analysing state-society relations, the author
maintains that the primarily administrative and
extractive relationship between the colonial state
and society, emphasised the element of coercion
and command which left targe areas of state/
society relations undefined. The transfer of the
modern state form was both institutionally and
culturally selective. The institutional unevenness
was evident in creating disproportionally state
apparatuses on the eve of decolonisation, a
process which has continued today. In a way,
post-colonial leaders have done nothing to
disprove the fact that colonialism was the greatest
crime ever committed against the African people
and continent. As

a

result, there has been total

satisfactorily the problem of
state/society relations.
The new leaders have gone further to sanction
failure to resolve

parliamentarism and democratic practices
through institutionalised monolithic dictatorial
party systems and totalitarian governance
practices. Thus the single-party structure
established a privileged political discourse with
normative prescriptions and mechanisms
politically accessible only to a small selected
group, excluding the larger strata of the
population. The state-society relationship that
has since emerged under the monolithic party
and governance system has in effect perpetuated
rather than bridge the gap between the "haves"
and "have-nots", and between the rich and poor.

surprising that with no signs of the
aspirations and dreams of a
better society they had hoped for on the eve of
independence, large areas of the political state
went underground. The roots of distinctive
"pluralism" through participatory politics having
been denied the people, the state has only become
an oppressive rather than aliberating mechanism/
instrument for providing essential human needs.
Today the continent is facing numerous
political problems of "state decline", "political
decomposition" "political recession", "shrinkage

It is not

realisation of their

in the competence, credibility,

and probity of the

state". Some states like Zaire, Cameroon,

Chad,

Sudan, Ethiopia etc, have progressively lost their

capacity to govern and to relate means to ends,
bringing about a loss of beliefwithin civil society
that the state can be expected to perform its
accustomed functions. The section categorically
exposes how many African states have exhibited
striking "attention to the loss of state legitimacy,
authority and autonomy", the deflation of state
power and its re-allocation, and the dispersion of
social, economic and political life away from the
state and towards more

local horizontal entities

enclosed self-reliant

(p.l88).
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Militarism
What emerges

to the de facto existence at the domestic level
while their de jure existence survives intact on
the international plane. The
problem of state

decline contributes

to

has

a

few other instruments to influmce the

political future in a legal manner, ie short of
perpetuating its political rule, soundly and more
fundamentally, it is the result of a "system
approach" to politics that stresses the efficacy of
formal structures and institutions and thus
believes that politics can be influenced

through

manipulation of its legal and institutional
parameters (pp 190-191).
The author goes further
constitutionalism and
in

a

•

militarism

replacing the
ballot boxes as an instrument of
choosing leaders.
Problems of military constitutionalism receive
adequate attention in this section (pp 190-236).
The author advances issues where "the
military

to

discuss

anti-political orientation

number of African countries;

Zaire, Ghana,

Nigeria; the National Liberation CouncU in
1967-69);
entrenchment of extraordinary {sovisions
and changes in the form of state
organs;
the delinking of local hrom national
politics
and political structures;
Last but not least, how the military
regimes
Ghana in

therefore is a state of the threat

•

have embarked

on

schemes of "alternative"

democratisation which explicitly rejects
parliamentary and party democracy and
liberal constitutionalism in favour of
structures of popular
democracy (p.l95).
On the basis of the various combinations of
the different mechanisms we can
suggest a

distinction between

"political compression" and
"political expansion" regimes, with Zaire
belonging to the former group and Ghana (196669) belonging to the second group. There is a
comparative

analysis

of
military
constitutionalism between Ghana, Nigeria and
Zaire (p.

197-199).
Chapter Five ends with a case study on the
Nigerian experience of the military and

Nigeria and

constitutionalism in Africa (pp 203-205) and
constitutionalism in Guinea under the military

coup attempts. In the
Nigeria the author writes; "this antipolitical and anti-ideological attitude

(pp 211-216). AkinolaAguda in his presentation
states that
"military training is perhaps the worst
type of training for the governance of articulate,
politically conscious and democracy-loving
peoples as Nigerians; and yet the military have
carried on for nearly 22 years out of 32 years of
independence the duties of governance, for which
they are equipped. Military regimes have always
abrogated the right of freedom of expression and
the press and of fundamental rights and the rule

many others. One should bear in
mind that the continent has gone
through more
than 60 military coups and

case

of

characterises

even

the so-called mobiUsational

military regimes, although in a much more
elaborate way. The primary objective of
military
constitutionalism has thus been often to "chain
the

political", in other words, to limit the
"disruptive effect" of politics. This may result in

excessive stress

giving

on

short-term considerations,

certain impression of calculation and
opportunism to the effects of the military (p. 192).
a

The

military has on various occasions
attempted to redesign the p>olitical landscape and
relations through the application of strategies
such as;
•

reform of the party system

(Ghana under

Acheampong's Union Government proposal
1977). The denial of constitutional
recognition to political parties (1968), the
abolition of the multi-party system and the
substitution for it of a single-party or national
movement, eg. MPR in Zaire and the RPT in

Togo;
•

electoral system reform — where attempts
have been made to introduce indirect
elections and electoral colleges, proportional

individual candidacies not supported by
political parties (Zaire) and the November
1988 district elections by the
Rawlings
government in Ghana and earlier (1977),
district elections in Nigeriaby
theBabangida
government;

ideological restrictions and withdrawal of
civic rights of certain politicians and officials
of the old
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Lansine Kaba

on

has faced formidable

challenges to undo the
PEXj's legacy, promote development and national
integration, and establish a government based on
the rule of law (p 214).
The absence of a constitution, a parliament,
and real safeguards against the abuse of
authority,
despite official declarations in favour of human
rights, have aggravated the country's crisis.
Social Movements

regime (1979 constitution in

deals with social movements

and constitutionalism. There are two case studies

in this section
movements

—

the peasantry. In the African situation, there has
no clear demarcation between the

been

administrative, the judicial, the legislative and
absence of the pinciple of
division and balance of powers so crucial to the
practice of the rule of la w and governance system.
the executive

—

The book ends with the editor's
epilogue on
the contradictory class perspectives in the debate
on

Democracy (p 203-259). Here Issa G. Shivji

looks at constitutions without constitutionalism.
He notes that African constitutions are therefore

hardly meant

or

constitutionalism and social

in Tunisia

by Mohmoud Ben
Romdbane; (pp 219-250). Quoting De
Tocqueville, the author draws a demarcating line
between the Anglo-Saxon and French democratic
traditions underlying the contrast between
democracy as a stabilising and conservative force
in the United States and Britain, but a
revolutionary and destabilising force in France.
Looking at the continent and at the politics of
human rights and the rush to independent
statehood in Africa, be sees it as an outcome of
the confluence of two contradictory factors; anti¬

operate to legitimise political

rule.

On the issue of contradictory

constitutionalism and

perspectives

on

democracy, he points out

that development is not possible without
democracy; and that the position "state as an
instrument of development" to "democracy as an
instrument of development" should be given

considerable

thought.

The book presents an up-to-date account of
the state of the art on constitutionalism and

democracy debate in the Africa. He has adopted
a
comparative, analytical and interdisciplinary
approach showing how the continent is probably
living in the tough of the wane marked by too
much disarray and intellectual and political
c^itulation. It offers a sound radical scholarship
in the debate on democracy, political parties,
human rights, constitutionalism and social
movements which the aspiring student of
politics
and law and the conscious administrator and

vigilant politician would find

his part takes a more or less

similar approach to the treatment of the situation
in Guinea. He points out how the military council

The last chapter

representation system, single candidacies,

•

of law".

imperialist struggle from below and interimperialist rivalry from above. He goes further
to outline the sharp divide between the state and

very

useful.

Conclusion
The two books under review pesent a coherent
synthesis of the problems and prospects for
democratisation particularly in developing
societies where the vast majority of the population
are marginalised and excluded from
good
governance. Up till now, governance has
remained an exclusive perogative of the few,
through an ideology that has hitherto been the
ideology of domination, the state and ruling
class ideology in Africa.
These books in different ways compliment
one

another and show in the

case

of Africa, how

democracy deficit continue to exist in the region
and how the marginalised are betrayed by their
political leaders. These two books are well
researched, make excellent reading and shade
more than
enough information on the need for
the continent to democratise, for without
democracy there can be no stability and
development. The books highlight major
challenges and changes to national institutions
being necessary to usher a new political order
and
the

a

better nation-state that has the interests of

people at beart.O
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NEWSLETTER

SAFES
AAPS 20th ANNIVERSARY CONGRESS

THE AAPS PRESIDENTIAL WELCOME
By Ibbo Mandaza

This is not a Presidential Speech; that would be premature. Given the
vagaries of politics in Africa, anything could happen between now and
the Election. But in making my contribution to the AAPS tradition of
which I am proud to be part, I want to state the following:
First, to thank you Mr Chairman and your organising Conunittee for
the preparations you

20th Anniversary

have made for this grand occasion which is also the

Celebration of the AAPS. Many of us here today had

the privilege of yourTanzanian hospitality as

political exiles and refugees,

only from Southern Africa but also from neighbouring territories in
East Africa, other parts of the continent and from the diaspora. Indeed,
not

I

SHOULD

begin with

an

apology for the inadvertent absence of the

of AAPS, Professor Abdoulaye Bathily (Senegal),
who is right now busy campaigning as a Presidential candidate in the
current President

Senegalese General Elections. This is no longer an unusual occurrence
in the AAPS when, for example, one considers that our current SecretaryGeneral might have been absent today —perhaps as a Minister of State
in Kenya — were it not for the unexpected that happened in the recent
General Elections in that country. Some 16 years ago when I became a
member of AAPS, it would have been quite inconceivable that a member
of AAPS would have been a contender for political office in a postcolonial state, the critique of and opposition to which was one of the
raison d’etre of the AAPS itself.
Just the other day, one of the new members of the AAPS was
commenting that he intends writing a paper for the next AAPS Conference
on the extent to which academicians — particularly those of AAPS —
were becoming politicians in Africa. I wanted to remind the member
concerned that, on further reflection, I have just discovered that by the
end of the first decade of the existence of AAPS, at least three or four of

founding members had either tasted political office, been forced into
retired from public office, or become firmly entrenched
in state power. Some like Walter Rodney, had paid the price, assassinated
in the pursuit of political struggle. Among such founding members of the
AAPS is Boutros-Boutros Ghali the current UN Secretary-General, Dani
Nabudere, Yash Tandon, KwesiBotchwly and Nathan Shamuyarira. On
the other hand, it is only such founding members as Professor Nnoli who
remain untainted by political office.
Indeed, it is difficult now to impose the old dichotomy between
acadeinica and politico, between the referee and the player; between
“ideological purity” on the one hand and the compelling thirst for
political power on the other.
And what conclusions shall we draw from all that? And what
inferences—and even substantive conclusions—will be made by young
scholars about the role of African intellectuals in the two decades that also
coincide with the most tumultous period, in Africa’s post colonial
history? I raise this theme as only one of many that offer the opportunity
for self-evaluation by intellectuals, within an overall evaluation of a postcolonial history of which we are part. But if we can no longer with
confidence draw the dichotomy between academia and politico, then
intellectuals/academics dare not point too strong a finger at their
counterparts in the state bureaucracies.
We raise this subject, not as an anecdote, less so as a cynical remark
on a period gone by. But in the hope that the AAPS membership can
begin to reflect more honestly about our post-colonial existence, in the
context of better and more refined methodologies that transcend the
pitfalls not so unassociated with a stultifying Cold War.

its
a

second exile,
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you will have discerned from remarks made earlier, AAPS was bom
largely out of exile life itself in the collegiality of exile scholars and
Tanzanian progressives in this great city of Dar es Salaam. I am unable
to understand why many a young scholar from Southern Africa —
particularly from South Africa — would relish the rare privilege of a
pilgrimage to a country which, more than any other in Africa, has done
as

so

much for the liberation of Africa,

particularly Southern Africa.

Ahsante sana!

Second, on behalf of all of you present and the AAPS membership in
general, I want to express sincere gratitude to the founding fathers, and
mothers and to the former Presidents of the AAPS, for helping to
establish this important tradition, this strong sense of identity as African
Scholar s; to the late Anthony R weyemamu, the late Justinian R weyemamu,
the late Walter Rodney, the late Emmanuel 1 lansen, Nathan Shamuyarira,
Samuel Mushi, Okwudiba Nnoli, Samir Amin, Dani Nabudere, Yash
Tandon, Claude Ake, Nzongola-Ntalaja, and Helmy Sharawi, to name
only a few of those who have been in the last two decades the building
blocks of the organisation. Sincere gratitude also to the former Secretary
Generals: Sam Mushi and Adele Jinadu. We thank you all and welcome
the

newer

and younger members in whom even those of us not so old wish

in the hope that the AAPS grows from
strength to strength. In that regard, we have here present a new Chapter
of the AAPS in South Africa, and therefore a special welcome to such
new faces like Professor Maphai and his colleagues from South Africa.
Karibu! Welcome to the most vibrant of associations on our continent!
Lastly on the question of the theme before us, Africa in the Post-Cold
War period. The beginning of the 1990’s alone constitute a glaring
contradiction to the expectation that the so-called post-cold war era
would herald the birth of a better world. The new year 1993 already
reinforces a pattern of virtual disintegration and degeneration as “tribal
warfare” continued to rage in the former Yugoslavia and in Somalia, to
mention only two areas in a world given to conflict and strife. Likewise
the economic situation: a deepening crisis in the developed countries
themselves; and growing poverty and misery in the developing world.
In general, the hope for a New World Order has grown into despair —
and not less so now that we have only one Superpower that has become
virtually synonymous with the United Nations. The African scenario
itself is a stark illustration of post-cold war woes. For, gone are the days
when Nkrumah and Sekou Toure could play one Super Power against the
other, in vain hope of carving out,a niche for Mother Africa. Gone are
the days of Non Alignment when marriages to the West appears for most
in the Third World the only hope for survival on an eai'th now bereft of
the East. So while we might, for example debate about the merits and
to repose

our trust and confidence,
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demerits of US intervention in war-torn Somalia, that event, inter alia is
but

poignant reminder of Africa’s marginalisation in
hegemonisation by — the so-called New World Order.
a

What of the future, a mixture of

hope and despair,

—

and

sheer despair?
Throughout the 1970’s and into the 1980’s. Southern Africa epitomized
hope itself, liberation, democracy and development. Not that there has
been no progress in that direction; but how to reconcile those modest
gains with the losses that express themselves in the chaos in Angola,
hunger in Mozambique, senseless violence in South Africa, and the
scourge of structural adjustment throughout the sub-region. And even if
we are so
hopeful about the developments in countries like Malawi and
Zaire, what of the danger of the repetition of the Kenya saga wherein the
dictator emerges victor when two-thirds of the county’s electorate has
voted against him?
or

In South Africa, the APLA event in the

closing days of 1992 offered
—j udging from the popular acclaim with which
it was greeted among the African masses in their
country — in a political
process that was otherwise almost entirely confused. Of course, we
would like to know more about this APLA. But the
danger of that the
hopes so fuelled by an apparent flash in the pan might soon degenerate
into despair and cynicism as
long as the Liberation Movement in South
Africa appears unable to get its act
together.
the only glimmer of hope

These

are

but

addressing in the
fresh

paradigms

some

Recovery in the Emerging global Order”.
Adejumobi,”Economic Issues and Nigeria’s Foreign Po

4. Said

licy”
5. Nduba Echezona, “Plural Politics African
world

6. James

7.
8.

9.

days. But out of it must

emerge new ideas,
and a firm commitment towards the resolution of the

African crisis.

Mittleman, “Global Restructuring of Production and
Migration”.
Phillip N5finguro “Peace and Security the future”.
Phillip Nyahoda, “Challenges of a Changing Global Order:
Implications for African Conununication Network;”
MwesigaBaregu, “Exporting mother nature to Service External Debt
in the 1990s”.

10. Haroub Othman, “Zanzibar’s Political
the Present”,

12. Taye Woldesmiate, “Democradsation in Ethiopia,”
13. KolaOlufemi, “The Problematic of Economic Reform and Transidon
to

Democracy; Lessons for Africa.”

14. N Nkondo, “The Transformation of South African Universides in the
current

15.

Polidcal

Conjuncture,”
Ray Russon “Land and Agrarian reform in South African struggle for
liberadon,”

16. Vincent

Maphai, “Non-racialism — A meaningful concept?”.

17. Lebona Mosia, “The implicadons of post
apartheid:
its reladons with SADC,”
18. Graham Burton

CONGRESS REPORT
By Donald P Chimanikire
The African Associadon of Political Science

(AAPS) held its 20th
Anniversary Congress in Dar-es-Salaam from 18-21 January 1993. The
theme of the Congress was: “Africa in the Post Cold War Period”. It
encompassed many issues and was meant to remind Africans that a lot
had changed over the last two decades.
It is important to remember that when AAPS was founded in Dar- esSalaam twenty years ago, the Vietnam war was
just coming to an end;
the cold war was sdU raging on; colonial territories sdll existed in
Africa;
and ideological batdes regarding Africa’s
development were still being
fought on the basis of alliances with the East and the West.
Many questions are being asked about Africa’s future development,
but

answers are not

that easy to come

by. For example, what is the place
global order? Can a system of intemadonal peace
and security emerge without taking into account the
peace and security
internal to each polidcal system? Towhatextent is the internal
peace and
security related to development and regional integration in Africa?
Finally, what is the place of democracy/good governance in the promodon
of this peace and security, and sustainable
development?
Over the past two years AAPS has developed three research networks
focusing on the: Democratisation process in Africa; Africa's International
Relations; Governing African Cities in order to answer some of these
quesdons.
During the Congress, participants in the above mendoned networks
presented their papers as part of the dialogue on Africa in the post cold
war period.
Here is a list of the papers that were
presented:
1. Samir Amin, “The Post-war Cycle, 1945-1992”;
of Africa in this

new

2. Abubaka Momoh, “From Leninism to Perestroike:
Understanding
the crisis of the Soviet Union and its lessons for Africa in the Context
of the New World Order”;
3. Julius Ihonvbete, “The African
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Crisis, Regionalism and Prospect for

History: The Past Haunting

11. Julius Nyang’oro “Reform Politics and the Democratisadon Process
in Africa,”

of the themes that this Conference will be

next few

Security and the New

Order;”

South Africa and

Joseph, “The OAU and South Africa; Past, present

and future”.

19. Issa Musoke,

“Managing the transidon towards Muld-party

Democracy in Tanzania,”
20. Laurent C W Kaela, “Structural Adjustment and the Democradsadon
process in Zambia; The Rise of the Third Republic;”
21. Mukaru Ng’anga, “Structural Adjustment Economic Crisis, Polidcal

re-adjustment and the Democracy Movement: The Kenyan

Experience,”
Mmuya, “Multi party Democracy and the Economic

22. M

Transfoimadon of Tanzania,”
23. Xoliswa

Mayisela, “State and Civil Society: The South African
Regional sociedes in

situadon in relation to the evolvement of Trans
Southern Africa;”

24. Pierre Hugo “Towards affirmative acdon in South Africa; the case of
the civil service;”

25. Rwekaza Mukandala, “TheBureaucracy and Democradsadon
process
in

Africa,”

26. G K Munishi, “The
27.

Emerging Policy Issues in management of
Public-private sector mix; the Health Sector.”
Ezekiel Kalipeni, “Contained Urban Growth in Post-Independence
Malawi;”

28. Okech Owid,

“Governing African Cities; the case of Kenyan cides,”
Sindjoun, “La Ligique Ethno-Bereaucradque de la Dominadon
Politique Locale Dans la Ville de Yaounde: Le Cens Polidque
Demasque;”
Eugenio Macamo, “Governing African cides: the case of Maputo;”
Abdelghani Abouhani; “Habitat Populaire et Pouvoirs Locaux au

29. Luc

30.

Maroc;”
31. L A

Darga, “ Urban Governance — The Essential Leverage for the

Liberadon of Social Forces.”

32. Victor

Ayeni, “Professionalism versus Democradc Governance in
Nigerian Perspecdve”;
33. Joshua Olewe Nyunya, ‘Towards a Democradc African Public
Service: Performance Improvement of the Kenyan Public Service”;
34. Lai Olurode, “The Legal Profession in Nigeria’s Democratizadon
Africa: The
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Process”.
A

new

AAPS executive for the

office bearers

was

elected. The

are;

Ibbo Mandaza

1.

President:

2.

Deputy President:
Secretary General:

3.

period 1993 to 1995

(Zimbabwe)
Nzongola Ntalaja (Zaire)
P. Anyang’ Nyong’o (Kenya)

order.

The international

manner

that

public opinion had been manipulated in a
if the Yugoslav nation ceases to exist.
The major lesson in her opinion was never to take things for granted
because the new world order formula Yugoslavia presents is of a
pessimistic nature as the nation witnesses a regime once totally identified
with the people now being systematically stripped of its humanity.
no one

will be sorry

Ali A Mazrui, the Albert Schweitzer Professor in the Humanities and
Director of the Institute of Global Cultural Studies at State University

Vice Presidents:
Southern Africa;

Vincent

Central Africa:

Nzongola Ntalaja (Zaire)
Tony Gingnyera Pincwa (Uganda)
Ahmadou Tankona (Francophone)
(Angolphone) (Nigeria)
Eglal Raafat (Egypt)

Eastern Africa:
Western Africa:
Adele Jinadu

Northern Africa:

of

New York atBingbamstom, spoke substantively on the issueofreparations

Maphai (South Africa)

for Africa’s enslavement and colonisation.
In June 1992, theOAU swore in a Reparations

committee of twelveGroup of Eminent Persons-to explore the modalities and
strategies of an African campaign for restitution similar to the
compensation paid by the Federal Republic of Germany to the State of
members of a

Israel and to survivors of the Nazi Holocaust.
Committee

Mazrui argued

Meeting:

Rwekeza Mukandala

(Tanzania)
(Tanzania)
(South Africa)
(Mauritius)
(Morocco)

Ruth Meena

Cheryl Hendriks
L A Darga
Abdelghani Abouhani

AAPS FORUM

—

ZIMBABWE

CHAPTER
IN SEARCH OF A JUST WORLD ORDER

s

APES TRUST in
Political Science

conjunction with the African Association of
(AAPS) Zimbabwe chapter, organised a public

forum

on the post cold war era with specific reference to the dialogue on
the New International Economic Order in Harare on February 1993.

Opening the debate. Dr Ibbo Mandaza, the President of AAPS,
of Nkrumah’s vision of a United Africa; the
diminishin grole ofthe Non-Aligned Movement and lastly the increasingly
visible world domination by the United States of America which appear
to have assumed the role of an international policemen. He observed that
the role of the former super-powers in the current global crisis, make the
developing countries remain largely sceptical about talk of a new world
lamented the disappearance

order.

The

panelists were drawn mainly from members of the World Order
Project who had been attending a four day meeting in Kadoma,

Models

Zimbabwe.
Prof Saul Mandelvitz

perception of

a

highlighted the negative aspects of the US
world order especially the pre-occupation with deep

militarisation. Instead, the world should now focus and
Basic Needs World.

mobilise for

a

In

pursuit of this objective, the United Nations
should become the major arena of struggle and the International Court of
Justice should be utilised to challenge the legality of nuclear weapons.
The World Order Models Project which he represented will be
campaigning not only for a new international order, but ajust world order.
Dr Radmilla Nakarada from the Belgrade Institute for European
Studies argued that the experience of Yugoslavia will constitute one of
the sad chapters in the post cold war era challenges. The United Nations
and European community used double standards on the efforts to resolve
the problems resulting from the collapse of “communism.” In sanctioning
cessation of certain states, the principle of territorial integrity and
national sovereignty has been abandoned. Most of the republics coming
into existence do not constitute nations, but are multinational in orientation.
As the situation
in the horizon

as

stands, Dr Nakarada noted that no political solution is
the breakdown
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that the calls for the dramatic restructuring of the world
Africans are marginalised at an international
level, but have more chances of active participation in their countries. As
a result of the loss of socialist frames in the global system, the 1990s
promises to be a decade of momentous change. Dictators are under siege
and the masses are becoming restless. Founding fathers of African states
have been ousted and others are fighting viciously to stay on.
Despite all this restiessness. Prof. Mazrui felt that Africa is now well
placed to start the campaign for reparations and even fight for veto power
in the United Nations. The campaign for reparations will definitely give
an added impetus to the need for restructuring the world in favour of the
disadvantaged.
Dr Nathan Shamuyarira, the Zimbabwean Minister of Foreign Affairs
argued that the post-cold war era did not bring anything positive for
Africa. The USA and USSR had sent signals that their agreements on
cutting down a nuclear armaments would bring benefits to the third world
in the form of a peace dividend.
For Africa, there is no arms race, but an escalating arms war. Instead
of creating a stimulating environment, the west is introducing conditions
that threaten to arrest Africa’s capacity to develop. The Westis demanding
for increased accountability on human rights violations, good governance
and political plurality.
Other areas that he noted of special significance concern the outbursts
of conflict which in Europe is labelled, the nationality question', Asia, the
problem of ethnicity and reduced to tribalism when it comes to Africa.
In reality, this is the same phenomena.
Contributions from the members of the public pointed to the fact that
general perceptions of the world have been unduly influenced by the state
of the western world. This situation must not be viewed with complacency
but underscores the need to think seriously of a new world order. In
conclusion, it was strongly felt that what the world needs is a formula for
global governance. In the words of Prof Saul Mandelvitz, “give up the
term New World Order, and struggle for a just world order.”
ROM FEBRUARY 8-10 the Library and Documentation Centre hosted

comes

symbolises the dismantling of legal

at a time when most

NEWS FROM THE LDC
workshop on the exchange and sharing of information resources
libraries and documentation centres in the region.
The workshop was attended by over thirty participants, fifteen of

F

a

among

whom

came

from libraries and documentation centres from outside of

Zimbabwe. The Senior Documentalist from

our

sister

organisation

CODESRIA, based in Dakar, Senegal, was able to attend, as well as a

representative from the Pan African Development Information System,
PADIS. Other participants came fi:om South Africa, Kenya, Tanzania,
61

Botswana, Lesotho and Zambia.

the democratic

The

objective of the workshop was to set in motion some kind of
networking among libraries and documentation centres on a regional
basis, mainly in order to alleviate the economic crisis being felt by all
information services, by means of exchanging information and
rationalising collection policies in order to avoid over-duplication of
materials. For example, here in Harare, there are at least two other
information centres which collect material
instead of SAFES LDC

on

the environment, so

incurring extra costs and duplicating the efforts

of others, we refer our users to these libraries.

The intention was to stimulate discussion and realise concrete methods
of exchanging

information, rather than to listen to theoretical papers on
principles of networking. The participants did appear to consider the
workshop a worthwhile initiative, particularly the South Africans, for
many of whom this was the first opportunity to meet face to face with
colleagues from other countries in the region. An interesting contribution
from South Africa was a description of the universities’ attempts to
redress the inequalities of the apartheid system in a cooperative venture
to redistribute their library resources amongst themselves by means of a
free loans system which includes document delivery services.
Participants also visited EDICESA, where they were able to see in
operation a functioning E-mail system linked directly to London as well
as to the local network.
Mango, of which SAFES is a founding member.
As a result of the workshop it was agreed that a directory would be
produced of information resources (including libraries, documentation
centres and E-mail networks) in the region. SAFES was given the task
of compiling this, and we are sending out questionnaires. If you are, or
know of, any information centres or networks which should be included
in this directory, please contact Anne Derges at SAFES.
the

problem, ethnicity etc). What results - positive and
negative from their points of view and from the points of view of the
popular interests - can be expected out of these policies.
iii) How the popular social forces, organised in various forms or not
organised, read the new positioning of forces, globally and locally.
How do they understand the constraints and limits of the global order.
In what direction their programmes, attitudes and actions operate.
The crucial part of the file should therefore elucidate the actual and
potential chances, and capacities for thecrystallisadon of an alternative
(or alternatives) favourable to the popular classes. How matters such
as democracy, ethnicity, the relations of the state to the civil
society,
the international and inter regional relations are considered in that
perspective.
iv) And finally the proposal should offer conclusions with a view to
identifying the relevant issues with respect to the understanding of
the various historical choices which will command the future evolution
of the

society.
Submission of the

Proposals and Financing

The proposals

should be submitted to the TWF headquarters in Dakar,
accompanied by a draft estimate of the budget required for its
implementation, as well as a time table not exceeding three months for
the writing of the document from the date of its approval.
The financing of the proposals will thereafter be studied by TWF in the
light of different possibilities;
i) either the financing of the project through TWF general budget: and/
or

ii) preferably the search for the required additional
the TWF and interested cosponsors
Samir Amin and Bernard Founou

TWF

-

BF

resources

through

initiatives.

3501-Dakar-Senegal

Teleph. 221-211144
Fax; 221-221201 Attention Amin

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NON-VIOLENT

ACTION

THIRD WORLD FORUM PROJECT
“An Alternative to the CrisisforAfrica and the Middle EastAutonomosts

Economic and Social

Development in Democracy”
Call For Contributions

w

ORK HAS
be edited

begun on An Encyclopedia of Non-violent Action, to
by Christopher Kruegler, Roger Fowers, Doug Bond,

Ronald M.

McCarthy and William Vogele, and published in English by
Fublishing, Inc, of New York City. The Encyclopedia is
conceived as a single volume reference work for students, scholars and
the general reader with an interest in nonviolent alternatives in conflict.
Nonviolent action is understood in this work as a range of methods for
actively waging conflict without threatening or inflicting physical harm
to human beings. The Encyclopedia will be
published in 1996.
Inquiries should be directed to: Dr WiUiam Vogele, The Albert
Einstein Institution, 1430 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge MA 02138
USA. Bitnet address; Vogele@Harvada. Havard. Edu.
Garland

w

E HEREBY call upon individual African Researchers and relevant
African national and regional institutions to submit proposals

contributing to this project.
Modus
The

Operandi

project is currently in its first phase of implementation i.e. the

collection of some 30 nation al files on the problematique of an alternative.
Therefore the proposals should aim at producing such files and
respond to the following questions;
i) Where are we now in the country understudy, ie what is the political
economy of country now, beyond the structural adjustment
programmes. In other words this introductory part of the document
should offer
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VISITORS TO SAFES

critical

re-reading of the three past decades and why
and how they have led to the present situation, as well as a panorama
of the new positioning of social, political and ideological forces in
place, and their relation to the new global economic and pohtical
restructuring of the world and Regional systems.
ii) How the power and the ruling class position vis a vis the global system
how they see this global system and what are the explicit, implicit or
expected strategies that they will develop in that frame, both renewal
development economic strategies and political maxis (with respect to
a

D

URING THE month of

January and February, SAFES Trust was
by visits to its secretariat by a number of scholars,
and members of the diplomatic community, coming to

honoured

academics

familiarise themselves with

our

work.

Notable among these were:
Ursula Semin-Fanzer - (Terre-des-Homnees

Harare), Victor Sabelo

Fhama, FAC, Azania; Magdalenn Ginste, LO Jansson, SIDA, Stockholm;
Sapem March, 1993

V

Guy Mhone:

Mafa Sejanamane, Limakatjo Ranko, Goerge Khaparale, ISAS, Lesotho;

Xiaojie, Chinese Embassy, Zimbabwe; Stren Peter, BLA, Tsepang
Tsekoa, BLA-LEC, Colin Darch, University of Western Cape, John T.
Tsebie, University of the North, Siza Magubane, UNIS A, South Africa;
Wakari Gikenye, IDS, University of Nairobi, Kenya; Susan Murahwa,
NCNW, Harare; Francis Inganji, UNECA, Ethiopia; John M Newa,
University of Dar es Salaam; Abou M Ndongo, CODESRIA, Dakar;
Jonathan Mlondiwa, UNZA, Zambia and Pontso Sgwane, National
University of Lesotho.

Problems and Prospects for

Regional Economic Cooperation

Gu

and Integration
Discussant

1030-1100

Balefi Tsie:
TEA

1100-1300

SECOND SESSION

PROBLEMS OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC
COOPERATION AND INTEGRATION
CHAIRPERSON: Mafa Sejanamane
SADC/PTA: Towards a Model for
Dan Ndlela;
the

Xolile Guma:

5APES TRUST FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
ANNUAL

Cooperation inPost-Apartheid
Southern Africa

COLLOQUIUM

Rebona Mosai;

I

Colloquium

South Africa and the Proposed
Southern Africa Economic

Community
Chinyamata Chipeta;
Economic Cooperation and
Integration: Issues in Macro
Economic Policy and Practice
Discussant
Guy Mhone:

Southern Africa in the 2000; Issues on the
Post-colonialState, Democracy andHunuin Rights; PeaceandSecurity;
and Regional Cooperation, 14-19 March, 1993
SAFES

Integration of Key Sectors and

Services
SACU: Some Lessons for Regional

on

SAFES will be holding a colloquium in Harare on
in the Year 2000 which is intended to bring together
networks built around the various research themes that

N MARCH 1993,

(Convenor)

Southern Africa

Sindiso Ngwenya: Discussant
Gilbert Mudenda: Discussant

scholars

on

its

core programmes under Southern AMca Regional Insitute
for Policy Studies (SARD’S). SARD’S, the research arm of S APES Trust,

1300-1430

LUNCH

designed to provide an institutional framework to relate ongoing
topical policy issues and public concerns in Southern

1430-1630

THIRD SESSION
DEVELOPMENT POLICY: BEYOND STRUCTURAL

constitute the

is

research work to

ADJUSTMENT
CHAIRPERSON:

African societies in the 1990s.

colloquium is planned to become an annual event henceforth.
Previous colloquia have included papers by researchers from the S APES
network and other invited speakers, but this year it is intended to give
space to Msc and Ph.D students and other scholars to present papers and
The

Ibrahim Shao:

Experiences and Considerations
Strategy Beyond Structural
Adjustment

of

for a

intervene in the discussions.

THE PROGRAMME
SUNDAY 14TH MARCH, 1993
14.00 - 18.00 ARRIVALS AN D REGISTRATION
18.30 - 21.00 Official Opening: Dinner and Cuitural

Evening:

-

1030

Isaac Mazonde:

Economic Framework
The Environmental Crisis, Food

(Convenor)
TEA

Ibbo Mandaza, Executive

1700-1800

Director, SAPES Tmst
The Hon. Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Zimbabwe,
Dr Nathan Shamuyarira,
Patron of the African
Association of Political Science

1800

-

2000

Discussion
SUPPER

2000

-

2200

FOURTH SESSiON

Gilbert Mudenda, Member
SAPES Board of Trustees

(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE GLOBAL CONTEXT
CHAIRPERSON: Tiyanjana Maluwa
The African and the Middle East
Samir Amin:
Context

of the

Bertil Oden:
Ghazali Shafie:

The Nordic and

European Context

The Asian Context

American Context
American Context
Georg Schleicher Discussant
Arlmando Entralgo: The Latin
Michael Clough:
The North

MONDAY, 15 MARCH, 1993
0830

Designing the Post-Apartheid

1630-1700

(AAPS)
Vote of Thanks:

The Informal Sector

Bethuel Setai:

Security and Development Policy
Fundanga: Discussant
Stanley Mahlahia: Discussant
Guy Mhone:
Discussant

and SAPEM

Opening Address:

Moses Banda:

Caleb

Celebrating the Fifth Anniversary of the SAPES Trust

Welcoming Address:

Samir Amin
SAPs in Southern Africa: A Review

FIRST SESSION
SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR 2000: AN
OVERVIEW
CHAIRPERSON: Gilbert Mudenda

Sam

Nolutshungu: Discussant

(Convenor)

Keynote Address: Sam Nolutshungu: Southern
Africa in the Global Context
ibbo Mandaza:

Southern Africa in the Year 2000:

(Convenor)

An Ovenriew

Post-Cold War Peace and
Security in Southern Africa
Sejanamane:Tha Security of Inner Periphery

Severine Rugumamu:
Mafa

States

in

a

Post-Apartheid

Southern Africa

Sapem March, 1993

TUESDAY, 16 MARCH, 1993
0830

-

10.30

FI FTH SESSION
GENDER
CHAIRPERSON: Mothokoa Mamashela
Rudo Gaidzanwa: Feminists Theories and their
Reievance in the Study
of Gender in Southern Africa
63

Ruth Meena:

Making Gender a Research Agenda

(Convenor)
Thandabantu
Patricia

Nhlapo: Women and Constitutional
Rights
McFadden:
Sex, Sexuality and the

1100-1300

Discussant
Discussant

SIXTH SESSION
THE STATE AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS:
CHAIRPERSON: Andries Rukobo

Lloyd Sachikonye: The Labour and Student
Movements and the
(Convenor)
Blade Nzimande

Mpume

Thomas Dove;

The Case of Zimbabwe

Lohmeier Angula; The Case of Namibia
(Convenor);
Sergio Vieira:
The Case of Mozambique
(Convenor):
Bento Ribeiro-Kabulu: The Case of Angola
(Convenor)
Mqjankunyana Gumbi: Discussant
Brian Raftopoulos: Discussant

Cheryl Hendricks: Gender Politics in South Africa

1030-1100

The Case of South Africa

(Convenor);

Problem of AIDS

Isabel Casimiro:
Manana Tuoane:
TEA

Sipho Buthelezi:
(Convenor)

1030-1100

TEA

1100-1300

TENTH SESSION
2. International Perspectives

State in Zimbabwe
Civil Society, Mass Organisations
and People's Power in South Africa

CHAIRPERSON:

Hasu Patel

Mwasiga Baregu; The O.A.U., the Frontline States and
the Liberation Committee
Adekunie Ajala;
Nigeria as a Frontline State in the
Southern African Context
John Saul:
The Northern Context
Tor Sellstrom:
The Nordic Context

Sikhosana:

Eugene Macamo; Labour Movements in Mozambique
Ray Russon:
Social Movements in Swaziland
Louis Masuku;
Agricultural Collective in Zimbabwe;
A Vehicle for Rural

Georg Schleicher The Role of the Socialist Bloc

Democrat! sation?

1300-1330
1430-1630

Laura Hanison;
Discussant
Nobert Tengende; Discussant
TEA

Donald Chimanikire; Discusseint
LUNCH

1300-1430

SEVENTH SESSION
THE STATE AND DEMOCRACY IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA
1. Selected National Working Groups
CHAIRPERSON: Peter Anyang'Nyong'o

SARIPS PROGRAMME: 1993

(Convenor):
The Case of Botswana
The Case of Zambia

(Convenor)
1630-1700

1700-1800
1800

-

2000

2000

-

2200

Thandika Mkandawire;
TEA
Discussion
SUPPER

DiscussEtnt

EIGHTH SESSION (OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)
Z.Towards the Post-White Settler Society
CHAIRPERSON/CONVENOR: Ibbo Mandaza
Vincent Maphai:
The Case of South Africa

(Convenor)
Henning Melber The Case of Namibia
(Convenor)
Kempton Makamure: The Case of Zimbabwe
Jonathan Moyo;
Discussant

1995

ELEVENTH SESSION
RESEARCH PROPOSALS:
International Relations: Ibbo Mandaza
Governance:
Patrick Molutsi
Economic Policy: Guy Mhone
Gender Relations: Ruth Meena/Patricia McFadden
Social Development;

1430-1630

Jonathan Kaunda The Case of Malawi
Patrick Molutsi;
Gilbert Mudenda;

-

Including a Panel of Selected Junior Scholars
Undertaking Research on Issues
and Themes Related to the SARIPS Programme
1630-1700

TEA

1730

RESEARCH PROPOSALS

-

1800

(Cont)

THURSDAY 18TH MARCH, 1993
WORKING GROUPS
0830-1030

SAPES/SARIPS

Brief Responses:
Pallo Jordan

1030-1100

TEA

Mosebjane Malatsi
MosibudI Mangena

1100-1300

SAPES/SARIPS

Working Groups

Working Gropups (Cont.)

Alie Fataar
END OF COLLOQUIUM AND OFFICIAL CLOSING

THE RESEARCH AGENDA
FREE AFTERNOON AND DEPARTURES

WEDNESDAY. 17 MARCH, 1993
0830

-

1030

NINTH SESSION
HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL LIBERATION
STRUGGLES; ON THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STRUGGLE AND
THE CONTENT AND DIRECTION OF THE POST
COLONIAL SOCIETY
1.

Country Studies: Research Panel

CHAIRPERSON:
64

Marcus Balintulo

1730

-

1900

AAPS PUBLIC FORUM
SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE YEAR 2000

FRIDAY, 19 MARCH, 1993
DEPARTURES
Sapem March, 1993

“A NECESSITY FOR ALL INVOLVED IN THE

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA ”

PRODDER'S
SOUTHERN AFRICAN
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORY

I

An assessment and

comprehensive directory of Southern African

development agencies and organisations
Edited

by David Barnard
Pages

550

Introductory chapters on the African and Southern African development

scenario.

COUNTRIES / AREA COVERED:

INFORMATION COVERED:

Botswana

Government

Lesotho

Parastatals

Malawi

Development corporations and banks

Namibia

Research institutions

South Africa

Non-Governmental

Swaziland

(NGOs)

Zambia

International funding

departments

Organisations

organisations/donors operating in

Zimbabwe

Southern African

Southern Africa

Development

United Nations

Community (SADC)

organisations

PUBLICATION ORDER FORM
Please send

copy/copies ot the PRODDER'S DEVELOPMENT DIRECTORY
by David Barnard @ R65.00 per copy (VAT included) + R5.00 postage fee
International; US$40.00 / £20.00 (postage included)

me

1992/93 edited

Name:
Address;

Fax:

Tel:

Enclosed

please find a

□ Cheque / Postal Order to PRODDER HSRC
to the value of
or

Q

Debit my Credit Card, number

Expiry date;
Signature:
PRODDER, HSRC
P O Box 32410, Braamfontein, 2017, South Africa
Internationai Tei: (09 27 11) 339-4451, international Fax: (09 27

I

11) 403-2353
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